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TAKING THE SHOT Fresh-
men Hannah Johnson takes 
a shot during a game against 
Monta Vista on March 11th 
in the small gym.

how to stay balanced  {3}

 A Balancing Act

S
  ophomore Aanchal Mohan runs around the track as part of her 
work-out for the school distance (track and fi eld) team. Her head 
begins to spin, and her knees get weak. Huffi ng and puffi ng, she 
stops jogging and starts to walk. She’s run for much longer than this, 
but on 6 hours of sleep who can blame her?
     “I have had so little sleep that when I run I start to feel dizzy, and 
had trouble fi nishing the work out,” said Aanchal. She is one of the 
many student-athletes striving to fi nd balance between academics 

and sports. The key in fi nding balance is time-managment, organization, and, 
like Aanchal has shown, it is important to get enough sleep each night.Time-
management is a very important skill to learn, especially with all the commitments 
in high school. Simple things from using the school-provided planner to only 
watching a few episodes of “Glee” a night, make a difference.
     “Think things through,” said Hannah Johnson. “When you get stressed out, 
remember that you will get it done.” Hannah is a varsity fi eld hockey defender, 
varsity basketball post, and a junior varsity shotput and discus thrower. Averaging 
eight hours of sleep a night by setting an alarm and using her planner, Hannah has 
learned how effective time-management can be. 
    “I always use my planner to write down my homework and practice times,” 
said Hannah. “It helps me stay organized.”
plan your required credits early, so you 
can have less classes as a senior, giving 
you more time.    “This year was a lot 
easier to manage my time because 
I didn’t have a sixth period, so I got 
home a lot earlier,” said Senior soccer 
and fi eld hockey player Jordan Leonard. 
    Organization is another important 
way to balance your life. Staying 
organized will not only help keep track 
of belongings, it will also provide extra 
time to do homework. Ways to stay 
organized include writing things down, 
and keeping things clean and in their 
place. Also, put homework in binders 
and make frequent locker stops to ensure nothing is forgotten. 
    “Since most of the time I don’t know when I’m going to be getting home from 
my after school activities, keeping my homework organized defi nitely helps. I 
make sure to write down when all of my homework is due in my planner,” said 
Aanchal. Writing out schedules before the week starts helps to plan, especially 
when there are multiple practices and projects due.
    “I need to know what time I have practice, and how much homework I have,” 
said Jordan. “If I’m not organized, everything takes a lot longer.” Although there 
are a few obvious tips, like the ones mentioned before, a large part of organizing 
is due to trial and error. 
    “I used to write my homework on my hand,” said Aanchal. “I found out pretty 
quickly that it didn’t work so well, because it would always wash off.” 
    Another life-balancing tip is getting the right amount of sleep. Mayo Clinic 
(www.mayoclinic.com) did a study on sleep patterns of teens. They found that 
most teens need at least nine hours of sleep a night to maintain optimal daytime 
awareness. The clinic encourages teens to set alarms, and to go to bed at a 
reasonable time. Getting enough sleep is the only way bodies can be re-charged 
after long days of homework, stress, and sports. Student-athletes are very familiar 
with this concept, because getting the right amount of sleep can enhance their 
performance, and vice versa. 
    “If you don’t get enough sleep, you just get more and more frustrated about 
whats going on, and you won’t perform as well.” said Hannah. Lack of sleep 
doesn’t only hurt athletes’ performance, it can lead to other  problems that 
interfere with life as well. 
    “When I’m really tired I get headaches which lowers my concentration level in 
class. Which isn’t very high to begin with,” said Aanchal. 
     Managing time well, organizing important items, and getting enough sleep will 
make your workload manageable. Whether your lifestyle is as effi cient as Hannah 
or Jordan’s, or as hectic as Aanchal’s, there is always room for improvement. So set 
an alarm to alert you, use your planner, write things down, and stay on track.

[ ]GETTING 
ENOUGH SLEEP 
IS THE ONLY WAY 
BODIES CAN RE-
CHARGE AFTER 
LONG DAYS

]
Student-Athletes 
Strive to Balance 
School and Sports

I GOT IT! Senior Anna Schroeder 
and embers of the girls varsity 
basketball team fight for the ball 
in a game against Monta Vista on 
March 10th, 2010 in the gym.

RAISING THE BAR Sopho-
more Sneha Shivkumar 
jumps over a hurdle during 
track practice at the school

RUN FOR IT Sophomore 
Aanchal Mohan sprints the 
last 100 yards during League 
Finals on May 19th.

UNDER WHERE? Fresh-
man Amanda Schwartz and 
Senior Jordan Leonard dress 
up  for soccer dress up day 
on March 9th.

ALL FOR ONE Seniors 
Jordan Leonard and Anna 
Schroeder embrace after a 
goal against Saint Francis 
puts them in the lead.

[Allison Bruno]
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}H
ow does a high school student get all of their work done and still 
be able to sleep before midnight with all the distractions nowa-
days? Now with Facebook, a social networking site that lets one 
observe all their friends, their activities and who they talk to with 
“wall-to-wall,” students are easily sidetracked. This generation is 
the generation with the most distractions by far because of the 
technological advancements. Sophomore Michael Chang deals 
with the distraction of Facebook by completely isolating himself 

from it until he finishes his homework.   
       “When I do homework, I can’t even go on Facebook for a couple minutes because 
I know I’ll get hooked,” said Michael. Michael thinks the most important aspect  is time 
management. “When I study, I study a few days in advance so I don’t really have to 
cram and stay up late the night before the test,” said Michael. 
        However, there are other ways to get homework done before midnight. Instead of 
avoiding all distractions, some students give in to their desires. Sophomore Rocky Lee is 
an expert at multitasking. 
        “I always do homework while watching videos on YouTube. Only a small amount 
of people can multitask like me,” said 
Rocky.   
        Many students also like to listen to 
music while they do homework because 
it helps them focus and it is fun to sing 
along. Happy songs give inspiration 
when one feels down because of all the 
homework.  
        Since multitasking is not a strength 
everyone possesses, students can also set 
aside five or ten minutes at a time to let 
loose. Taking occasional breaks will help 
one relax and not stress over the work that 
has to be finished. Sophomore Michelle 
Cummins likes to take breaks every hour 
or so to help her settle down. 
        “Taking breaks prevents my brain from overloading. It is very hard to get back to 
work sometimes, but it has to be done,” said Michelle. 
        These breaks can serve as a reward for working over long periods of time. It gives 
students a goal to work for, instead of the hopeless feeling of doing homework all night. 
Breaks can vary from getting a snack to watching a sports game. 
        Most second semester seniors, however, don’t have to worry about too much 
work. They do have to worry about procrastination because of the so called “senioritis.” 
Senioritis is a made-up psychological disease that makes seniors extremely lazy and 
carefree. Senior James Han finds himself stuck with work to do late at night a lot.      
        “I usually don’t do homework until very late because I feel like I have an abun-
dant amount of time to do it, so no need to get started early,” said James. Not all seniors 
have senioritis, like senior Daniel Chan. 
        “I like to do homework as soon as I get home because when I finish, I have the 
rest of the night to do whatever I want with no burdens,” said Daniel. “The relieved 
feeling is the best.” 

[ ]Taking a break gives 
students a goal to 
work for, instead of 
the hopeless feeling 
od doing homework 
all night.

SLEEPING
before 12 pm

taking a break Sophomore Michelle 
Cummins takes a break by reading 

a book. She usually reads for about 
half an hour and then resumes 

working on her homework.
multitasking Sophomore Rocky Lee 
does homewhile he watches videos 

on YouTube 
completely focused Sophomore 

Michael Chang   studies Chemistry 
without any distractions around 

him 
wasting time Senior James Han 

takes a nap during at 3:00 PM in-
stead of doing homework. He said, 

“I know if I don’t do homework 
now, that I will suffer the 

conseqence of staying up later, but 
I’m willing to take that

 punishment.”

Z Z...Z

students tell about their 
strategies to sleep before 
midnight

[ ] [•Angie Chang• ]
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Students learn to eat healthy and stay
in shape amidst a growing fat country

A
merica: no doubt one of the most powerful countries in the world. 
It has the many natural resources, nuclear arms, a large, well-
equipped army, and a robust, substantial economy.

It is also the fattest country in the world. About 26.6 percent of 
Americans were obese in 2007. If this fat trend continues, over 40 
percent of Americans will be obese by 2015. 

Staying fi t by exercising and eating healthily are some of the main 
ways to stop this frightening trend. Working out is also a viable 

option, which can burn the fat in your muscles. By using these simple methods, one 
can become fi t and lose a lot of weight.

The fi rst step is to exercise on a daily basis. Even walking outside after eating dinner 
will help you from gaining those extra pounds.

It is also good to join a school sports team. Sophomore Christopher Vu is a part of the 
soccer team at his school and is also in a club soccer team that practices for most of 
the year. Chris is far from being overweight, and is always seen around the school with 
a great energy. 

“[Being on two soccer teams] is tiring, but I defi nitely like it,” said Chris.
Chris also tries to stay away from junk foods as much as possible. Sometimes, he 

looks carefully at the nutrition facts just to see what he is about to eat.
“I still eat junk food, but I try to limit just how much of it I eat,” said Chris.
This second step, eating healthily, is probably the most arduous of them all. It is often 

diffi cult to stay away from the tasty junk food, but if one becomes committed, it can be 
extremely benefi cial.

Having healthier alternatives is often the most helpful way to steer away from the 
junk food. Eating fruits and vegetables is a 
better choice than a bag of chips.

By studying the nutrition facts and 
ingredients, one can see how good or 
bad the food is for them. For example, if 
you see that the words ‘high fructose corn 
syrup’ is one of the fi rst ingredients, you 
would be best to stay away from it. Other 
things to watch out for: large amounts 
of trans fat, saturated fat, calories, and 
sodium. One should also look at the 
serving size and its nutritional information. 
If one looks only at what is in their food 
and not how much one serving is, it may 
not seem as bad as it looks. This, however, 
is deceiving. A serving can be from a bowl of cereal to a few pieces of chips. 

Other people stay fi t for entirely different reasons.
Sophomore Eric Wang lifts weights three days a week, and tries to exercise in his 

spare time.
“I want to be fi t because I feel that if I wasn’t I would be sluggish and lazy all the 

time,” said Eric Wang. “It keeps me energized and aware of my surroundings.”
Eric says that he also wants to stay fi t so that he can “appeal to the ladies” more.
Eric has started becoming more aware of his weight ever since the eighth grade.
“I used to a part of a swim club for four or fi ve years,” said Eric. “That defi nitely kept 

me from being fat.”
Eric can most often be seen at the weight room or playing basketball with his friends.
One student who has gone through an amazing transformation is sophomore Justin 

Fang. In elementary school, Justin used to be overweight.
“I was kind of uncomfortable with my weight, so I started trying out different sports 

until I found one that I could like,” said Justin.
Justin eventually stuck with swimming, joining the same club team as Eric.
Justin likes swimming because “it works out every part of your body”.
Eating healthily and actively being in a sport or just exercising can have surprising 

effects. It is a long road for one that is overweight, but is worth it.
“It takes patience and hard work to stay fi t,” said Chris. “You need to be able to 

balance what you eat every single day.” 

[ ]
It is often diffi cult 
to stay away from 
the tasty junk food, 
but if one becomes 
committed, it can be 
extremely benefi cial.

“ I want to be fi t because I feel 
that if I wasn’t, I would be 
sluggish and lazy all the time.
-Sophomore Eric Wang[ ]

KEEPING YOUR
body in SHAPE

[•By Peter Chen• ]

Flexing those hips Sophomore Eric 
Wang calmly concentrates on his 
daily sit-up exercise. Eric works 
out three times a week and is often 
seen at the weight room.

unlacking in lactic acid Sophomore 
Christopher Vu hustles back after a 
play during a game agaisnt Lynbrook. 
Chris has been playing soccer since 
elementary school and has an undying 
passion for the game. Chris is a part of 
the school team as well as a club team. 
happy days Sophomore Justin Fang 
smiles at the camera during a music 
trip in Europe. Justin had found his 
own niche after discovering his love for 
swimming in middle school. {

][
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{
Being in tune 
with the piano

I
nstruments can express a flood of emotions.
     Especially the piano.  Masters of the piano are able to twist and 
turn their notes to covey their feelings. A slew of emotions can 
enter the air with just a few notes. The piano requires both physi-
cal and musical talent in order to be played well. Even with the 
many different instruments that can be played, the piano is unique 
in having several interchanging melody lines, making it one of the 

best instruments. Musicians such as Mozart, Chopin or Beethoven were 
able to shine through with their piano skills. 
      But how do people play the piano so well?
      To freshman Selena Xu, having good fingers is the key to musical suc-
cess. «Always practice, and stretch out your fingers,» she said. «Having 
extensive fingers can help you get to the keys you want to reach. If you 
have an iTouch, try to play Tap-Tap Revolution. It really helps.» 
    Freshman Rebecca Yang, who has played ten years, sees getting a head 
start in your early years as the best way to be good at the piano. «Start 
early,» she said. «Just like everything else, you cannot excel in the piano 
overnight. It takes quite a while. The earlier you start, the more practice 
you get.» While Rebecca does enjoy playing the piano, she fines practic-
ing boring, even though it is 
necessary. «I do like playing 
the piano, it's just that playing 
the same song over and over 
again gets old fast. But still, 
practice is a must in order to 
be good.»
    Freshman Albert Fang has 
played ten years of piano and 
competed in many tourna-
ments. He also has won at 
least one medal each year. 
He says that it mostly comes 
down to practice. «Practice is 
the main part of being good,» 
he said, «I've been playing the piano ever since I was four, and had my 
first competition at the age of seven. It also depends on what song you 
are playing.» Another piece of advice he recommends is concentration. 
«You can't just play a piece without thinking about it. If you let your mind 
wander, you'll lose track of your hand position.»
    As most people say: to be good at something, you have got to enjoy 
it. To freshman  Jason Chen ,who has played for about nine years, being 
good at the piano comes from the same line.»Enjoy playing the piano,» 
he said, « By level eight or nine, you'll decide whether or not this is the 
instrument for you. If you want to play piano for your enjoyment, this is 
your instrument.Also,try to play songs that you like: you'll feel a larger 
connection to them and you'll want to play them.» Just like Albert, Re-
becca and Selena, Jason agrees that practice with the piano is necessary 
to be good at it. «You need to practice...alot.»
    It seems that to master the piano, one must have a ton of practice . 
While the answer may be obvious to some people, others will wonder 
how some people can be experts by magic. It's not magic that helps; it is 
effort, and it shows in the music.

[ ]It’s not magic 
that helps; it is 
effort, and it 
shows in the 
music.

For some students, a song 
from the piano can be 
worth a thousand words. [ ]IN action

[•Eric Fu• ]

new keys freshman Jason 
Chen tries out he piano in 
the drama room. new song 
freshman Chris Zhao tries 
out a new song on his family 
piano.

 makes perfect freshman 
Albert Fang prepares for his 
upcoming piano concert. 
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TRADING BRUSHES
for tablets

[W
ith only a few strokes, freshman Tim Park paints the 
outline of an eerily surrealistic scene on his canvas. His 
brush gains speed, dancing across the canvas as the 
concept for this piece of art is fleshed out. Within hours, 
the piece is done, and shades of green and brown fuse 
seamlessly in the subject of the picture--yet the artist’s 
hands never even touched a paintbrush in the process. 

Tim is a digital artist, a graphic illustrator who uses 
a Wacom Bamboo Fun tablet to hand-draw images directly onto the computer. “All 
of it’s right here in one folder,” he said fondly. “The computer is the home of all my 
artistic creations.”
Digital art, a growing art form, has developed a firm fan base within the past few 
years, likely due to the acceleration of modern technological advancement. Ever 
since the invention of the computer, digital programs have been designed to simulate 
traditional art (art made with concrete mediums like paint or charcoal). Even more 
subcategories of digital art itself have since been established as well, including vector 
art, paintings and photo-manipulations.

“Personally, I think digital painting is the hardest,” said Tim. “It’s the most similar to 
traditional art because you have to 
know how to compose lighting and 
depth from scratch, and I’m no good 
at that. If you give me a pencil and 
paper I can’t do anything. Maybe 
draw a stick figure and his dog.”

Tim also considers digital art easi-
er than traditional because mistakes 
are reversable with a simple click 
of the mouse, which seems to be 
a general consensus among many 
other artists. Freshman Maggy Liu, a 
traditional artist who recently turned 
to digital painting, agrees whole-
heartedly with him.

“Even though the only experience 
I have with digital art is painting 
with my tablet, I think it’s a lot easier,” said Maggy. “If I were oil painting, I’d con-
stantly be freaking out about mistakes I had made with permanent materials. It’s a lot 
more comforting to work knowing I can always click ‘undo.’”

Many artistic programs on the computer like Photoshop or Paint Tool SAI are tech-
nologically advanced enough to provide a wide variety of brush textures to simulate 
real-life painting. The difference, Maggy says, is that the digital programs also smooth 
out many of the physical problems provided by traditional painting, like paint drying 
too fast or issues with canvas size.

“Digital painting is kind of like when I first started learning English in preschool. 
I preferred the language I was familiar with at the time, Chinese, because I could 
express myself so much more easily,” Maggy said. “But over time, as I learned more 
English, it became the easier language.”

However, with this relatively new art form planting itself firmly into the world of art 
and giving rise to shortcuts that weren’t there before, some think it is causing values of 
traditional art to slowly dissolve. 

“Traditional art has been around for millennia, but now that digital art is making 
art easier, it seems like people are replacing their bristled brushes for tablets. I guess 
we’re just living in the era of digital technology,” said Tim. “It’s kind of sad, but what 
can you do?”

Furthermore, according to Maggy, it’s a much more rushed art form than tradi-
tional.
“We live with high-speed internet and fast delivery systems, and everyone’s always in 
a hurry. Digital art isn’t as satisfying as traditional for me because I always rush to get 
it done, so I can post it online and get feedback,” she said. “The best advice I could 
give to a beginner would be to be patient and take time, because the artwork really 
comes out better in the end.”

Despite this, freshman Terrance Wang, another traditional-artist-turned-digital, 
thinks digital art is ultimately more practical.
“Just look at the expenses. For traditional art you have to buy all these expensive ma-
terials, but for graphic design, all of it comes wrapped up in a nice little digital pack-
age,” he said. “The program itself costs more at first, but in the long run it’s definitely 
worth it.”

In addition, sustainability of digital art is hugely improved over traditional, since 
computer files can hypothetically last forever.

“Digital art is great for preservation. You don’t have to worry about tears or spills or 
fading colors like traditional,” Maggy said. “So unless the world implodes and we go 
back to the days of cavemen drawing on rock walls, it’s always going to be around.”

[ ]Digital programs 
also smooth out 
many of the physi-
cal problems pro-
vided by traditional 
painting.

, [ ]GALLERY

Modern technology 
paints the picture of 
a new era, one where 
digital art is a heavy 
competitor of age-old 
traditional.

Music to your eyes:  Fresh-
man Tim Park designed this 
for a T-shirt contest for his 
school orchestra. “I was 
inspired by the amazing 
artists at Threadless,” he said. 
“It only took a few hours on 
Illustrator, too.”

The tree of knowledge: 
Freshman Tim Park made this 
in June 2009. Instead of line-
art or digital painting like 
most of his other work, this 
is a vector graphic. Vector 
art is a sector of digital art 
where geometric shapes are 
used in design..

Rise above: Freshman Tim 
Park had originally intended 
to design a line-art for a 
school orchestra shirt, but 
it turned out differently 
from what he had expected. 
“I zoned into my abstract 
mode,” he said. “I kind of 
liked how the fist rising out 
seemed to symbolize drug 
resistance.”

Statuesque: Freshman Maggy 
Liu drew this with graphite 
pencil on an 18x24 inch 
canvas. It was completed in 
2009; she bought her tablet 
in March 2010.

Speedpaint: A speedpainting 
is a painting completed in a 
certain time limit. Fresh-
man Maggy Liu finished this 
piece digitally in 20 minutes. 
“I don’t like her face that 
much, but I think I got her 
hair right,” she said.

Year of the tiger: Freshman 
Maggy Liu digitally painted 
this piece in celebration of 
Chinese New Year 2010. 
which on the lunar calender 
is the year of the tiger.HARD AT WORK: fresh-

man Tim Park  works on his 
current Adobe Photoshop 

project, a digital painting of 
an SUV (with references). He 

later uploaded the finished 
product on the popular art 
website deviantArt, where 

it was  it now has over 600 
views and ___ favorites.

[•by Jackie Gu•]
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A
s joggers rush by and parents follow their children through the park, 
many are not shy as they slow to see what is going on.  Some ask 
questions, some just stare, and others shake their heads in wonder.  
 No, there are no fireworks or bands playing, just four girls tossing 
rifles in the park.  After a year on rifle line in the Saratoga color 
guard, sophomores Christine Liu, Stephanie Poo, Alex Ju, and 
Andrea Liu are used to questions such as, “Does that thing shoot?” 
and, “How many times can you make it spin around?” from people 

that notice their frequent practicing around Saratoga.
 “In order to be on rifle line, you need to be dedicated,” said Alex. “I practiced 
almost every day in the summer before I made rifle line.”
 This year, new color guard instructor Tony Crapo decided to teach every color guard 
member the basics of spinning a rifle, but only a few members selected during the 
summer performed with their rifles in the field show.
 “Mr. Crapo used an audition-type process to pick who would spin rifle in the show,” 
said Stephanie, “we stood in a block and did tosses over and over as he lined us up in 
order of skill.”
 Everyone in color guard this year was expected to do basic spins and single tosses 
on rifle easily, but skills such as double and triple tosses were expected of those trying 
out for rifle line.  Without practice outside of the scheduled color guard rehearsals, it 
was impossible for members to gain these skills and be prepared for rifle line.  Many 
beginners found it necessary to ask former rifle line members for tips.
 “The upperclassmen are always really nice about telling us how to make our catch-
es stronger,” said Andrea, “without advice from the captains, I never would have gotten 
my doubles down in time for auditions.” I’m highlighting these because you need to be 
punctuating them with a period rather than a comma since they’re each independent 
sentences. 
 Nobody begins color guard with flawless rifle technique, and many spend their first 
few weeks of rifle practicing spins, which require a controlled movement of the wrist.  
Spins are accomplished by holding onto the rifle and moving the wrist back and forth 
as the rifle is released and caught in the same spot every count, a movement that takes 
repetition to be able to do for long periods of time. 
 Perfect rifle tosses are made up of a hard push, quick release at the right height, and 
a strong catch.  Other factors must be thought about as well, such as wind, that change 

the way the rifle goes into the air.  If one of these things is even slightly off, it can end 
in a bad catch or, every color guard member’s nightmare, a drop. these last two graphs 
would probably be better if they were attributed a bit more, i.e., coming from your 
sources. 
 “When someone drops their rifle,” said Christine, “they usually get yelled at by one 
of the instructors.”
 Rifle tossers often try to save their tosses from hitting the ground by moving or stick-
ing their arms out, which can sometimes prove dangerous.
 “We always compare 
bruises and scars from our 
rifles,” said Andrea. “I show 
them off to show how tough 
guard people really are.” great 
quote!!! 
 Most  experienced rifle line 
members have more stories 
than they can keep track of 
about rifles hitting them in 
the head and feet, but it does 
not keep them from trying 
to improve their rifle skills.  
Whether the toss is a single or 
a quad, there is always some-
thing higher to shoot for and 
nearly every color guard member finds that having goals motivates them to practice.
  “I’m trying to toss rifle sixes or higher by my senior year,” said Alex. “right now I’m 
working on nailing fives.”
 In the end, color guard members find that the more work they put into rifle line, 
the more satisfaction they get.  When the hours spent perfecting a toss in the park 
show through during a performance, the satisfying catch and cheers from the audience 
motivate them to stick to their goals.  If not enough work is put into rifle skills, a sloppy 
catch or drop serves as even harsher motivation to try hard.
 “There’s a lot of pressure that comes with being on rifle line, “ said Christine, “but I 
also love the challenge.” [•Cecilia Hollenhorst•]

[ ]WITHOUT 
PRACTICE OUTSIDE 
OF COLOR GUARD 
REHEARSALS, IT 
WAS IMPSSIBLE FOR 
MEMBERS TO BE 
PREPARED.

SPIN it
to WIN it!

tossing high: Sophomore Katie Cummins 
practices her tosses at a Thursday night 
colorguard rehearsal in May over again: 
Sophomore Christine Liu reviews the rifle 
routine before the last  practice of the year 
begins in May  time to shine: Freshman 
Mckenna Galvin performs in the San 
Joaquin Valley winterguard competition 
on February 12, ready to go: Sophomore 
Stephanie Poo preps for a toss at a color 
guard practice on May 23

spinning together: The varsity winter-
guard finishes a strong show with a rifle 
feature at the San Joaquin winter guard 
competition on February 12.

rifle line members 
work hours to 
improve their skills.

{ }“ I started by learning spins. You 
do spins by moving your rist 
around while grabbing and 
letting go of the rifle over and 
over.”  

-Sophomore Alex Ju

“ I mainly practice tosses.  I 
started with singles (which go 
around once) and now I’m 
on to quads that rotate four 
times.”  
-Sophomore 
Katie Cummins

How do YOU practice rifle?
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??
how happiness is achieved: the advice of SHS students

I
t’s a question philosophers and academics have considered for years. 
What is happiness and how is it achieved? To answer this question, 
scientists have initiated experiments, coming up with a scientifi c 
defi nition and process of happiness. According to Richard A. Griggs, 
author of “Psychology: a concise introduction”, emotion requires three 
processes: a physiological response to a certain stimulus, an outward 
expression of emotion and an analysis of that emotion.  
    Indicators of happiness are smiles and laughter. The World Map of 

Happiness and the World Values Survey took a poll from different countries on 
their happiness levels, and in 2008, Denmark was ranked as the happiest country 
in the world. 
 Residents of Denmark are reported to possess social connections, career 
satisfaction and political and economic stability -- all of which are known to 
promote happiness, according to Weir and Johnson of ABC News. 
 However, this survey was merely an opinion of the survey-taker, expressing 
his or her attitude toward happiness.  
    There is no magic formula that measures happiness, or describes how 
happiness is brought about. Each human being is unique, with preferences and 
traits that vary by personality. 
 By isolating each person and fi nding out the key to happiness uniquely, the 
cause of happiness can be found.  
    Sophomore Katie Cummins, when asked about her source of joy, replied, 
“Friends and family. I can’t imagine life without friends and family, it’d be so 
sad!” 
 Katie’s recipe for happiness seems to be effective; her friends describe her 
as “always happy and sunny.” Katie also fi nds her outlet in guard to be a major 
factor in her happiness.  
    “Guard is...wow, there are like no words to describe how fun it is,” said Katie. 
The exercise and vigor color guard takes contribute to Katie’s constantly jubilant 
personality. 
 For Katie, the key to happiness is through her activities, especially guard. 
Guard takes up a majority of Katie’s time, and limits her extracurriculars down to  
just one major activity.
    However, for sophomore Kellie Chiou, having multiple activites is what 
contributes to her happy day.
 Her friends attribute her sunny disposition to different things. “Sure, friends 
and family are important,” she said. “But I think what really makes me happy are 
my extracurriculars.” 

 Kellie is a member of marching band, as well as an avid volunteer at 
numerous organizations. Her packed schedule keeps her busy, and apparently 
extremely happy. 
 “It shouldn’t be a surprise that band takes up so much time,” said Kellie. 
She doesn’t complain, however, because band is really like “one big happy, 
dysfunctional family, with people who see you through the hard time and the 
good times.”
     While Kellie fi nds that having a busy life allows almost no time for anything 
else, sophomore Vivian Liao realized that sticking with one hobby causes her to 
be extremely content.  
    “Baking, cooking, basically anything that 
involves making food is my hobby,” said 
Vivian. “Yes, even eating food, unfortunately.”
 Vivian says she spends much of her spare 
time looking up recipes and trying them out, 
and always has a huge abundance of leftover 
goods for her friends.  
    “Oh my goodness, this is so good,” said 
sophomore Andrea Liu after tasting Vivian’s 
handmade taffy. 
 Vivian celebrates her frends’ birthdays by 
baking creative cookies and cakes, much to 
their delight.
 She also recalls a birthday when her friend 
gave her a bag full of food for her birthday. “It 
was awesome, because I got like, twenty Monster drinks,” said Vivian. 
 Different personalities and traits make sure that no person is the same, and 
activities that please people differ by these traits. 
 Thus, happiness is unique to every individual. Still, it is generally 
acknowledged that fi nding an enjoyable activity that takes up a good chunk of 
one’s time can lead to happy results.
 Living a lifestyle one is accustomed to and enjoys leads to contentment, if 
not joy. Obviously, there isn’t a secret process that leads to total and complete 
happiness. 
 However, it is almost indisputable that  by living healthily and fi nding 
something that is enjoyable to oneself, total happiness can and should be 
achieved.
   

[[ ]]EACH HUMAN BE-
ING IS UNIQUE, 
WITH PREFERENCES 
AND TRAITS THAT 
VAR BY PERSONAL-
ITY.

““ emotion requires 
three processes: 
a physiological 
response to a 
certain stimulus, an 
outward expression 
of emotion and 
an analysis of that 
emotion. 

 Emotion requires three processes: a physio-
logical response to a certain stimulus, an outward 
expression of emotion and an analysis of that 
emotion.  
 This definition creates a controversy amongst 
supporters of the commonly disputed topic of 
animals experiencing emotion. Proponents of the 
subject argue that because animals experience 
fear, they should be able to experience delight. 
Disclaimers retort that traits that humans perceive 
as happiness, for example, a wagging tail of a dog 
or a purring cat, cannot be used as indicators for 
euphoria. 

can animals 
experience 
happiness?

we want your cookies  sophomore Vivian Liao puts her 
Cookie Monster hat on her face.   band geek love sopho-

mores Clara Chao and Kellie Chiou grin happily after a 
band competition that took place this year. guard girls unite 

the sophomore guard girls pose after attending a grueling 
guard competition. yes, I own a rifle a Winter Guard Rifle 

Line button rests on the hand of an excited Katie Cummins. 
“I bougt the button at one of our guard competitions,” said 

Katie. “It’s pretty awesome.” 
][ [•Justine Huang• ]

on cloud9
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how to stay in shape during the off sesason {17}

T
he 85 pound iron bar clatters as freshman basketball player Jona-
thon Boldt throws it to the floor after his workout.

In the off season Jonathon works out in the weight room twice 
a week, trying to maintain the shape he was in during basketball 
season. He never misses a workout because staying in shape is 
important to him. “Working out is important because it makes me 
feel good,” Jonathon said.

There are essential parts to keeping that fitness level at its peak. 
In order to stay in good shape during the off season, players must be dedicated 
and consistent. During workouts players need to strive for explosiveness and get-
ting stronger. They say it’s important to build a strong fundamental base.

“I am out of shape because I’m lazy,” said freshman basketball and baseball 
player Stevie Berman, “I definitely regret sitting on the couch watching TV. It 
didn’t do any good for me.”

Stevie feels he is in the best shape coming out of his basketball season. “Being 
in shape really helps me out when I am playing baseball,” Stevie said, “I never 
get tired and I can play all day.”

Physical Fitness teacher Rick Ellis explains that players shouldn’t be too intense 
too early, but they should build some strength and strong bases for the season. 
“You want to be lifting weights and running a bit,” Rick Ellis, “About three days a 
week is good.”

Rick said that there are certain things that should be the focus of your off 
season workouts. Off season workouts should be used to help prevent injury, get 
stronger muscles, gain flexibility in joints, ligaments, and tendons, and become 
more explosive. “Coming out of the off season, some goals to aim for are getting 
bigger, faster, and stronger,” Rick said.

Building a strong foundation is important in the off season. When players have 
something good to build off of, future workouts are that much more effective. “I 
like to focus on technique during the off season,” Rick Ellis said, “then during the 
season you can get going from the start.”

A strength component is vital to these workouts if you want to get stronger for 
the next season. However you don’t want to solely focus on strength during the 
off season. Moving through different workouts helps build stamina and quick-

ness. “A hard and fast workout will help your explosiveness a lot,” Rick Ellis said, 
“You will really see that improvement if you do workouts like that on a consistent 
basis.”

There are a few important tips to keep in mind when going into the off season. 
The main emphasis should be consistency. According to Rick, players need to be 
consistent and dedicated, because too much time off and the your fitness level 
drops.

Jonathon spends his off season playing in Open Gym and weightlifting with the 
basketball program. Jonathon advises, “Do whatever your sports program has to 
offer.”

Sometimes the work was hard, 
but Jonathon was still motivated. 
Before workouts, Jonathon admitted 
he wasn’t very excited. “But after a 
workout, I feel so accomplished,” 
Jonathon said, “It’s a really good 
feeling.” 

On the other side, whenever he 
missed a workout, Jonathon felt bad 
because he “only lets himself down.” 

Another approach, since constant 
workouts don’t appeal to everyone, would be cross training. Trying a new sport 
such as swimming or cross country is a great way to stay in shape during the off 
season.

 Rick advises not to be too sport specific during the off season. “Don’t be afraid 
of trying new things,” Rick said, “keeping it diverse will make it that much more 
of an enjoyable experience.”

Because Jonathon has been working out all off season, he feels ready to go for 
the next season. Jonathon will be one of the older players and will be expected 
to step up next year. “I feel ready for the season,” Jonathon said, “These workouts 
have made me feel like I can come back next year strong and ready for any chal-
lenge.” [•By Dylan Jew• ]

[ ]Players need to be con-
sistent and dedicated, 
too much time off and 
their fitness level drops.

one more push Freshman bas-
ketball player Jonathon Boldt 
finishes his last set of bench 
presses. Jonathon has been 
going to weightlifting since 
February,but he struggled 
in earlier workouts. After 
months of work, Jonathon has 
improved drastically and feels 
stronger during games. 

 ready to go Freshman basketball player Stevie 
Berman gives a thumbs up to show he is ready 

to start the Open Gym. Stevie goes  to the work 
outs to get ready for the season and stay in peak 

condition.  listen up guys Physical Fitness teacher 
Rick Ellis explains the workout of the day to the 

boys basketball team in the weightroom. 

How to stay in shape during the off season

OFF-SEASON
crossroads

How I do what I do:W
orking it in the off season

]

pushing for power Jonathon Boldt 
does push ups in the workout of the 
day. This workouts consists of a total 

of 30 hang cleans and 9 rounds of 
Cindy. Cindy is another workout 

where players do five pull ups, ten 
pushups, and 15 air squats.
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The SAT made easy  {19}

{
[ ]THE SAT MADE EASY

I
t is never too early in one’s high school career to start thinking about the SAT. It is possibly one of 
the most intimidating tests a student will take in his/her entire academic career.
 Unfortunately, there still are many students who wait until the last minute to study for the test; 
however, juniors Nikhil Maheshwari, Vijay Menon and  Keerti Shukla were not these type of stu-
dents.
 “For some reason the SAT can make a huge difference when it comes to getting into good col-
leges,” Vijay explained. “I figured why not just do well and get it over with quickly?”
 Vijay was one of the few students to not only take the test his junior year, but to also pass with 

flying colors his first time. Others reasoned that it would be best to finish off junior year first, and then to 
focus their energy on getting their ideal score on the SAT.
 “Most juniors think their year is already really hard and it takes up so much time,” junior Nikhil Mahesh-
wari reasoned. “Their mentality is if they were to try and focus on school work and the SAT, neither scores 
would come out good. I disagree”
 Nonetheless, the three students found that studying for the SAT was not all that difficult and time-con-
suming at all.
 “As it turns out, the test is not all that hard,” Keerti said. “A lot of the material on the SAT is stuff that 
students pick up everyday in school. There’s just a bit extra that kids can do to get that really great score.”
 When asked to elaborate on the “extra stuff,” Keerti laughed, “It really isn’t as bad as everyone makes it 
out to be.”
 Vijay, Keerti and Nikhil explained that they 
initially started “studying” for the test three months 
in advance. According to them, the work he did to 
prepare should not be considered studying.
 “The material on the test is not stuff high school-
ers have not seen before,” Vijay said. “However, 
it still is stuff that we should review because we 
haven’t seen in a long time.”
 Vijay explained that he began his reviewing by 
reading books with strong language more frequently. 
He would then have a friend or family member 
ask him to elaborate on certain quotes or passages. 
Keerti and Nikhil practiced in similar ways.
 “The Critical Reading section of the SAT is possi-
bly the most frustrating section the test has to offer,” 
Vijay said. “A lot of their questions involve quote 
analysis, so reading and analyzing books are good practice. In fact, it even helps for the essay portion of the 
test.”
 Next on their list was reviewing for the Vocabulary section.
 “The words commonly seen on the test are no secret; they’re online,” Nikhil said. “Each morning I 
would learn five new words, then I would have someone quiz me on them. I even played crosswords to 
make sure I really knew them.”
 After honing their skills for the English portion of the test, the three turned their attention to math with 
quite repetitive methods.
 Vijay said, “Unfortunately, a subject like math isn’t as set in stone as we would like. In order to excel in 
it, one must thoroughly understand the concepts, and the only way to do that is to keep on doing practice 
problems.”
 Vijay, Nikhil and Keerti focused on material in Geometry, and basic Algebra primarily, along with a bit 
of Algebra 2.
 In addition to his extra review, they still took practice tests once a week as they helped show him which 
sections he still needed work on.
 With all this reviewing, the test date creeped up quite quickly.
The night before the test, the students relaxed, ate a hearty meal, and slept quite early as to make sure they 
would be wide awake for the test.
 “It would really suck to have done all that review and come up short on the test because you were 
tired,” Nikhil reasoned.
 Finally, on the day of the test, all three students ate a satisfying breakfast and calmly went to the testing 
center. They applied what they had studied and came out with scores that would make the smartest kids 
jealous.
 Vijay concluded, “The SAT may come across as intimidating, but it really isn’t so bad. Treat it like any 
other test and take it seriously and you should do fine!”
 Finally, on the day of the test, all three students ate a satisfying breakfast and calmly went to the testing 
center. They applied what they had studied and came out with scores that would make the smartest kids 
jealous. 

[ ]THE MATERIAL ON THE 
TEST IS NOT STUFF HIGH 
SCHOOLERS HAVE NOT 
SEEN BEFORE

students give their tips on 
how to study for the SAT 
with ease.

[•by Kabir Jiandani• ]

Working hard Junior Abigail 
Frankola works on an SAT 
Diagnostic towards the end 
of class

Not so long ago Senior Elena 
Rees skims an SAT book and 
recalls how much she stud-
ied in her previous year

Practice, practice, practice 
Junior Ren Norris writes a 
practice essay during art 
class after finishing her work
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[ONE STONE
at a time

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT 
During a Go club practice in 

Ms.Fan’s room, Lawrence Chou 
(left) practices for the upcom-
ing tournament against David 

Su (right). 

READY SE T GO!  Powell 
Huang begins his game in 
the Bay Area High School 

Tournament that is held once 
a year.

THE NEXT MOVE  Brandon Lin 
ponders his next move. “When I 
play Go, i try to figure out what 
my opponent is going to do and 
try to stop them.”

GO BOARDS Most Go 
boards are 19 by 19, but 

there are also some 13 by 
13’s and 9 by 9’s.

“F
WAP!” is the sound of the stone junior 
Brandon Lin places, ending a one-
hour game of Go .
 Go is a 4,000-year-old game based 
in China that deals with stones used to 
capture territory. The game is played 
by two players who alternately place 
black and white stones on the vacant 

intersections of lines on a 19 by 19 grid. 
 “Don’t think it’s too hard to learn just because of the big board. 
It is relatively simple once you get the hang of it,” said Brandon. 
 Once a stone is placed on the board, it cannot be moved else-
where, unless they are surrounded and captured by the opponent’s 
stones. It is considered to be a player’s territory if his or her stones 
circumscribe an empty intersection or the opponent’s stones.The 
object of the game is to control a 
larger portion of the board than the 
opponent does.       
 “Basically, the two players, repre-
sented by black and white stones, try 
take as much territory as possible, and 
the side with the most territory wins,” 
said freshman Powell Huang.  
 Capturing territory is not easy, 
so many tactics and strategies are 
needed. At the beginning, the players 
place the stones at corners because it is the easiest to take over and 
hardest for the opponent to take. Then the players go for the sides, 
and eventually the middle. Also, they try to attack an opponent’s 
group while making territory.
 “I prefer to take the sides and get openings to the middle so 
I have an advantage when fighting for the middle part, since the 
center is the hardest to defend,” said Powell.   
 Another tactic is the star point joseki, which is often used by the 
president of the Go club, senior David Su. A joseki is a sequence 
of moves, which results in a fair outcome for both black and white 
sides.
“It’s simplistic, and I’ve been using it since 30 kyu,” said David. 
 A kyu(k) is a Go rank. It is considered to be a student rank. 
Being between 30 and 20k means beginner, 19 through 10k is 

a casual player, and between nine and one k is an intermediate 
amateur. After kyu is dan, which are considered master ranks. Dan 
further divides into amateur and professional dan. One to seven 
d(dan) is a advanced amateur, while one to nine p(professional) is 
a professional player.
 “You can determine your rank by participating in tournaments. 
That’s how you make your rank official,” said Powell. “You can 
also play online, but the ranking for that is not very accurate.”
 David is currently two dan, Brandon is three dan and Powell is 
10 kyu.
 The three often play against each other, testing their skills.
 After they finish the beginning part of the game, they continue 
on to the middle, the most intense part of the game. It is where 
there is a war all over the board to fight for as much territory 
as possible. As the boarders between black and white become 

clearer, the middle game develops 
into the end game. They then try to 
pick up the last few small territories 
that they might get.
 The game finally ends when both 
players pass consecutively, which 
usually happens when they believe 
no useful moves remain. Then the 
game is scored using territory scoring. 
It counts the number of empty points 
the stones surround, together with the 

number of stones captured.
 A game of Go can last anywhere from five minutes, when 
playing casually, to six hours in a tournament. Some professional 
games have taken over 16 hours to play, and are spread over a 
course of two days.
“I’ve played games that have been as short as 10 minutes to as long 
as two and a half hours.” said David.
 The amount of time taken varies depending on what level the 
players are at, but the game is not necessarily the most important 
aspect of Go.
 “The most important part of Go would be using your brain and 
improving,” said Brandon. “Because there is no single strategy 
to win a game of Go, the only thing you can do is practice, and 
practice makes perfect.” 

“Don’t think it’s too hard to 
learn just because of the big 
board. It is relatively simple 
once you get the hang of 
it.”—Brandon Lin, junior[ ]

Go is board game, originated 
in ancient China. It is noted for 
being rich in strategy despite its 
simple rules. 

]
[•Jennifer Jin• ]
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“They need to 
love what they 
do, since no-
body likes a 
grumpy teach-
er!”- Patrick So-
brak-Seaton

T
    Teachers have dif-
fi cult jobs trying to be 
liked by students and 
fi t in all the mate-
rial they need to teach, 
especially high school 
teachers. Students have 
a lot of standards teach-

ers need to meet to be a good teacher, 
including kindness, genuine care in the 
students’ well being, knowledge about 
their subject and most importantly, love 
for their job.  
    “They [high school teachers] should 
also understand how teenagers think 
and act, they should be able to balance 
education, and not be too strict,” said 
freshman Natalie So. 
An act of kindness, however small is 
never wasted. 
    Teachers need to have a bubbly 
personality that fi lls the room.  
    “They should always have a smile 
on their face, because it just makes the 
room feel so much more cheerful!” said 
freshman Natasha Morgan-Witts. 
    Science teacher Ms. Lisa Cochrum, 
who has been teaching for 17 years and 
is also the Teacher of the Year, is much 
known for her personality and ways of 
teaching. 
     “She is always willing to lend an ear, 
and really cares about our (her students) 
well beings, and is also willing to take 
the time to help anyone who needs it,” 
said her 7th period junior T.A Cortney 
Fields.  
    “When I was in the 9th grade, she 
was my earth science teacher, when I 
was a sophomore, she was my biology 
teacher, and now I am her T.A. She 
has never once let me down, and 
wants everything to be perfect for her 
students» said Cortney. 
Care about the Student 
    Students are willing to open up more 
and go the extra mile when the teacher 
they have pays more attention to them 
personally. When students are able to 
work one-on-one with a teacher, they 
learn more, and are able to get help in 
the areas they need help. 
    “I really like that Mrs. Cochrum is 
always willing to help any student who 
needs help, they can come in during 
tutorial, lunch, brunch, or even after 
school,” said Cortney. 
     “She has a knack for teaching kids 
who need a little extra help,” said her 
colleague Journalism teacher Michael 

Tyler. 
    Teacher can’t just teach, they need to 
fi nd creative ways to keep the student 
engaged in the concepts they are 
learning. 
    “I really like the teachers who use 
visuals to demonstrate a hard concept,” 
said freshman Anu Chillal. “A good 
sense of humor and some good stories 
can’t hurt either!”  
     “When teachers tell stories and 
goof off, it makes them seem more 
like people,” said freshman Shayda 
Roohparvar. “I like it when they go off 
talking about random things, because 
it gives us time to catch up and let our 
brains absorb the knowledge.” 
Know the Material 
    Before teachers can complain about 
us not knowing what we are doing, they 
need to know what they are doing.  
    “Teachers need to actually understand 
what they are teaching, and can not just 
dictate it to us without explaining,” said 
Anu. “If something was hard for them to 
learn, it will probably be even harder for 
us to understand it.”  
    When teachers’ dictate/lecture 
without breaks, most of the time, what 
they are saying will go in one ear, and 
out the other. If they need to lecture, 
they need to give us rest breaks.  
    Once teachers know what they are 
teaching, they need to fi nd a creative 
way of teaching it to the class. 
“Ms. Cochrum is really good at making 
her lectures fun because she always has 
a corresponding story to tell us,” said 
sophomore Patrick Sobrak-Seaton. 
Love what you are doing 
    Most importantly, teachers need 
to love what they are doing, because 
students can tell when they don’t. When 
teachers love what they are doing, we 
can tell from the way that they teach, 
which captivates our attentions too. 
The way they speak, and present their 
material 
    “They really need to love what they 
are doing, because nobody ever likes a 
grumpy teacher!” said Patrick. 
    “I admire teachers because they 
spend a lot of their time at school and 
they dedicate some of their free time to 
grading papers,” said Shayda, “but they 
still can’t let that affect the way they 
teach in class. If they want us to enjoy 
the class, they need to enjoy it too.”  
[•Ashley Joshi• ]    
      

[ ]Tips to Teach
Students explain what makes them like a 
teacher

IN

[ ]action

¿comó se dice?: 
Freshman Anu Chillal 
meets her teacher 
Miss. Rodriguez  
during tutorial to get 
some extra help what 
is a heart? Freshan Eu-
gene Che meets with 
Ms. Cochrum after 
school to ask a ques-
tion about the final 
did I do it right? Cor-
tney Fields runs her 
work by Ms. Cochrum 
as they laugh over 
what students wrote 
going the extra mile- 
While she gives her 
students some time to 
study for the final, Ms. 
Cochrum enters some 
last minute grades 

teach with toys-  Ms. 
Cochrum gets carried away 
while trying to get a student 
to put thier backpack away 
put that there Ms. Thomp-
son’s AP Bio class gets some 
help from Ms. Cochrum 
durng her 5th period prep.
look at that Ms. Cochtum 
shows the AP Bio students 
how to conduct their 
photosynthesis project. will 
you sign my yearbook? Ms. 
Cochrum signs one of her 
student’s yearbooks remem-
ber to study Ms. Cochrum 
goes over some last minute 
study tools for the final
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{
O

n Saturday morning Virginia Vincent, a retired businesswoman, 
wakes up early to tend the petunias in her front garden. Armed 
with a water meter, a watering pot and a shovel, she prepares 
to fight off the snails and weeds trying to take over her precious 
potted plants. “I keep taking [the weeds] out, but they just keep 
coming up,” she groaned.
        To many, gardening may seem like a tedious and back-
breaking job. However, Vincent and a few of her neighbors 

living on the little street called Westover Drive take care of their own beautiful gardens 
themselves. They trust only the simple jobs, like mowing and trimming, to their garden-
ers.        
        Vincent believes the key to her success is her colorful flowers. “I work in the gar-
den because I like pretty yards, and I just wanted color,” she said. 
        Similarly, her neighbor across the street, John Kolstad,  chooses the flowers for his 
yard by their color and if they can live in direct sunlight or not. “Flowers make people 
happy. If there are no flowers in front of the house, it’s not as happy a house,” Kolstad 
said.     
        Choosing the right flowers for a garden is no easy task. Some like more sunlight; 
some like drier soil. They also can come from a variety of places, as bulbs from a 
friend’s garden or even from the wild. Yet simple annual flowers, like dahlias and petu-
nias, which die every year, can be replaced easily with fresh ones the next season. “Just 
start small and try many things,” Kolstad advises. 
        Fortunately, a beginning gardener can take a soil sample to the nursery for help in 
choosing the best plants for his yard. Most plants like to grow in loose soil. If soil is rock 
hard, topsoil, or dark, nutrient-rich soil, can be added to make it softer.
        Different plants have different requirements. Tomatoes prefer water every two to 
three days, and ivies like having a fence or wall to grow on. “Be sure to read all the 
instructions that come with the plants,” Vincent said.
         Kolstad and his wife Lori have maintained their garden by themselves since 1983 
when they bought the house, and they have kept one rosebush planted by the previous 
owner. Kolstad’s interest began when his grandmother introduced him to details of 
gardening, like how to water properly and how to have good fertilizer. 
        According to Kolstad, plants do not like water every day because “they become 
stronger without it.” Plants should be watered consistently, but any drooping will indi-
cate that either too much or too little water is being given. 
        Potted plants have their own difficulties, as shallow pots dry out faster than deeper 
ones. Vincent’s petunias, which are “fairly hardy,” need to be watered every other day. 
“I have a water meter, but I can tell from experience when plants need water,” Vincent 
said. 
        In arid weather water in the soil dries up much more quickly than during the wet-
ter winter months. Aerating the soil by creating little holes in the ground allows water to 
reach the plants’ roots. “Yellow grass means ‘Fertilize!’” Kolstad said. 
        Neither Vincent nor Kolstad changed the layouts of their gardens when they 
moved in, keeping the patches of soil and plants in their original places. On the other 
hand, their neighbor, Edward Laughlyn , hired a landscaping company to redo his 
entire front yard.
       The company, Golden Touch Landscaping, took out everything and put in paving 
material, trees and little flowers. Employees come by once a week and even read-
just the watering schedule from season to season. “They take care of everything, so I 
wouldn’t even be able to tell you what grows [in my garden],” Laughlyn laughed.
        Gardening requires a large time commitment as well as an appreciation for nature. 
“Living in the city, there’s not much of an opportunity to be around nature even though 
there’s birds and squirrels,” Kolstad said.         
        There is not one specific key to the ideal garden. Yet with care and attention to 
details, one can become the envy of all the neighbors.  [•Evaline Ju• ]

SECRETS 
revealed

Tips to 
planting an 
enviable 
garden

}
EARLY MORNING GARDENING  Virginia 
Vincent wakes up early Saturday morning 

to weed and water her potted petunias. 
RAINBOW LAWN Snapdragons and 

petunias line the walkway of John Kolstad’s 
front lawn.  WORKING TOGETHER John 

Kolstad and his wife Lori plant a vine next 
to a fence in their backyard. 

“Flowers make people 
happy. If there are 
no flowers in front 
of the house, it’s not 
as happy a house. 
—John Kolstad, 
Saratoga resident
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[ ]The main obstacle 
for any student 
coming from 
another country is 
language.

[•by Paul Jung• ]

{
strike a pose Sophomore Paras Unadkat poses with his friend 
Cullen McChesney. “Friends are really important to adapt to a 
new school,” said Paras. all smiles Freshman Derek Chao smiles 
while studying at the library. locking up Sophomore Lisa Asai 
visits her locker after school. Lisa said that she adjusted well to 
the new school and the environment.

[ ]
NO

LimitsLimits
students from different 
countries find ways to adjust.

  How to: 
WRITE “SCHOOL” IN ...

Chinese:

Japanese:

Hindi:[ ]

M
any students fi nd high school to be diffi cult or challenging, as if the 
material they are learning is in a completely different language. For 
sophomore Lisa Asai, a Japanese student who moved to Saratoga in 
eighth grade, her teachers really are speaking another language. 
    Lisa, like many other students at Saratoga High, went to school 
in a different country before moving to Saratoga. Transitioning to a 
different school in a completely new country can be a challenging 
task, but with some help from others, can be made enjoyable.

    “My friends really helped me adjust to the new school,” said Lisa. “They introduced me to 
the American culture and showed me around the school.”
    Friends can help new students get accustomed to the school, and can guide them through 
the potentially stressful experience. They make a new student feel welcome and invite them 
to become a part of the school.
    Sophomore Paras Unadkat is a 
student who went to middle school 
in Bombay, India for three years, 
after living in Saratoga all his life. 
He said that having friends helped 
him get used to the new school in 
India. “To be able to adjust to a new 
school, it’s important to make friends 
with a lot of people quickly,” said 
Paras. “They can help you fi t in with 
the school.”
    Though many Saratoga High students would not consider their classes easy, several 
students who came from schools in different countries agree that classes in Saratoga are a lot 
simpler than the classes they took in their old schools. At Saratoga, the teachers are more laid 
back, the homework load is less, and the rules are less strict, according to Paras. 
    Freshman Derek Chao, who lived in Taiwan for seven years, found that the classes in 
Saratoga were much easier than those in Taiwan. Derek, who went to a bilingual school 
where they taught English as well as other subjects, had more intensive classes, longer school 
hours, and more frequent tests at his school in Taiwan. “The classes here are so much easier 
compared to Taiwan,” said Derek. “In Taiwan, we had to take midterms and fi nals starting 
from fi rst grade.”
    Lisa also agreed that school in Japan was much more challenging than in Saratoga. At 
her middle school in Kamakura, Japan, she had to take 14 subjects, and had fi nals in all of 
them. “School was also more diffi cult because grades were based completely on tests, and 
homework or participation didn’t help your grade,” said Lisa.
    The main obstacle for any student coming from another country is the language. Not 
knowing the language that teachers or classmates are speaking can make life at a new school 
extremely diffi cult. For Lisa, getting more familiar with English meant receiving help from her 
friends.
    “When I came to Saratoga in eighth grade, the language was a huge barrier because I 
spoke English at a second grade level,” said Lisa. “I had a lot of trouble getting through 
school and understanding things, but my friends introduced me to the teachers and helped 
me with the schoolwork.”
    To overcome the language barrier, Lisa suggested hanging out with English-speaking 
friends a lot, which helped her understand how the language was spoken by real teenagers, 
not just through the textbook.
    Paras, who only spoke English when he moved to India, had to learn Hindi while he was 
attending school in Bombay. “The transition to an Indian school was hard because I couldn’t 
speak the language very well. I had to learn Hindi while I was in India, and took classes 
outside of school to learn it,” said Paras.
    No matter what country a student comes from, friends always help out and make school 
more comfortable. Having friends at a new school makes it more enjoyable and fun.
    “When I was new, my friends helped me out a lot,” said Derek. “Just hanging out with 
them really helped me adjust to the school.”
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how to find a best friend {29}

[ ]“A best friend is somone 
you talk to about anything. 
For a friend, you would 
talk to about everyday 
stuff.”—Freshman Justin 
Hang

[ ]“You have to have com-
mon interests and 
get along with a best 
friend.”—Freshman Patrick 
Xia o 

[ ]“You can hang around wih 
a best friend all the time 
and you even know each 
other’s details.”—Fresh-
man Andy Fang

T
his is what best friends do, right? It’ll be fun,” freshman Maina 
Mehrotra, attending Piedmont High School in San Jose, whis-
pered. “Ready?”

 Freshman Sharon Mansharamani shuddered and nodded.
 The girls flew off the 30-foot high pedestal, still holding 

hands as they became airborne. Sharon was certain she would 
get sick from the strong vertigo. She screamed in fright as the 
bungee cord caught the girls’ fall and yanked them back up.

 Maina laughed in delight. “Smile!” she shouted. “We won’t see each other 
again for a while.”

 As the bungee cord released the girls toward the ground again, Sharon 
obediently smothered her scream with a forced smile. After all, there was noth-
ing she enjoyed more than being with her 
best friend.

 Sharon and Maina have been best 
friends since before they could walk.

 “We spent all our time after school 
together [before I moved],” Sharon remem-
bered. “We built blocks and did puzzles.”

Sharon and Maina’s friendship was put to 
test when Sharon moved schools in second 
grade. The girls barely met once a month.

 But seven years later, whether they are 
bungee jumping at the Six Flags amusement 
park or simply going for a walk, their best-
friends connection remains strong.

Best friends share a remarkably tight bond that remains through the best and 
worst of times. Everyone wants that perpetual friend or fixed group of buddies 
who are always there to joke with or offer a helping hand whenever the roads 
are tough. Finding a best friend can be difficult, especially as students grow 
older because there is less free time to interact with friends. However, when 
there is a will, there is always a way.

Finding a best friend should be purely fun.
“Do not put pressure on yourself,” freshman Kara Dimicco said. “Just live 

it.”
Spontaneity plays a huge role in getting a best friend. To get to know people 

for who they truly are, individuals have to act on instinct. According to Kara, 
taking risks is all part of the game.

“Try to invite the person over,” freshman Kate Belotti said. “But play it by 
ear.”

Kate and Kara have been best friends for three years. They found their simi-
lar hobbies and outgoing personalities helped unite them. The two always joke 
together and enjoy attending sports and other social events.

When meeting someone however, they agreed that not every Pooh can find 
his Tigger. People cannot always find the perfect match for a best friend. Com-
promises sometimes must be made.

 “You have to know the highest qualities that you value about a person,” 
Kara said. “Use those and go from there.”

 People need to first become friends, which is achieved through grazing an 
individual’s character. After obtaining a friendship, people have to dig deeper 
into their friends’ personalities and get to know them better.

 A general friend is very different from a best friend. The distinction is nor-
mally in the degree of trust and judgment, according to Kara.

 “A best friend helps you out in trouble,” freshman Minsoo Kim said. “A 
friend would care for [himself] more.”

 Being a best friend is not solely based on a person’s faithfulness and trust. It 
depends on people’s willingness to stand up and try new options together.

 “Best friends do stupid things together,” Kate said.
 These “stupid things” during spur-of-the-moment events help people get 

to know each other better because each individual is acting on instinct. These 
incidents let people peel off the outer layers of a person’s personality and dis-
cover the best friend within. Such incidents could include learning a new sport 
or doing the “Single Ladies” dance in front of a crowd, as Kate and Kara did.

 If anything, take chances, expect mistakes and keep an eye out for some-
one “who understands you,” according to Sharon.

 People usually know if they have found their best friends. It takes some 
work, but students unanimously agree the end result is worth it. As the well-
known saying goes, “The best kind of friend is the one you could sit on a 
porch without ever saying a word and walk away feeling like that was the best 
conversation you have had.”

[ ]Everyone wants that 
perpetual friend or 
fixed group of buddies 
who are always there.

{
A BEST FRIEND IN NEED
is a best friend indeed

{
Best friends 
share their 
insight on how 
to find the 
optimal friend

“Quick
  Quotes

Day at Disney Juniors Erika 
Guldner and Parisa Mirza-
degan take photos of their 
friends in Disneyland on a 
summer day trip. “The best 

part about the trip was haning 
out with all my best friends 

and going on my favorite 
rides,” Erika said.

[•Samika Kumar•]

“

Cooling on concreteFresh-
men Nandita Sampath 
and McKenna Galvin lie 
together on the concrete at 
a middle school social from 
last year.”It was really hot, 
but we had a whole lot of 
fun playing human foosball 
together,” Nandita said. 
Race to the finish Freshmen 
Kara Dimicco and Kate 
Belotti chase each other dur-
ing lunch near the football 
field.  “I do everything with 
[Kara],” Kate said. “She’s like 
a sister to me.”

Bombay besties Seniors 
Dhruv Seshadri, Girish Swa-
minath and Yash Doshi laugh 
with friends after Bombay 
in the Bay on May 1. “Clubs 
like the Indian Club [which 
hosted Bombay in the Bay]
are great ways to make best 
friends,” Dhruv said. Posing 
for pics Freshmen Shauray 
Agrawal and Neal Siganporia 
pose for a friend’s photo after 
Bombay in the Bay on May 1. 
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Downtown Convention Center how to cosplay for Fanime con {31}

[ ]IN action

Everybody has their own 
opinions on cosplaying.

What is cosplaying?
              Essentially, it’s dressing up and play-acting as one’s 
favorite character. The word itself is short for costume play-
ing. Like anime and manga, cosplaying originated in Japan. 
In Japan, cosplaying can include not just manga and anime 
characters, but live entertainment and horrors as well. It is in 
North America where cosplaying is reserved for anime and 
manga.
People of all ages dress up as their favorite character and go 
to anime conventions. During these conventions, people mix 
and it is not abnormal to see 5 or 6 Edward Elrics in the same 
room, wait in long line with multiple Bleach shinigami’s, or 
pass ninjas wearing metal headbands in the halls.
              Sophia Zhu is an avid cosplayer. She first really 
started liking anime in 6th grade.  This year, she will be at-
tending her second Fanime convention, an anime convention 
held annually at San Jose Downtown Convention Center.
She explains that there are two different types of cosplay-
ing. The first category is basic cosplaying, where a person is 
simply dressing up as a character. The other kind is mas-
querading. This is where someone not only dresses up as a 
character, but attempts to act as the character as well. They 
could prepare the character’s catchphrases or most common 
sayings or—the more serious, dedicate cosplayers—copy 
the character’s personalities. To create a costume to cosplay 
with, a person has two choices. They can buy the costume 
from professional costume designers, or they can make the 
costume themselves.
Sophia makes her own cosplays. She measures out cloth, cuts, 
and sews it into a jacket, a dress, or even a trench coat with 
a hood. This year, she is making an Erica cosplay from the 
anime and manga Durarara.
Sophia first chooses which type of cosplay she can do by 
seeing what type of clothing pattern she has. The one she uses 
this time is a pattern for a long sleeved, knee-length dress. 
She then goes to Hancock’s (cloth store) to shift through the 
many patterns and cloth in order to find the one that she most 
similar to the character’s clothing. Next are the calculations, 

tracings, cutting, and sewing. Then she tries it on, if it doesn’t 
fit, adjustments are made. Fellow cosplayers even exchange 
articles to for different cosplays. For example, Sophia bor-
rowed a perfect imitation hat from Joyce Wang.
              “Cosplaying requires patience, stubbornness, re-
sourcefulness, and a bunch of other things,” says Sophia Zhu. 
“Unless you’re really into what you’re doing, you’re probably 
going give it up soon after you started.”
              Joyce Wang is also going to Fanime this year. She 
also makes her own cosplays. This year, she has decided to 
cosplay a chocobo from Final 
Fantasy.
              “I made a chocobo cos-
play this year,” says Joyce Wang. 
“I’m trying to, anyways. When I 
first wore it, my mom though I 
was Big Bird.”
              Whether it is for a 
convention or just for fun. People 
of all ages, and the otakus (anime 
fans) in Saratoga High, are some-
what dedicated to their “art”.
              “If we could make the 
last day of the school year a day 
where you have to cosplay to 
school,” says Sophia Zhu. “That’d would be awesome.” 

“Fanime con is one 
such time where you 
can dress up as your 
favorite anime char-
acter and no one will 
look at you weirdly.”

{

Cosplaying and Anime and Fanime, Oh My!
The ultimate gathering of otakus and cartoon lovers everywhere in California and the 

ultimate show of fan support!
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{T
ennis is one of the most physically demanding sports in the 
world. For example Serena Williams and Maria Sharipova, two 
very famous tennis players, spend almost all day playing tennis 
improve.  But here at Saratoga High we have very familiar faces 
that are highly skilled at this challenging sport. The way they play 
this sport is very fascinating and requires a large amount of skill, 
hard work, and determination to meet the goal to which they 
need to achieve.

       The Saratoga tennis team consists of many great players who contribute to 
the season’s winnings. A few of these are freshman Shireen Kaul, freshman Cori 
Posadas, and sophomore Zara Sheikh who are all part of the junior varsity team. 
According to Shireen, it was tough for her to begin playing the sport. “At first it 
was hard for me to run around the court and hit the ball at the same time, but 
after I kept practicing and pushed myself, I think I got pretty good at the game,” 
she said. 
      Shireen started playing tennis because of her older brother. “He basically 
taught me everything 
I know. I guess that 
means that he’s a 
good teacher because 
I turned out pretty 
good.” 
      In order to stay in 
shape Shireen tries to 
work out at the gym 
every other day and if 
she doesn’t have the 
chance to do that, she 
makes her way out on 
the courts to practice 
serves and her power 
hits. She said she must 
dedicate a couple of 
hours a week to practice tennis. 
      Shireen doesn’t just work out to get better; she also watches tennis on the 
television or computer to find out about more techniques, which she could use 
when she plays.
      Shireen isn’t the only one who is in love with tennis. Freshman Cori Posadas, 
a veteran at tennis, has been playing the sport for five years. 
      “My dad made me start a new sport when I was 10 years old and since he and 
my brother were playing tennis, he thought it would make sense if I played tennis 
too,” Cori said. 
      Cori described tennis to be one of her top priorities. “[Tennis is] pretty high up 
there on the list. I mean I want to try to get better and better.”
      Cori doesn’t only play school tennis, but also club. “I play at courtside and 
we travel around for competitions. It’s really fun because I get a few trophies for it 
and that always makes me happy thinking that I’m good enough.” 
      Cori plays at least four days a week. She said that she tries harder and harder 
each time she plays to get to a higher level. She is aiming to become part of the 
girl’s varsity tennis team next year and her inspiration for all of that is Novak 
Djokovic. “I think that all the hard work he put for himself really paid off, I mean 
look where he is now. That’s definitely where I would like to be,” she said.
      As a sophomore tennis player on the junior varsity team Zara Sheikh, really 
wants to be on the varsity team next year. She describes her life as a tennis player 
as a roller coaster full of ups and downs. “I started playing when I was really little 
then I stopped and started again because I thought it would be fun. Last year I 
really wanted to make it on the school team.” 
      Because Zara has been with the team for a couple of years she said that the 
most physically demanding part of being on the team is the workouts. “I know 
they’re important but sometimes their really tough, but that just makes me try 
harder to become a better player,” Zara said. 
      The way these hardworking players prepare for their season really pays off. 
The girl’s junior varsity team had an 11-1 league record this year, which really 
showed how the dedication the girls put into their practice had put them in the 
top spot. The overall key points into becoming a great tennis player “try your best, 
persevere, and have fun,” said Zara.

 

[ ]HERE AT SARATOGA, 
WE HAVE VERY 
FAMILIAR FACES 
THAT ARE HIGHLY 
SKILLED AT THIS 
CHALLENGING     
    SPORT 

[• Shayda Mardi• ]

  Tennis... do you want to play?  ][

going for the gold freshman 
Shireen Kaul reaching over 
to get the ball during her 
doubles match (bottom left) 
smack that freshman Amy 
Jan serving the ball to Monta 
Vista (right) 
good game sophomore Zara 
Sheikh and junior Erika Guld-
ner take a breath after a hard 
game of doubles(above)    

Top ten things to do to 
be a great tennis player

1] always try your   6]try out at club

 best                           with tennis

2] work out as         7] never give up

much as you can     
3]get out there and  8]learn the basics   

 practice    
4]watch others         9]be a good sport

practice     
5]research               10] never give up

famous players   }

}

girls tennis 
share their 
ideas on 
becoming one 
of them
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The HOUSE they built

H
ouses come in many different shapes and sizes, from tiny one-person 
bachelor pads to sprawling mansions that can hold more than 200 
people. There are thousands of styles, blueprints and layouts, with 
many waiting to be established. But how are they put together? Can 
anyone do it, or is it a job exclusively for the experienced builder?
 “There are so many things that are easy,” says handyman 
Rick Field. “The plumbing, electrical, planning; all of it is simple. If 
I had to rate it, I’d say it’s 90% easy stuff, and only 10% hard.” 

To start, he says, make a plan. Get an idea of where things are going to go, how 
much they’re going to cost  and what it’s going to take to put them together.
 “A lot of people go into the job with a preconceived idea of what they want and how to do it, and sometimes 
it can’t be done. You wanna plan it out so that there are as few surprises in the building process as possible.”
 Once a customer has an idea of what they want, they need to stake out the land.The next 
step, clearing the building site, includes clearing trees, brush, rocks, roots  and debris from where 
the house will sit, and usually 10 feet or more around the foundation. This allows space for trac-
tors, fork lifts, and trucks working at the site.
  Now the builder must set the 
foundation, which can be made of brick, 
concrete block or poured concrete. Stone 
foundations generally aren’t made any-
more because they aren’t as strong as 
the others, but stone can be applied as 
an artistic touch for aesthetic purposes.
  Many building codes require slab 
perimeter insulation, the most common  be-
ing poly. A 6-by-6-inch wire mesh should 
be placed in the concrete to reinforce it, 
but or garage slabs, it isn’t neccessary.
 “The foundation is probably the most critical 
part,” says Rick. “If you miss that setting, you 
have to tear it all out and start over again.”
  Once the foundation is set, 
start framing. This process takes two to 
three weeks, with something resembling 
a house existing on site by the end of 
that time. Because it is impossible to esti-
mate exact needs in materials, some or-
dering will be done during construction.
  Says general contractor Walt 
Key, of the neccessary tools needed;”I 
always bring my tape measure to a 
job site, because I need to be as spe-
cifi c as possible in everything I do.”
 The  next step involves installing chimneys, roofi ng, heating and air-condi-
tioning, phone pre-wires, TV lines, Internet, and burglar-alarm systems. The applianc-
es should not be functional, so as to minimize the possibility of dangerous electric shocks.
  Prior to drywall or paneling, consult with your local utility company on the insulation 
you need. Opinions on when to install fl ooring and/or carpeting vary, but it is typically done after 
the drywall has been installed.Before interior trim is applied, prime all walls and ceilings with 
a fl at white latex primer and install  doors, moldings, cabinets, counter tops, and shelves. This 
includes kitchen cabinets, bathroom sink bases, medicine cabinets, and other built-in cabinets.
  The house is essentially done, and is ready for painting. Your exterior painting can 
be delayed until this time, to make things more convenient for whoever is doing the painting.
“It’s not hard if you have a plan,” says general contractor and handyman Lee Fogal. “It all goes 
back to the plan.You just have to have a broad vision of all the work and the jobs involved.”
 Creating a driveway is optional, as well as landscaping and yard de-
sign, which can be included in the construction process or put off until mov-
ing day.After the completion of the actual house, all fi nal inspections from the coun-
ty or city should be made regarding plumbing, electrical, and building procedures.
  If approval is given, the builder should obtain an insurance poli-
cy, which will need to be converted into a homeowner’s policy before closing the 
house. The building process is fi nally fi nished! At the end of a job, Rick says,”I get 
a strong feeling of accomplishment, of job satisfaction. It’s why I do what I do.”

House/n., adj. haus; v. hauz/: A structure serving as a dwelling for one or 
more persons, especially a family. This is our society’s defi nition of a home, 
according to the American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language.

“    A LOT OF PEOPLE
  GO INTO THE JOB 
WITH A PRECONCEIVED 
IDEA OF WHAT THEY WANT 
AND HOW TO DO IT, AND 
SOMETIMES IT CAN’T BE 
DONE. YOU WANNA PLAN 
IT OUT SO THAT THERE ARE 
AS FEW SURPRISES IN THE 
BUILDING PROCESS AS POS-
SIBLE.”
— GENERAL CONTRACTOR/
HANDYMAN RICK FIELD 

[•Sarah Menard• ]

}
Hard at work- (left) Members of the 
purple team, sporting their telltale 
bandannas, are using teamwork to 
saw a particularly stubborn board.
Two-to-one- (bottom left) Jack 
Coalton, (9), hauls some of the ce-
ment dust that was used to create the 
foundation of the house. The cement 
consisted of a 2:1 ratio, mixing two 
buckets of gravel/sand and one of the 
dust.
Guess what I saw- (top right) Orange 
team member Lily chu waves around 
the huge saw she’d been using that 
day.
Mixing Machines- (bottom right) Leigh 
Rokshane works together with a local 
girl to mix some cement.
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How different people eat for 
their best health.

T
im Lugo was a typical high school athlete. Like many others, he 
was accustomed to munching on junk foods like potato chips, 
ice cream, hot dogs and hamburgers. Lugo continued  eating un-
healthy foods while playing football at San Jose State University. 
Even after his playing days ended, he could not rid himself of 
his old eating habits, which made him eventually balloon into a 
massive 247 pounds. this weight doesn’t mean much unless you 
also give his height. 

    “I got to a point where my pants didn’t fit anymore, and I knew I was just way 
too big,” Lugo said. He knew he had to change.
     He started eating healthily by incorporating more fruits and vegetables into his 
diet, while gradually reducing junk food intake. 
 Consequently, he shaved 45 pounds off and brought 
himself to a healthy weight at 202 pounds. Also, he ex-
perienced a dramatic rise in energy levels and a better 
feeling of self-esteem.
 Today, 42-year-old Tim Lugo, a more learned man, is 
a physical fitness teacher and the head football coach at 
Saratoga High School. “It’s amazing what eating health-
ily can do for you,” Lugo said.
    Eating healthily brings about various benefits includ-
ing a stronger heart, increased energy levels, a longer, 
more satisfying life and much more. 
 Most people don’t realize how simple it is to adhere 
to a healthy diet when provided with the appropriate 
information and guidance.        
    Eating everything in moderation is an important step 
towards better food habits, Lugo said.
    “I portion my meals throughout the day. It’s kind of hard during the school 
year, but when I’m at home during the summer, I like to eat six small, healthy 
meals throughout the day,” he said.
    Math teacher Michele Drouin, who has been managing her diet for nearly 20 
years, recommends abstaining from junk foods and sugary drinks.
    “A lot of people, when trying to eat healthy, overlook the fact that they just 
shouldn’t eat junk food,” Drouin said.
    The key to resisting junk food, according to sophomore varsity track and field 
athlete Eren Veziroglu, is to eliminate all of the junk food from one’s house.

    “My family supports me eating healthy, so the only  unhealthy food we store 
in our house is a little chocolate and some occasional ice cream. We try to stock 
up with plenty of fruits and vegetables instead,” Eren said. “I credit my 5:12 mile 
time to that.”
    Reading the nutrition label helps in the selection of balanced foods, Drouin 
said.    
    “It’s important to choose foods which have fewer artificial ingredients because 
they tend to be the healthier ones,” Drouin said.    
    According to physical fitness teacher and athletic director Peter Jordan, who 
has been eating healthily for the last 30 years of his life, one must take in suf-
ficient protein as a part of a healthy diet.     
    “I like to get my protein by eating lots of chicken, tuna and eggs. Sometimes, 

I enhance my food choice by eating more beans and 
nuts,” Jordan said.
    While consuming large amounts of protein, one 
must make sure to drink sufficient amount of water to 
facilitate digestion, Eren said.
    “I always carry a huge water bottle with me around 
school,” Eren said.
    Along with fruits and vegetables, the primary 
source of carbohydrates should be whole grain foods 
like oats, brown rice and multigrain bread, Eren said.
    “I eat [whole grain foods] along with organic spa-
ghetti for my meals. It’s the best for sustained energy,” 
Eren said.
    Beginner dieters can easily get weary of eating the 
same foods, Lugo said. 

 He recommends varying the types of food one eats to avoid this monotonous 
trap.
    “For fruits, try to eat apples and oranges and bananas. If you eat just apples, or 
just oranges, that’s not going to be a very effective diet,” Lugo said.
    Regardless of their varied approaches to eating healthy, a mutual consensus 
that Drouin, Lugo, Jordan, and Eren implicitly share is to make healthy food eas-
ily accessible at all times. Whether it be Drouin stocking her classroom with fruit, 
Lugo keeping Clif bars within reach, Eren tucking healthy food into his backpack 
or Mr. Jordan stocking boxes of green tea in his office, these masters of their food 
sure know what they‘re doing.

[ ]Consequently, he 
shaved 45 pounds off 
and brought himself 
to a healthy weight at 
202 pounds.

{
“I got to a point 

where my 
pants didn’t fit 
anymore, and 
I knew  I was 
just way too 
big —Tim Lugo, 
Physical Fit-
ness Teacher 

MASTERS
of their food

From left to right: Sopho-
more runner Aaron Veziroglu 
takes a drink from his water 
bottle. Teacher Michele Dr-
ouin shows off her oatmeal.
Teacher Peter Jordan takes 
good care of his diet. Tim 
Lugo takes a long drink from 
his water bottle.
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“A
lright Freshmen stand up!” shouts junior Link Crew Commissioner Lexie Mullaney. The ner-
vous freshmen remain clumped in their groups of friends, asking each other is whispers what 
to do next. 
    “Now turn to the person on your right and give them a massage!” she instructs. Some 
people start to look around and move, but most put their heads down and stay where they are. 
This is the typical response of most incoming freshmen dealing with their first glance of high 
school. Throughout the day, some freshmen start to relax while others start to become over-
whelmed and nervous as they get information and advice about high school at the Freshman 

Orientation led by the Link Crew Commission on August 20.
    The Link Crew is a commission of upperclassmen who sign up to help incoming Freshmen out for their first semester of 
high school. The Link Leaders are in pairs of two, and have groups of about 8 freshmen. The Leaders have to work together 
to organize a theme for their group, give tours at Orientation, answer questions, and give advice throughout the year to Fresh-
men. Being a Link Leader is not easy, as it requires both time and effort. So what does it take to be on Link Crew?
    It takes more than filling out an application and attending an 
interview to become a Link Leader. Although those are the first two 
steps, there are many requirements necessary. The qualities listed on 
the application include availability, ability to collaborate commitment, 
enthusiasm, friendliness, and more. 
    “One of the main things that you really need is creativity,” accord-
ing to Junior Link Leader Keerti Shukla. It was an important part of Link 
because it was what really made each group unique and fun. Keerti 
said the interview wasn’t difficult, and mainly focused on what you 
could bring to the events and why you wanted to be a part of the Crew.
    For Junior Tim Rollinson, applying to be a Link Leader is something 
he wanted to since he was a Freshman. “Link helped me meet new 
people when I was a Freshman,” says Tim “I like getting involved with 
the school as well, and Freshman are a big part of the school.” 
    “To be on the commission, you really have to be willing to do a lot for the Freshmen,” Junior Head Link Crew Commis-
sioner Leah Capek says. There are many hours of preparation involved in being a Link Leader, particularly close to the begin-
ning of the year. The commission plans many events including the Christmas Cookie decorations, the tutorial sessions, and 
most importantly freshman orientation. 
    “It was also very vital to be enthusiastic,” says Leah. When introducing new students to the place they are going to be for 
the next four years, it is important to do it well. The first taste of high school for everyone should be a good one, and it is the 
Link Leaders’ jobs to ensure that. 
    “What it really comes down to is making sure that we give Freshmen a good first impression,” Tim says. So whether it is by 
giving them a list of everything they need to know for high school or simply pointing out the direction of a classroom, a Link 
Leader can be the person to help a new student make that transition from middle school to high school.

[ ]“WHAT IT ALL RE-
ALLY COMES DOWN 
TO IS GIVING FRESH-
MEN A GOOD FIRST 
IMPRESSION.”

{ LINKING IT
Together }

(counterclockwise from top) paint it rainbow Fresh-
man Meghan Mcginnis writes her name on the tye 
dye shirts and jewelry  givenb to her by her Link 
Leaders during the first tutorial session of the year 
and the crowd goes wild The 2009 Link Crew gets 
ready to welcome the incoming freshmen to the 
school for the first time at Freshman Orientation on 
Aug. 20 wave hello Freshman are directed to do 
the web by the link crew commissioners as the first 
activity of the Freshman Orientation

How the Link Crew works together to help 
incoming Freshmen.

[•Jaya Narasimhan• ]
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U
pon freshman Tim Chen’s return from school, he hears a faint 
scratching and growling from the laundry room. As he slowly 
approaches, the growling turns into whimpering and the claw-
ing gets louder. Turning the knob slowly with caution, a dog 
pounces out, but he is unable to restrain the anxious canine. The 
beagle engulfs Tim’s face in a shower of slobber with wet lashes 
of its tongue as a sign of gratitude.
 “He’s like my sidekick, my bestfriend, and my lover,” 

said Tim jokingly. “It’s fun having him around.”
 Although it may be exciting to have a personal best friend, pets are a commitment, 
not toys that can be thrown away when they are no longer fun or amusing.
 Each animal demands different levels of responsibility depending on the type animal 
they are. Specifically, bigger animals like dogs require a lot more undertaking. They 
need to be walked, washed, and they generally require more physical work. They can 
be a real burden at times in contrast to smaller pets, such as turtles, which freshman 
Terrance Wang 
describes as a 
“total breeze” to 
take care of.
 “All I have 
to do is change 
its light and 
feed it lettuce,” 
said Terrance. “I 
let it out in the 
backyard once 
in a while, but 
one time I lost it 
and completely 
forgot about it. 
It came back 
crawling one 
week later, prob-
ably because it 
was hungry.’”
 Terrance, 
who also owns a leopard gecko and a Shetland sheepdog, said that reptiles require 
much less work to take care of than dogs, but that they need more preparation with 
their habitats. The temperature, lights, and humidity have to be set exactly to their 
needs, because they are more sensitive to the conditions at which they live in when 
compared to other animals.
 And just as owners are responsible for their pets’ homes, it is essential for them to 
feed their pets routinely and suitably for their bodies. Feeding pets the wrong foods 
can be very dangerous, so the proper diet is a must. For example, dogs and cats are fed 
dry food specifically formulated for their needs; feeding them treats like chocolate and 
candy will often make them ill. Other animals such as reptiles will only eat active prey, 
so the owner should feed them live foods like insects and bugs.
 “The bugs are the hardest part for me,” said freshman Lynne Okada. “I have to feed 
my bearded dragons things like crickets and worms. They’re really gross!”
 Despite their differences in diet and care, something that all pets cannot live without 
is the attention and love of their owners. Even solitary animals like cats can learn to 
enjoy the interactions with their humans.
 “My cats are always bugging me for attention,” said freshman Vernon Chan. “They’re 
so annoying, like when I’m using my laptop they just sit on the keyboard.”
 Pets may seem like a nuisance, but one might say that pets and their owners have 
a symbiotic relationship. The owners take care of them and feed them, while the pets 
keep them company and help the give the owners a sense of responsibility.
 “My dogs are my friends,” said freshman Edward Yang. “They’re there when I need 
them and I can count on them to make me happy.”

[ ]Although it may be exciting 
to have a personal best friend, 
pets are a commitment, not 
toys that can be thrown away 
when they are no longer fun or 
amusing.

another creature

pon freshman Tim Chen’s return from school, he hears a faint
scratching and gro ling from the la ndr room As he slo l

  

Living with

{
freedom  Freshma

Okada lets her 
dragon, Hiro, 
terrarium to r

and stretch

Bestfriends of all shapes and sizes
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an Lynne 
bearded 
out of its 
oam free 
h its legs.

lunchtime  Freshman 
Terrance Wang feeds 

his Shetland sheepdog, 
Jako, and his Austra-

lian Tortiose , Jessica.

Adventure  Freshman Tim 
Chen opens the gate to take 
his beagle, Melo, out on a 
walk after arriving home 
from from school.
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S
enior Varun Parmar is a man at peace with his future. Attending 
Columbia in the fall, he crafted an impeccable resume throughout his 
four years of high school. One thing that factored into his acceptance 
at Columbia was his sterling record of community service. Varun 
estimates that he did at least 200 hours of community service. “I think 
community service is very important. Not just for colleges but it really 
helps the community,” says Varun.                                                                  
 Community service is important but many high schoolers’ 

regard it has just another obstacle to pass. With community service being required in 
health class all students have completed at least six hours. Still many students simply 
don’t know how to get take community service. “It took me so long to find a project 
that I liked and I think that you really have to search to find community service,” says 
junior Vijay Menon. You can get all the community service hours you will ever need 
if you follow these four simple steps.
 
The Search 
     The hardest part of getting community service is actually finding a place 
to do it. You should always check with your school as they often advert-
ize community service opportunities. “You can come talk to me or go to 
the college and career center. We generally community service oppor-
tunities as soon as they come up,” says assistant principle Karen Hyde.                                                                                                                                            
     You can also do a simple Google search and ask around. “I have a strategy 
whenever I have to do community service.  I contact local churches as they almost 
always have community service opportunities,” says sophomore Anoop Galivanche. 
He has good advice as churches and other religious areas always have some sort of 
community service opportunities.                                                                    
         Another very good organization to contact for community service is the Boy 
Scouts of America. Due to community service being a requirement in order to move 
up ranks, there are a plethora of chances to tag along on community service projects. 
You should always do community service that will actually help the community and 
try to do something that you will enjoy or something you believe in.  The second step 
is… 

The Project 
    Once you’ve contacted someone and set up a date, you need to actually complete 
the project. “Being prepared is number one. Always know what you’re doing and 
if you need to prepare,” says Karen Hyde. Mrs. Hyde’s advice is very important as 
many times you will show up for a project with only a vague idea of what you’re 
doing. “I’ve had many bad experiences. Once I went to a woodworking project and I 
didn’t have gloves. I got a lot of splinters,” says freshman Parth Shah.                                  
Bad experiences like this can make you dislike community service but if you come 
prepared you will be fine. Try to bring snacks and lots of drinks, many projects also 
supply food. If you truly want to do the project you will have lots of fun and continue 
to do community service. All in all community service can be very easy to get. 

The Aftermath
 Once you’ve contacted someone and set up a date, you need to actually  

complete the project. “Being prepared is number one. Always know what you’re 
doing and if you need to prepare,” says Karen Hyde. Mrs. Hyde’s advice is very im-
portant as many times you will show up for a project with only a vague idea of what 
you’re doing.   
 Bad experiences like this can make you dislike community service but if you 
come prepared you will be fine. Try to bring snacks and lots of drinks, many projects 
also supply food. If you truly want to do the project you will have lots of fun and 
continue to do community service. All in all community service can be very easy to 
get. 
 “I’ve had many bad experiences. Once I went to a woodworking project and I 
didn’t have gloves. I got a lot of splinters,” says freshman Parth Shah.                 
                  Bad experiences like this can make you dislike community ser-
vice but if you come prepared you will be fine. Try to bring snacks and lots of drinks, 
many projects also supply food. If you truly want to do the project you will have lots 
of fun and continue to do community service. All in all community service can be 
very easy to get. 
 I contact local churches as they almost always have community service oppor-
tunities,” says sophomore Anoop Galivanche. He has good advice as churches and 
other religious areas always have some sort of community service opportunities.   

The Signing
     The hardest part of getting community service is actually finding a place 
to do it. You should always check with your school as they often advert-
ize community service opportunities. “You can come talk to me or go to 
the college and career center. We generally community service oppor-
tunities as soon as they come up,” says assistant principle Karen Hyde.                                                                                                                                            
     You can also do a simple Google search and ask around. “I have a strategy whe  
never I have to do community service.  I contact local churches as they almost 
always have community service opportunities,” says sophomore Anoop Galivanche. 
He has good advice as churches and other religious areas always have some sort of 
community service opportunities.                                                                    
         Another very good organization to contact for community service is the Boy 
Scouts of America. Due to community service being a requirement in order to move 
up ranks, there are a plethora of chances to tag along on community service projects. 
You should always do community service that will actually 
help the community and try to do something that you will 
enjoy or something you believe in.                                        
 You an also do a simple Google search and ask around. 
I contact local churches as they almost always have com-
munity service opportunities,” says sophomore Anoop 
Galivanche. and try to do something that you will enjoy or 
something you believe in.                                       

    You need to search for the right project and be prepared 
for what you are going to do. If you are passionate about it, 
community service can be rewarding and helpful to all. Or 
like Varun, maybe you will go to Columbia.  

[ ]Even You Can Do 
Community Service

The steps you need to take to get all 
the community service you need

[IN
action ]

cleaning up Middle school student 
Brain Gallagher picks up trash with 
his father at Wildwood Park.
gathering Students at St. Andrews 
Middle School gather for games 
before going of to do community 
service

working hard Junior Kevin Mitchell works hard during a service project at Los Gatos High. Kevin said that 
this project motivated to do more in his community and try to raise awareness about the goods of commu-
nity servece. He added that he will try to create more community service oppurtunities. 

boy scouts Scouts pose for a picture 
after cleaning up a meadow
planting Sophomore Sarah Jackson 
helps landscape a garden at a retiring 
home

picking up Freshman 
Venkat Munukuntala 
picks up trash
cleaning Keshav 
Tirimurthi helps clean 
up the campus
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[
HOW TO BE 
IN A BAND}{

        A musician’s life seems amazing to the adoring fan or even a 
casual observer. Musicians get fame, fortune, opportunity, and more . 
They also get paid to rock out on stage in front of adoring fans. Sounds 
like the life, doesn’t it? It does if you look at it from a fan’s point of 
view. But what is hard to realize at first is the fact that they had to give 
up so much to get where they are today. 
        “To be in a band,” said freshman Josh Grant, who plays  for the 
electronic band Edify, “means to be able to sacrifice your time, your 
money, your energy, and even your privacy. It pretty much accounts 
for half of your life if you are really 
dedicated.” 
        His two-person band has been meet-
ing every day for the past two months, 
and have come out with one original 
song and two covers. It’s taken him hours 
and hours of work just to get that far.  
        Also aware of the sacrifice needed 
for a band is freshman Rohil Taggarsi. 
Currently playing the drums for the  band 
Vertical Limit, he recalls the first spark 
that brought his musical group together. 
        “We all played different instruments 
four years ago, and we were asked to col-
laborate and perform at a relative’s Sweet 
16 party,” he said. “After we played a few songs together, we decided 
it wouldn’t be a bad thing at all to start a band, and so we’ve been one 
ever since.”  
        Both Josh and Rohil have aimed towards publicity , as both of 
them wish for their band to be under the public eye. They have par-
ticipated in highly publicized competitions, like Battle of the Bands, 
which is a tournament in which bands  play original songs in front of 
a large crowd and judges to obtain the first place trophy. Practicing for 
the competitions was tough, as both Josh and Rohil showed. They both 
practiced hard with their respective bands, but in completely different 
ways.  
        “At band practice, we usually have to start by getting inspired. 
It sounds odd, but when we realize that the practice we hold is dedi-
cated to something bigger than us, it helps our music flow smoother 
and better,” says Josh about his band. 

[ ]
I RECOMMEND 
PARTICIPATING IN A 
BAND... EVERYONE 
CAN LEARN A NEW 
INSTRUMENT.”

BAND-TASTIC
Three student musicians participate 
in organized bands in thier spare 
time and share experiences with 
them

        However, this is completely the opposite of what Rohil’s band, does 
at practice. His group plays progressive music, which is a variation of 
rock. 
        “The first half hour of practice is sort of controlled chaos. Everybody 
is playing their instrument at the same time, trying to find something 
catchy or interesting,” Rohil said. 
        As different as these two bands may be, the band that freshman 
Lynne Okada participates in is in a completely different league.  
        “I’m in marching band, and yes, I do consider myself to be part of a 

band,” she said. 
        However, her band’s practice is different in 
so many ways. 
        “First, the whole band assembles the instru-
ments, and we play scales, which are ascending 
and descending tones,” said Lynne. “After that, 
our director oversees us play long tones, which 
are similar to scales, but a little lengthier. After 
that we tune our instruments, and we round it 
off with pieces for an upcoming event.”  
        Her practice clearly has a much stricter 
routine than the others, but there is one thing 
that the three musicians have in common--they 
all know that being in a musical group is worth 
the sacrifices. 

        “The best part of being in a band is getting support from family and 
friends, which drives me to become a better musician,” Rohil said. “My 
best experience with my band was when we participated in a Battle of the 
Bands competition, and ‘fans’ from the crowd asked us for our auto-
graph.”  
         Josh and his band Edify find a different sort of joy in their music, 
namely, a spiritual one. 
        “My favorite part of the band is when I share my emotions through 
music,” he said. 
         These three musicians are just one of many that inspire people to 
start learning an instrument, or take it a step farther by joining a musical 
group. 
        “I recommend participating in a band,” Lynne said. “Everyone can 
learn a new instrument.” 

[ IN Action

Rocking Out Freshman Rohil Taggarsi gets ready to jam with his band, Vertical 
Limit, “I have had so much fun with my band since the first time we played two 

years ago,” Rohil said. “Drumming for them is extremely gratifying.”

Piano Practice Freshman 
Josh Grant concentrates on 
his his piano powers with 
his bandmates observ-
ing. Major Signage Rohil 
Taggarsi’s band shows off 
their professionally created 
logo. 

Dramatic Pose The seven 
members of Vertical Limit 
pose for a picture. Recital 

Stress Freshman Lynne 
Okada practices  the xylo-

phone  with her bandmates 
in preperation for a recital.
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SHOWING OFF Freshman Hannah Johnson shows off her two masterpieces from Art1.

FRUSTRATION Sophomore Louise Guy works on her piece of art during lunch, frustrated 
because it’s not turning out the way she wanted.

Striving to become a well 
known artist like Picasso or 
Warhol? Follow these tips 
and learn how.

BE THE NEXT

PICASSO[ [

[ [

P
ablo Picasso is arguably one of the greatest artists in all 
of history. His name is known around the world. He is 
most famous for his strange, and in the time, abstract 
style of paintings. His well known pieces were the Les 
Demoiselles d’Avignon and Guernica. Every artist strives 
to be as good, to be as well-known as Pablo Picasso. 
But, there’s one question. How?
 “You die. I’m serious, think of all the really well 

known artists. They are all dead,” Freshman Seralyn Fields has her own 
view on how to become the next Pablo Picasso. 
How does one become as great as the Pablo 
Picasso? “Well, start with a pencil, a new eraser 
and inspiration,” said sophomore Louise Guy. 
Getting all of your art supplies is the first step. 
The next is to choose what kind of style of art 
you want to do. “Don’t paint fruit because 
everyone else does,” said Louise. There’s pencil 
drawing, acrylic, landscape, colored pencils, 
grid drawing, portraits, and painting. Choosing 
the style of art you want to do is very important. 
Freshman Hannah Johnson said, “You can’t force 
yourself to like it; you have to like the style, 
otherwise it is boring.”
 Now that the basics are covered, it’s time 
to find the inner Picasso. “Just practice. It is really gradual, but after six 
months of practicing, which is constant painting and drawing, you look 
at what your doing now compared to when you first started and you 
realize that you used to really stink at art,” Louise explained. However, 

don’t be brought down by the natural artists that surround you.  “I think 
you can become as good as the them [the natural artists], you’ll just have 
to work harder,” Seralyn said.
 Finding inspiration is one of the key elements to becoming the next 
Picasso. Inspiration really depends on the person, but it is normally 
something significant to the person. If there is no inspiration, there is 
no emotion to your painting. Finding inspiration can be hard, so take 
Seralyn’s advice. “Look at others work to get ideas, but always take your 
own spin on it.”

 Once the skills are mastered, to become the next 
Picasso, the artwork needs to get publicized. The art-
work needs to be known around the world, and the 
world should be anticipating for when you produce 
your next masterpiece. But first, start small. Set up a 
booth at a local art festival, enter in an art gallery, or 
try to sell a few pieces. If you’re lucky and according 
to Louise you “paint some crazy stuff like Picasso 
did in his time,” your name will be known around 
the world as the Picasso of the next generation.
 Becoming the next Picasso will be a long hard pro-
cess, but is certainly not impossible. The power you 
have to become the next Picasso lies in the stroke 
of your hand, your heart and your perseverance. Do 
not give up just because the first few pieces do not 

look good. “Do not force yourself to do art. It is more of a hobby, you 
have to really like it. Try all the different techniques. Do not compare 
your art to others, do it because you love it,” Hannah said. Hopefully, 
you will one day become the next Picasso. 

“Start with a pen-
cil, a new eraser 
and inspiration.”  
- Louise Guy (10)[ [

CONCENTRATION Fresh-
man Zach Hansen spends 
extra time during lunch 
concentrating on his paint-
ing for Art 1. 

FAR LEFT AND FAR RIGHT: 5th 
period Art 1 works hard on their 
projects.

MIDDLE: Freshman Caroline 
Chou discusses her project with 
other art students during lunch.
because it’s not turning out the 
way she wanted.

[•Amanda Schwartz• ]
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T
he crowd gasps in amazement as they hear a newly composed song 
performed on the stage. Music flows around the room, invoking dif-
ferent emotions on people’s faces. When the song ends, the audience 
erupts into applause. This is the reward composers are presented with 
after long hours of hard work.

Whether it is for a music class or just for fun, composing music is an 
highly expressive talent and an art that 
requires imagination, motivation and 

a love for music.
“Every day, people are surrounded with sounds, 

inspirations and musical melodies,” said freshman 
composer Victor Wang who has composed for two 
years  . “Sometimes I hear or think of a melody that 
makes me think, ‘That is amazing.’”

Those sounds and inspirations are exactly what 
people need to launch their composing career. 
Although composing a song may seem like fun and 
games, a musician must overcome several obstacles 
before completing a piece.

“For beginners, I’d say be patient, definitely, and 
experiment with stuff,” said freshman composer Tim 
Park who has composed for a year. “Don’t stick with 
the same boring chord progressions (a series of musi-
cal chords, combinations of three or more pitches 
sounded simultaneously). It’s cool to use them a few 
times, but you can transpose, [reproduce in a different key], them to switch things up.” 

“I’d take a given beginning melody to start with,” said freshman composer Stephanie 
Chen . “Then you figure out the key and sing the given melody in your head. A tune 
will start to come to you.”

After finishing a few songs, many composers begin to add chord progressions or 
cadences, a melodic configuration or series of chords marking the end of a phrase, 
section, or piece of music. These musical techniques can come in handy when a 
composer cannot think of a melody or introduction.

“[If I can’t think of anything] I start with the endings because they are easy since you 
know the key,” said Stephanie.  “I usually end my pieces with a cadence and then try 
to think of a melody again.” 

Even with years of composing experience , creating melodies can still be chal-
lenging. Although facing that challenge so many times doesn’t sound very appeal-
ing, many believe that the feeling of accomplishment afterwards will make up for 
everything.

“I was pretty proud [when I finished my first song],” said Tim. “Actually, for a long 
time, I never finished any songs. There were just bits and pieces that I recorded, but 

I never expanded on them. When I finally finished 
one, I felt pretty darn cool.”  

That achievement encourages the composer to 
keep writing more songs. Sooner or later, compos-
ing will become second nature.

“[Composing] was hard at first, but now I’m able 
to get melodies pretty easily,” said Stephanie.

When composing does get easier, that does not 
mean the focus of the compositions are any different 
than before.  

“It’s the moment that you get the shape, [or 
structure], of how you want your piece to sound or 
sound like,” said Victor. “That is the most important 
part.”

The shape of the piece is a critical part in compos-
ing, but even if the composer can create the shape, 
that does not mean there will be much improve-
ment. 

“A lot has to do with how other people comment 
on your piece,” said Victor. “Many times, people can catch what went wrong and give 
their opinion on it.”

Through improvement and composing, composers keep the feeling of accomplish-
ment with them and try to inspire others to follow their steps. 

“[I would] definitely encourage people to compose because everyone is surrounded 
by sounds every day,” said Victor. “You don’t need musical knowledge to compose. As 
long as you can hear it in your head, you can do it.” 

As the notes of his final piece filled the auditorium, a wave of thunderous applause 
crashes down on the composer. A smile plays on his lips as memories of writing his 
pieces float through his head. The applause, the feeling of composing a new song....
these are the things that make every hour worthwhile. This was his one true love.

“
Every day, people 
are surrounded with 
sounds, inspirations 
and melodies. 
Sometimes I hear a 
melody that makes 
me think, ‘That is 
amazing.’”-freshman 
Victor Wang

A creative and 
unexpected 
hobby helps 
students discover 
and express their 
inner melody 
through 
composition.

} }
TRANSPOSING TO A 

RHYTHMIC FLOW

the last testing Freshman Tim Park replays his song to hear it one last time to see if there are any 
errors before completing it. After composing for about a year, Tim treats composing as an enjoy-

able pasttime. messing around Freshman Tim Park plays around with the piano, trying to find a 
melody or rhythym to start with. Most if not all of Tim’s songs are inspired by something he ran-

domly plays on his keyboard. writing the notes Freshman Stephanie Chen composes a new song 
as she thinks about what techniques she should use. Stephanie had been composing for the last 

five years for her theory class. Her music gets better and better as she gains more experience, 
but, occasionally, she still has trouble with her songs.

[•by Michelle Shu• ]
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A
s almost any freshman will tell you, high school is a daunting expe-
rience. Fresh out of middle school they are suddenly faced with a 
new campus, new classes, new teachers, new people and shocking-
ly, grades that matter. Even though it is a frightening transition, most 
incoming students are fortunate enough to bring their old friends 
along, giving them a support network to survive the first few brutal 
weeks. Imagine being a student without that support system, thrust 
into a new environment but with the added burden of not knowing 

anybody there. For quite a few students, this was the harsh reality.
      Freshman Shreyas Nagaraj transferred to SHS this year from Fisher Middle School. 
Although a few of his friends transferred with him, he still struggled the first few weeks 
as he got to know the school.
    “The first couple weeks were pretty awkward,” said Shreyas. “My friends from Fisher 
and I stuck together until we found our own groups.”
     Shreyas said that being involved in the marching band allowed him to meet many 
new freshmen and quickly adjust to the new high school.
    “After I began making friends, everything went much smoother,” said Shreyas. “It felt 
great knowing I had a group I could belong to.”
     Other students, like junior Pia Mishra also found that getting involved in the school 
helped them get acquainted with the new 
school and find new friends. Pia trans-
ferred from Monta Vista in her sophomore 
year and after one semester here, found 
she liked it much more than her old 
school.
     “Leaving all my friends behind was 
definitely tougher than I thought,” said 
Pia. “It was so intimidating the first few 
weeks meeting all these new people, I 
didn’t know what to do to fit in.”
     Along with the new people, came a 
totally new environment.Pia said she had 
trouble adjusting to the confusing campus 
and trying to get to know all the teachers 
on campus. 
     Like Shreyas, Pia found that getting involved in a variety of school activities was the 
best way to adjust.
    “I joined the water polo team, where I met Anika Jhalani, a freshman who was also 
new and we bonded over that,” said Pia. “Getting involved in commissions and School 
Site Council let me get to know the administration although the biggest impact was 
newspaper. I got to meet so many new people on the staff and by going out and inter-
viewing people, it definitely helped me adjust better.”
    Even though transferring from different schools is difficult, sophomores Soobin Yoo 
and Manuel Stimmer both faced the  additional challenge of coming to SHS from dif-
ferent countries. Soobin moved last year from South Korea and Manuel transferred this 
year from Germany as part of an exchange program.
    “Moving here was good,” said Soobin, who is still an English learner. “I think I am 
very lucky.”
    Soobin said that the language barrier was what made the move most difficult and for 
the first few months, he carried a pocket translator with him everywhere to help him 
learn faster.
    “I went to the library everyday, including weekends and holidays to learn English” 
said Soobin, who can now speak and write English with confidence.          
    “My friends, teachers and parents helped me adjust,” he said. “Being in band helped 
as well, I could make many friends in band.”
     Although he did not have problems with the language, Manuel also had to adjust to 
the new culture and lifestyle in the United States.
    “In Germany, we have this picture of the United States as “the land of opportunity,” 
said Manuel, “and now that I’m here, I see that it is. I’m very sad that I have to go back 
soon.”
    Sophomore Adrian Bedard’s family hosted Manuel for his stay in Saratoga, and “ad-
opted” him as a second son.
    “My host family was great, they really helped make the transition here so much 
smoother,” said Manuel. “After the first few weeks, I made new friends here and 
everyone was so nice and supportive, even the teachers. The school system here has so 
much more freedom and choice than in Germany and more scholarship opportunities 
for sports, and I really like that.”
    Like all other new students, Manuel found that getting involved in the school helped 
make him adjust faster, making new friends and having an unforgettable experience.
     “I joined the soccer team, where I met some great new friends and I got involved in 
my class PowerPuff cheer which was a blast,” said Manuel. “Being here in Saratoga was 
the best year of my life and I’m going to miss it so much when I leave for Germany in 
three weeks.”

[ ]
 LIKE ALL OTHER 
STUDENTS, MANUEL 
FOUND THAT GET-
TING INVOLVED 
IN THE SCHOOL 
HELPED HIM ADJUST 
FASTER{

[Anshu Siripurapu]

MAKING
the TRANSITION[ ] in-step Freshman Shreyas 

Nagaraj, a new student from 
Fisher Middle School, learns 
marching basics at the Sara-
toga High Marching Band’s 
summer band camp in 
August, two weeks befe the 
start of school. kickin’ it old 
school Sophpomore Manuel 
Stimmer takes a corner kick 
for the SHS Varsity Soccer 
team, Manuel pursued his 
passion for soccer during his 
one year visit to Saratoga.

Splashing around Junior Pia 
Mishra attempts to block 
an attack from an opposing 
Los Gatos player, Pia joined 
the water polo team in her 
first year at SHS giving her 
a connection to the school 
and introducing her to new 
people.  Making memories 
Sophomore Soobin Yoo 
watches the conductor as 
he  prepares to play the 
suspended symbols as part 
of the Saratoga High March-
ing Band’s Pit Percussion. 
Soobin moved last year as a 
freshman from South Korea. 
He found that being in band 
helped him make friends 
quickly.

New students 
share their 
stories about 
moving to SHS
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                            Sophomore Sophia              
        Wang,who has been  
            singing since the  
     age of 6 offers  
      some tips to help  
      others sing   
                            well on stage:

        - “Open your  
        mouth really  
        wide, because  
         then you get a  
         nice sound.”

          - “Relax, and  
        don’t look stiff  
     on stage.”

           -”Just enjoy it and  
           smile.”

How I do what I do

A
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r:

N
ot everyone is a knockout in front of 
the karaoke machine. So what? This 
simple fact should not deter anyone 
from such a heartwarming form of 
expression. Singing is not only for 
impressing enormous audiences, but 
also for fulfilling the self with that 
feeling of completion one feels while 

belting out a catchy set of favorite lyrics in an empty house.
Sophomore Serena Chan said, “Don’t be scared, and 

don’t be afraid to sing, because a lot of people don’t sing 
outside of their showers when they should. Just have fun.”

This first introductory step towards singing, to enjoy one-
self, is not hard to accomplish. Because singing has existed 
even before speech, it is practically hammered into human 
instinct, so most people naturally find singing likeable.

“I’ve always liked singing,” said sophomore Sophia 
Wang, who sings in three choirs, and still never gets enough 
of the art. She sings at home, at school, in her car—whenev-
er she can and whenever she feels like it. “Singing is a really 
important part of me because it’s the 
way I can just express myself, and 
it’s really fun.” 

On the topic of good expres-
sion, Sophia also gave a valuable 
tip to beginners: “When you sing, 
try to open your mouth really wide, 
because then you get a nice sound. 
Also, just enjoy it and smile.”

To sing her best, a singer has to 
be comfortable with what she sings. 
Sophia likes to sing mainstream 
music and songs that are “really 
meaningful or have movement in 
them” during her free time.

However, singing popular music 
can become limiting to some sing-
ers. Joining a choir, though intimi-
dating to some, can ease a person 
from a tight comfort zone into a 
world of wonders. For example, 
Serena has sung in languages “from 
African to Chinese to Latin,” and she 
thoroughly enjoys all of it.

There are many challenges in becoming part of a larger 
group. As Serena puts it,“ The singing [in the group] is the 
easy part.” Because every member must be in perfect sync in 
order to produce sounds pleasing to the ear, all of the singers 
need to develop skills which allow them to listen to each 
other while harmonizing. “We need to hear what people 
don’t usually hear.”

With the challenges also comes rewards. Serena and 
Sophia both agree that the bonds between choir members 
are exceptionally strong. “There are a lot of social benefits 
from singing,” said Serena.

Freshman Sanjana Shukla has a slightly different train-
ing approach. Besides singing in the school choir, she also 
takes private lessons. Private lessons allow singers to gain 
more detailed feedback from an instructor, who is focused 
on just one student at a time. Though more expensive and 
time-consuming, these lessons can train a voice practically 
to perfection, as shown by Sanjana’s extensive participation 
in solo competitions. “Recently, I’ve been really intense in 
competitions, like two a month,” she said.

Performing in a competition is a prospect that seems 
overwhelming to some, but looking at it from a positive 
angle can dramatically reduce stage fright. “It feels good to 
be on stage because when you put on all your hard work, 
you get to show people how all your practice has paid off,” 
said Sanjana.

Sophia also enjoys performing, and thinks highly of its 
benefits. “When you’re singing and you know you’re doing 
really well, it feels good to know that people are enjoying 
what you’re doing, so you enjoy it, too.”

After all, artists toil for hours upon their canvases for the 
jubilant moment the painting is exhibited, and the exhibition 
of singing should be no less exciting. The moment a singer 
releases the hem of the skirt she was nervously picking at, 
she also releases the butterflies in her stomach and the ap-
prehension in her veins, leaving behind only the pure joy of 
singing within her.

“ It feels good to be on 
stage because when 
you put on all your 
hard work, you get to 
show people how all 
of your practice has 
paid off.” —Sanjana 
Shukla, Freshman

friends forever From left to 
right, members of the group 

Acapella Agogo, sophomores 
Maureen Lee, Sophia Wang, 
Rebecca Chen, Sabrina Ch-

uang, and Serena Chan pose 
outside of an ice skating ring 

before their performance. 
“Our group is really tight,” 

said Serena.

three girls offer multiple 
ways to approach singing, 
the one pastime they all 
love

}}

impromptu Sophomores 
Sophia Wang and Rebecca 

Chen of Acapella Agogo 
burst out in song in the 
middlle of the language 

hallways. “I sing whenever I 
feel like it,” said Sophia.

singing and smiling singing 
with Sophia and Rebecca in 
the hall, Sophomore Serena 
Chan grins in the middle of 

a song.

[•Deborah Soung• ]
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My definition of a 
ballerina is someone 

who can really ex-
press their emotions 
and portray different 

roles all while 
looking grace-

ful and 
feel- ing con-

fident in them-
selves. Some 
of the greatest 
ballerinas of all 
time may not 
have had 100% 
perfect technique, 
but the aura that 
came through 
when they danced 
and expressions 
were outstanding, 
and the delicacy of 
their movements.

D
ancing is kinesthetic, it is 
moving through feeling,” 
says Los Gatos Ballet Artistic 
Director Marcie Ryken. She is 
in the Los Gatos Ballet studio, 
holding a ballet lesson for high 
school students. The studio 
has a 20 foot tall ceiling, an 

all around sterio system and wall length mirrors to 
provide a dynamic view.
    As the students warm up, a small bichon frise pads 
through the floor, weaving in and out of the dancers' 
legs. A calm silence, and then music begins to play. 
“Let’s start with first position, shoulders, plie, and 
head rolls, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 4,” says Marcie. The 
Los Gatos Ballet School provides many performance 
opportunities for high school students, including 
some of Saratoga’s very own freshmen. 
    According to freshman Kendall Chicanowicz,  
-michael tyler 5/30/10 8:05 AM  ballet requires a lot 
of patience, and there are many steps to becoming a 
full fledged ballerina. 
    “To sign up, you first have to find a studio you like,” says Kendall. “You must have 
determination, focus, desire, and some natural ability. First you have to build your 
technique, so your future dancing will be strong and grounded.” 
    Freshman Olivia Whiting  believes that to be a successful ballerina, dancers have 
to work hard and have serious goals about dancing. 
    “You start with the basic positions and body alignment,» says Olivia. «Once 
you have mastered the basic forms, you can start to add your own style and begin 
experimenting with actual movement based on the foundations.” 
    There are five stages to the training in the Los Gatos Ballet Company: The 
Apprentice, the Corps de Ballet, the Demi-Soloist, the Soloist, then Principal Dancer 
or the Prima Ballerina. 
    “The dictionary defines a ballerina as ‘a female dancer who does ballet’, but 
in reality it is so much more,” says Heather. “When I think ‘ballerina’ I think of a 
principal dancer. The Principals are the highest level in the company and they get the 

DANCING
dynamite

prima ballerina: Freshmen 
Heather Sabel, Kendall Chi-
canowicz and Olivia Whit-
ing give it their all during 
an intense ballet session at 
the Los Gatos Ballet School. 
“I don’t like ballet,” says 
Heather, “I love it!” 

'lead' rolls.”  
    Ballet is a very time-consuming art form. On average, Kendall, Heather, and 
Olivia spend about 10 hours at the studio each week. All dancers also do Pilates 
for about an hour each week, which supplements their strength. Olivia says that 
finding a happy balance between school and dance is a key factor in staying focused 
throughout her activities.
    «When I'm having a tough time with friends or school, I think about going to class 
that night and I feel a little better knowing I can take a break and just breath  for 
once,» says Kendall. «Ballet destresses me, and lets me show what I'm feeling in a 
positive manner.»
   In a ballet studio, no two classes are ever the same. Staying up to par in the studio 
requires perseverance and diligence, but the end result is always satisfying.  
    “I love that perfection is unattainable,” gushes Heather, “there is always something 
to work towards, because no one is perfect. No matter how good you are, you can 
always improve.” 
    To be a good ballerina, students need to be fully focused on the dances you are 
learning. Dancers must get the steps down and stay alert during rehearsals. 
    “Anyone who puts that much time and energy into something needs to love 
it 100%,” says Olivia, “you also have to take corrections and critique gracefully, 
and you have to persevere, and not get discouraged if you don't get the parts you 
wanted.”
    The Los Gatos Ballet puts on three shows a year to display and showcase the 
dancers’ talents. This year the shows are Nutcracker, Alice in Wonderland, and the 
Youth Choreography project, where students choreograph and design dances for 
other students. 
    «A major component of dance is tricking the audience, trying to make them 
believe that all of your blood and sweat if effortless, even if you are unsure of your 
movements.» says Kendall. «If you stay confident and happy, you will look 10 times 
better at what you're doing.» 
    Dancers can better their technique by watching other students and learning from 
their mistakes. One way they enhance their abilities is by trying different tricks that 
they see in routines and making  the moves work for them. 
    “Instructors are the ones who critique you and there is a different instructor 
every class,” says Heather. “You have to change the way you dance according to the 
instructor but what I like best is that your natural style will always stay true to who 
you are.”

“You have to work 
really hard, be fo-
cused and have 
goals if you are 
serious about bal-
let. It’s not some-
thing that you 
learn overnight 
—Olivia Whiting 
Freshman 
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T
he classroom was filled with nothing but silence. Students trembled with fear as the 
teacher passed out the tests.   

  
 High school tests make up a large portion of student's grades, which later on 
determines their careers. Balancing their lives with both sports and academics, some 
students struggle to maintain their grades. However, for Brian Yung, tests constantly 
keep him stressed.      “Tests make up a huge part of our grade. They can either help 
us, or badly hurt us,” says freshman Brian Yung, a Saratoga resident attending Bel-
larmine high school. Brian claims that the tests prove a major obstacle in his high 
school career. “I find most of the tests that I take really hard,” says Brian.�I have 
trouble preparing for them.�  

  
 Like Brian, many other students do not know how to prepare for tests. Many have poor study techniques 
and time management skills. «I hate to admit it, but I always procrastinate and study the day before the test,» 
says Henry Reynolds, a sophomore at St. Francis high school. Many students with bad habits do not perform 
at their full potential. Most  stated that tests were the leading cause of dropping their grades.However, some 
students developed useful techniques that proved beneficial to their test scores. 

  
 «Never procrastinate. It will always lead to your downfall,» says Parth Shah, a freshman at Saratoga High 
School. «Most of the tests are tough, but if you know how to study for them, you will do well.You can also 
study with friends to encourage yourself, but not if it distracts you.» Like Parth, many students view procrasti-
nating as the root of failure for tests. 

  
 «It's [test taking] pretty easy, actually,» says Michael Robinson, a junior at Bellarmine high school, «Pay 
attention in class. If you don't understand what is being taught, just go and ask the teacher for help after 
class or when the teacher is free.You should get to know your teachers; they can really help you out in your 
academic career.»  

  
 Additionally, motivation to do well on tests greatly enhance performance, according to some students. «You 
may not believe this, but the reason I do well on tests is because of stress and pressure,» says Parth. «Too 
much pressure can really tire you out. But too little pressure is bad too. Pressure yourself enough to suc-
ceed, and you will.»    «Take notes on test material; it can help you. Also, understand what you learn rather 
than just memorizing it,» says Michael.  Students developed many tips for success on test taking . These tips 
were offered to three students. All three of these students scored higher on the test than their average test 
scores . «I found the tips very useful. It was amazing to see how my performance changed after listening to 
a few tips,» says Peter Chen, a freshman at Bellarmine high school. «I believe that these tips will better any 

person's test scores.» 
 It will always lead to your downfall,» says Parth Shah, a freshman at Saratoga High School. «Most of the 
tests are tough, but if you know how to study for them, you will do well.You can also study with friends to 
encourage yourself, but not if it distracts you.» Like Parth, many students view procrastinating as the root of 
failure for tests. Many students with bad habits do not perform at their full potential. Most  stated that tests 
were the leading cause of dropping their grades.However, some students developed useful techniques that 
proved beneficial to their test scores. 
  After learning the tips, these students have become optimistic about their academic performances                                                                                                                                     
  in the future. 

 
{ }

Students share their 
experiences with test 
taking.

Great Minds at Work Fresh-
man Justin Chen prepares 
diligently for a math test.  
Spanish Stuggle Freshman 
Cameron Smeltzer takes 
notes on his Spanish mate-
rial for the test. 

TEST
taking tips

Testing Experience freshman 
McKenna Galvin works hard 
to complete her test

Science Final diligent stu-
dents work on their scince 

notecard for Biology.
 Free at last students at art 

class relax after their art test.
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HANDLE
the stress

Piled High Junior Eric Chuang takes 
a break from his homework.  Smile 
for the camera A group of juniors 
gather for a group picture before 
Junior Prom, which took place on 
April 3rd. “Junior year still had it’s 
perks,” said junior Cid Diaz. “[Junior 
prom] was a blast.”

Let’s Get down and Study Junior Connie Lii pre-
pares for the SATs. “Finding time to do excess 
studying outside of school was pretty difficult,” 
said Connie Strike a Pose Juniors Brandon 
Pierce, Jason Shiuan, Chris Chung, James 
Hadid, Aditya Dev, and Tim Lycurgus perform a 
dance as part of their Homecoming Quad day. 
This year the juniors’ theme was Finding Nemo.

Juniors share ideas on how to survive the 
“worst year ever.”

A 
dim light surrounds junior Eric Chuang as he looks up from his AP Biology 

textbook. Stretching, Eric glances at the time. 3 A.M., Eric thought, not bad 

considering I came home at 11.

 Stifling a yawn, Eric looks over at the pile of textbooks and binders that 

have yet to be opened for the night. Exhausted, he decides to take a quick 

power nap and tackle the rest of his workload later.

     One of the most dreaded experiences students face in their high school 

career is the infamous junior year. Also referred to as “the worst year ever,” 

junior year keeps students busy with SATs, AP and honors classes, and high levels of stress. Each year, 

however, students claim that the year was not all that bad, but to many underclassmen that have yet 

to overcome the notorious year, it is unclear as to how those students managed to survive.

      The first step, probably the most important of all, is to never procrastinate.

     “Most juniors can’t do this,” said Eric. “In junior year, you realize that 24 hours a day is too short 

to complete all possible activities, and you will find yourself wishing that the days were longer so you 

can study more. You never have enough time. So the moral is, don’t ever procrastinate!”

        One of the biggest challenges of junior year is time management. With demanding classes in ad-

dition to multiple extracurricular activities, juniors struggle to find the perfect balance between their 

school and social lives.

      “I made the mistake of taking some of the most challenging courses on campus,” said Eric, who 

takes English 11 Honors, AP Biology, AP US History, Trig/Precalc Honors, Orchestra 4 Honors,  and 

Chinese 5 Honors. Aside from this, Eric is the member of the school’s marching band, jazz band, 

orchestra, and track and field team. He also coaches the Redwood track team during the spring. 

       “Whenever Eric arrived to track practice late, I’d always make a joke that he’s probably busy 

working on his 4.8 GPA,” said head track Coach Archie Ljepava.

 Eric’s busy schedule usually resulted in him having to cut more sleep out of his day.

 “Not only was time management hard for me, but waking up was incredibly difficult,” said Eric. 

“But you just have to keep on going with it and tell yourself that the nightmare ends soon.”

  The second step is to stay optimistic. For junior Connie Lii, staying positive helped her continue to 

go through school each day.

 “I feel like junior year is not as hard as people make it seem,” said Connie. “I would say to make 

sure to do well in school but not sacrifice everything for junior year. Make sure you enjoy yourself 

because you’re only a junior once!”

 Connie also recommends not overworking yourself by taking too many advanced and demanding 

classes. Connie takes English 11 Honors, Physics, Trig/Math 4, AP US History, Yearbook, and Chinese 

5 Honors.

 “I found time management slightly easier because my classes weren’t as rigorous as others,” said 

Connie. “But of course this is Saratoga, so demanding classes are practically a given for most.”

 Teachers such as Mr. Bob Kucer, who teaches AP Biology, comment on students’ choices on taking 

such stressful classes.

 “I think all juniors take on more AP’s and honors classes than time allows them too,” said the  biol-

ogy teacher.

 But for most juniors the excessive stress and constant workload have kept them busy the entire 

year, making it seem as if the year passed in a blink of an eye.

  “I’m almost done,” said Connie. “I feel so accomplished and relieved that I made through it all. Senior 

year, here I come!”

““
But you just have to 

keep on going with it 
and tell yourself that 
the nightmare ends 

soon.” - Eric Chuang, 
junior

[•by Allison Toh• ]

Run like the wind Junior An-
drew Wong runs in the 400m 
event during the meet against 
Homestead. Along with being 
a member of varsity track, 
Andrew tackled difficult classes 
such as AP Bio. 
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OUTHUSTLING
the competition

L
iving the life as a competitive athlete might seem fun, but it comes down 
to serious commitment and effort. Playing nationally in a sport is extremely 
difficult and only the best can succeed.
 Five years ago, sophomore Jeff Kuo, now 16, decided to try the 
sport of badminton for the first time. His uncle, who introduced the game 
to Jeff, inspired him. 
 “When I first started playing, the hardest thing for me to do was 

to hit the birdie,” explained Jeff. “I was weak and I did not have enough upper body 
strength.”
 As a few years went by, Jeff grew a passion for the game. He practices badminton 
three days a week; each day for about four hours. In addition, Jeff also conditions him-
self by going to the gym and working out once or twice a week.
 “I could tell I was getting better. I was able to move quicker and I was able to hit the 
birdie, four times as far as before,” said Jeff.
 Accompanied by Jeff is freshman Derek Chao, 15, who is a close friend to Jeff and 
also badminton rival. 
 “We played each other in the Kason Classic Tournament,” said Derek, “I tried my 
best in the match but he just out hustled me.”
 Derek, who had been playing for two years, competes in the Junior Nationals. He 
practices six days a week, two to three hours each day. 
 “There’s a lot of pressure when I compete,” said Derek, “One wrong move can cost 
you the match.”
 Both Jeff and Derek agree that the hard-
est part of the game is to maintain focus 
throughout the game. They believe that to 
play in the nationals, one needs a consider-
ate amount of practice, and in practice, 
an unbelievable amount of effort and hard 
work.
 “To compete in nationals, you need to 
overcome your weakness,” said Jeff.
 Jeff ranks in the top three in the nation, 
while Derek ranks in the top five in his age 
group. 
 Jeff shares a tip for getting better. “It 
doesn’t matter if you practice for ten hours 
each day, quantity without quality is useless.”
 Another competitive racket sport includes tennis. Two major differences between 
badminton and tennis are: tennis is played outside and the ball in tennis does not soar 
through the air as much. 
 Freshman Andrew Lo, 14, excels in the sport of tennis. As a freshman, he made the 
varsity team. Andrew ranks top 50 in the nation in the 16s age group. 
 “I know that playing in my own age group may be easier, but I like to challenge 
myself. I like to see myself get better everyday,” said Andrew.
 Andrew practices three days a week for about three hours each of those days. He 
usually has a tournament once a month. 
 Andrew finds his biggest weakness to be his backhand. He finds it difficult to return 
a ball to the opponent using the non-dominant arm. 
 “I always thought doing things with my weak hand was hard. I kept practicing 
backhands until I got the basics down. It’s hard to think about form when there is a lot 
of pressure,” said Andrew. “I think the best way to become a great player is to recognize 
your weakness and make it into an offensive threat.” 
 Andrew and the Saratoga Varsity Tennis Team are participating in the NorCal’s Tennis 
tournament this month. It is the biggest tournament of the season.
 “It’s going to be difficult playing with 18 year olds. They are four years old than me. 
It’s going to be tough,” said Andrew.
 Also on the school team with Andrew is freshman Henry Shen, who is the other 
freshman on the varsity team.
 “Andrew and I have been friends for a long time,” said Henry. “It is fun to watch him 
play because he plays with a lot of confidence.”
 These three phenomenal athletes worked incredibly hard to get where they are 
today. With hard work, passion for the game, and time, these athletes can be nationally 
ranked in their sport. 
 “Never give up,” reflected Jeff, “You have nothing to lose.”

[ ]Both Jeff and Derek 
agree that the hardest 
part of the game is to 
maintain complete 
focus throughout the 
competition.

{ }

STRONG FOCUS Freshman 
Derek Chao puts in steady 
focus as he is ready to return 
the birdie in theh Kason 
Classic Tournament. RETURN 
THE SERVE Freshman An-
drew Lo returns the ball as he 
plays against a touch Monta 
Vista Opponent. SMASH! 
Sophomore Jeff Kuo attempts 
to smash the birdie at the 
opponent at the SCVALS.

[•Arthur Tsao• ]

[ ]“Jeff Kuo is the coolest guy 
I know. He really inspired 
me to get better.”
—Freshman Eric Om

[ ]“I think Andrew has a lot 
of potential in playing on 
the team next year.”
—Freshman Evaline Ju

“ Quick
  Quotes

Nationally ranked athletes share 
tips on getting better
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T
he sun is just starting to emerge from behind the mountains when 
Robin Athertonís day begins.  As she fi nishes breakfast, she looks at 
her schedule to see what’s in store that day.  Then, she fi nishes getting 
ready, and heads over to one of her client’s homes to show them the 
landscape plan she drew up for their home.  “Every day you wake up, 
it’s different.  You just have to take in the sunshine.” said Robin.  As 
a landscape architect, this statement couldn’t be more true.  Robin 
Atherton, along with her husband,  Steve Atherton, are the founders of 

Atherton Landscaping, one of Saratoga’s most successful landscape businesses.  
    “My job is to meet with clients, talk about how they want their yard to look like, 
then I design their yard based on our meeting and what they like and dislike.” said 
Atherton.  “I design, while my husband handles maintenance.”
    Landscape architecture is more then just designing yards and planting fl owers.  
“Before you start the yard’s design, you have to determine property size, setbacks, and 
the dimensions.” said Trish Cumbra, a former Saratoga landscape architect.  “Then you 
have to determine geographical features, like which side is the north, south east, and 
west.  You also have to determine the landscape region in order to select appropriate 
plant material.
   After you determine those factors, a landscape architect identifi es existing structures 
and their dimensions  on the lot, meets 
with the owner to discuss ideas regarding 
landscape design, which can include 
anything from pools, water features, hard 
scape(stone, paving) and soft scape(grass, 
plants).  Then, the architect must create 
a draft of the design and shows it to the 
owner for approval until the owner likes 
it.  
    Once the plan is approved by the 
owner, the landscaper brings in a crew of 
people to start the layout and construction 
of the yard. 
    “Maintaining a good relationship 
with co-workers is also very important 
throughout the job. It is very important to get along with the people you meet and 
work with,” said Robin.  “You have to be able to deal with contractors, pool guys, and 
workers, and itís not as easy as it sounds”.  It is also good to have very loyal workers 
who will listen to you when something needs to be done.  “It is a hard status to achieve 
to have a construction crew to do to your him.” said Robin.  “It’s part of the success of 
the whole project”.
    When building the landscape, fi rst the workers must outline and complete 
underground work like pipelines for sprinklers and drainage systems.  Then the rest of 
the ground is leveled and they prepare the amounts os soil needed for the yard.  The 
workers also install header-boards of planters if they are needed.
    After all of the basic ground leveling is done, the landscaper completes the fi nal 
irrigation adjustments to ensure proper coverage of all the plants.  Then, they add the 
plants, add decorative bark and other materials, and if necessary, sod. “It is important 
to have a horticulture background when landscaping,” said Trish.  “It’s one thing to 
know what’ll look good in the yard, but it’s also important to know what plants will 
survive in what environments”.  
   “A lot of landscapers only care about the plants, but don’t worry about their survival” 
said Robin.  
    After all of the plants, sod, bark, and irrigation systems are installed,  an irrigation 
contractor from the landscape company should provide around 60-90 days of 
maintenance to make sure everything is working smoothly.  “I think it is really 
important for landscaping companies to provide mechanical service along with the 
lanscaping,” said Steve Atherton, head of maintenance in Atherton landscaping.  “Most 
people have no idea how to take care of their plants, but if there is a maintenance 
worker at their home once a week for a few weeks, there is a greater chance that the 
plants will survive and the yard won’t fall apart”.  
    After the 90-day maintenance period is over, the plants need fertilizer in the fall 
and spring, and the irrigation systems must be monitored and time clocks must be 
set appropriately depending on the surrounding environment.  Lawns should also me 
moved and edged weekly.   Most of the time, the landscaping company will provide a 
team of workers to complete this once every one or two weeks.
    “I think what got me interested in landscape was the opportunity to be outdoors.” 
said landscape architect Jim Cumbra.  “I really enjoyed spending most days out in the 
sun.”  Most landscapers enjoy the outdoor part of the job, but others stumble in upon 
the career in most unusual ways.  “I actually fell into the job,” said Trish.  “When I 
married Jim, I started to help him manage his business, and I fell in love with it.  It 
defi nitely gave me something to look forward to every day.”  

    

[ ]Lanscape arche-
tecture is more 
than just designing 
yards and planting 
flowers.{ }THE FINISHING TOUCH

A day in the life 
of a landscape 
architect.

[•by Jensen Welton• ]

mowin’ along (below) Jose    
Ramirez mows one of five 

lawns on a client’s lot. 
wackin’ away (far left)  A 

worker for Atherton Land-
scaping trims a lawn with a 

weed wacker.

down and dirty (above) 
Raul Gonzalez, a worker 
for Atherton Landscaping, 
kneels down in the dirt to 
check the irrigation system 
of a client’s lot. the final 
touch (left) Robin Atherton 
flashes a smile as she shows 
one of her almost finished 
layouts. {needle in a haystack (left) 

Robin Atherton, head of 
Atherton Landscaping 
searches  through a large 
pile of finished layouts for 
the one she needs for her 
next appointment.
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how to save for your car

First    
car tips

M
ost people don’t know how to save for their first 
car, sometimes young teens spend on stuff that isn’t 
necessary. However, some people do save for this 
special moment in time… their first car. Junior Kaet-
lyn Rourke, Senior Alan Yen and Sophomore Eric 
Van Noorden found ways to save. Now these are 
the best ways to achieve your first car in higschool.

 Saving for teens can be very hard especially when you want to buy 
something that may only be used once or twice. This is why working and 
getting jobs can be very useful in these situations. Junior Kaetlyn Rourke 
explains that “it’s best to get a job because it’s easier to have a steady 
income.” Having a steady income does help a lot to buy your first car, but 
it might cause a tenancy to spend money. “The hardest thing to do is save, 
but if you don’t want to work just baby sit, so you can some money instead 
of nothing.”
 Young teens don’t realize is that it’s not only the car you’re buying, but 
it’s the insurance and gas that comes along with that. So, when teens just 
see the $20,000 on the windshield of the car that’s only how much the car 
is not including the most important part…insurance. Senior Alan Yen talks 
about how saving can suck, “Saving money sucks, but not nearly as much 
as being the senior without a carbut it can help in the long run.” Alan says 
that “cafeteria food is to expensive, so stop buying it,” which can help you 
with a little more pocket change and gas money, but probably not enough 
to buy a $20,000 car, but you never know change does add up. He also 
states that getting a job would be the best way to go, but not just any kind 
of job. “Get a job that sucks that not a lot of people work their, so the 
manager has to hire you.”
In our day and age though your probably have to do almost none of these 
activities to get a car because our parents buy them for us. Most likely 
you would have to pay for your own gas and maybe your insurance. This id why it’s 
good to be a teenager, but when you become 21 you’ve to do everything for yourself.  
 Sophomore Eric Noorden says “You have to start in your young age to be able to 
buy your own car. You cant expect thousands of dollars to be coming in all the time.” 
Little income every month helps, so once it’s gradually coming in the pile will start 
to build. “Once you have enough to put in the bank, then you can charge the bank 
interest and your money will make money for itself each month.”
 Now you’ve heard all the steps for a chance to get a car. Make sure you start sav-
ing at a young age and gradually build up the income. Another just get a part time 
job to make some money and finally don’t waste money. These are the tips for suc-
cess… Now drive and be safe!{ [JUST TRY AND SAVE WHEN 

YOU’RE YOUNG BECAUSE 
IT GETS MUCH EASIER 
WHEN YOU DO ]

When the time 
   comes are you ready
and prepared to buy?

Junior Kaetlyn Rourke takes 
pride in showing off her car on 
a nice sunny afternoon.

Senior Alan Yen goes out on a 
late weekend with his friends after 
training for wrestling. 
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Being

W
hether at a party, a wedding, a festival or some kind of gather-
ing event, most of the time,  there will be music being played 
in the backround by a DJ.  DJs keep the vibe going by playing 
music to fit whatever kind of occasion it is that you are at. But 
being a DJ isn’t an easy job.
  The basic necessities of a DJ are a mixer, headphones, 
speakers and a music source such as a laptop. Along with 

those basic necessities, DJs who play t-heir music at clubs need two vinyl or digital 
turntables, used to scratch or mess around with beats,  a music converter and advanced 
speakers with the backup of an amp in order to keep the music going at such a high 
volume.
 “You should have speakers that are a magnitude larger than normal speakers, usu-
ally being about three feet high and two feet wide, although some bigger speaker sys-
tems can produce 50,000 watts of sound which is enough to shatter glass,” said Mitty 
freshman DJ Danny Shafazand.
 Club DJs tend to mix songs to keep 
it interesting and retain people dancing. 
Mixing songs consists of taking a multiple 
variety of songs with different beats corre-
sponding and make them match, explains 
Danny. The standard industry mixing 
program for club DJs is Serato Scratch 
Live. But other programs include Tracktor 
Scratch Pro, Djay, Serato Itch, and Virtual 
DJ. On the other hand, DJs who don’t mix 
songs, tend to use iTunes as their main 
source of music.
 “You want to choose a mixing program 
that provides many options for you to be 
creative when mixing songs. Otherwise 
your music will be very limited,” says Danny Shafazand.
 With all the advance equipment a DJ needs, the price range for the equipment 
could range anywhere from around $2000 to $10,000.
 One of the most important first steps for a starting DJ is to get his or her name out 
for the public to contact. According to Danny, doing free events around the area, put-
ting your business card there along with posting flyers around town and making friends 
on networking sites like Facebook, is a good way for a starting DJ to get his or her name 
out to the public.
 “For my brother, Kevin, and me, the easiest way to be contacted is just by word of 
mouth. There are always people at parties who are planning some sort of event and will 
need a dj in the future. So they see you DJing and ask you for your information,” said 
Saratoga junior Tim Rollinson.
 DJs need to have a personality that is open to others and able to talk if they want to 
be successful. Senior Kevin Rollinson explains, “You have to be confident in what you 
are playing and be high energy because if you are feeling the songs, so will the people 
at the party.”
 Once a DJ gets his name out and more and more people know of his or her music,  
DJing can become a paid job. According to Danny, club DJs get paid depending on 
how big their name is in the industry and what club they are spinning for. The more 
people at the club, the more the DJ gets paid.
 “For two to three hours you would get around $400 in a couple popular San Jose 
clubs, if you’re looking at the whole night, maybe around $1000,” said Danny. “But 
in large,  attracting cities like Vegas, for example, some big DJs like DJ AM (now de-
ceased) would make $15,000-$20,000 per night.”
 Whether one is big in the music industry as a DJ or just a DJ that plays at parties, 
DJs always make the party better, providing music for all to enjoy.
 “Being a DJ creates a better atmosphere that allows people to connect whether it’s 
casual music for people to socialize to or faster songs for people to dance to,” says Tim.

 

             

[ ]DJS ALWAYS 
MAKE THE PARTY 
BETTER, PROVID-
ING MUSIC FOR 
ALL TO ENJOY

“
A DJ creates 
a better atmo-
sphere that al-
lows people to 
connect 
-Tim Rollinson 

[ ]a DJ

mix it up Mitty Freshman Danny 
Shafazand scratches the turn-
table at his dad’s club kicking 
it Mitty freshman Danny Shafa-
zand stops to take a picture with 
friends as he is djing

[•by Greg Yang• ]

DJS FROM ALL PARTS OF 
SARATOGA SHARE THEIR 
MUSIC MIXING SKILLS

non-stop party Tim 
Rollinson keeps the 
party alive by djing for 
people to enjoy

hard at work Mitty 
Freshman Danny 
Shafazand keeps the 
continuous dance vibe 
at a party
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I LIKE YOU.
let’s be friends

I
t’s that dreaded first day of preschool. Being the age of 5, one feels pretty ner-
vous because they don’t know if they’ll like anyone, or if anyone in this strange 
place will have the same adoration for the new Care Bear collection that they 
do. The child walks into the class with their mom and have this feeling in their 
stomach that if they let go of their mom’s hand, they’ll just float away.
    They finally gain up the courage to take a look around the room and a shim-
mer of blonde hair catches their eye. They take one look at the blonde haired 
girl who is coloring, and notice her shirt has a Care Bear on it. They’re safe 

now; they let go of their mom’s hand and march right over to her.
    “Hi. I like your shirt. Want to be friends?”
    And that’s just the beginning.              
    Being friends for 5 years is a challenge to some, but imagine staying best friends for 
15 years. Sophomore Shayda Khorasani and freshman Laila Ghahghahi have remained 
best friends since they met in their first year of life and then attended pre-kindergarten 
together.  
 “We’ve always been there for each other. We’ve gotten so close over the years; her 
family is my second family and she’s basically my sister,” said Shayda.
    Shayda and Laila still remember the guy they both had their first crush on that they 
would chase around trying to kiss. “Just going through all the firsts together was the 
best part. first step, first word, first crush, first loose tooth; we went through them all 
together,” Shayda said.
    Moving away from the 
friends that are created 
in preschool can be 
challenging, and may 
ruin the friendship. 
This was not the case 
for seniors Sophia 
Cooper and Lauren 
McInnis. They were 
great friends at the 
Presbyterian Preschool 
right across from Sara-
toga High. 
 “Well after preschool I 
went to a different school so 
we kind of drifted apart but then 
when I moved back to Redwood in 6th grade and we got closer again. Now in high 
school we are best friends,” said McInnis.
    “Yeah, we lost touch when we went to different schools, and I actually didn’t realize 
she was my Lauren until eighth grade core. We were acquaintances/friends throughout 
middle school, but then I had this epiphany during class with Mr. Conn and it was re-
ally exciting,” Sophia said.
    When one takes a closer look at their classmates that are sitting all around them, 
most wouldn’t even realize the connection that could rest between two classmates. 
Sophomores Kathleen McLellan and Eric Van Noorden bonded over the fact that they 
both had blonde hair in preschool. They were set for the rest of their lives.
    “We just really loved hanging out and had the same interest in getting messy. I 
remember making mud pies, playing in the rocket, and Eric eating a roly-poly,” said 
Kathleen.
    Keeping friends for this long is hard, especially if they end up going to a different 
school and not coming back. Senior Molly Jordan and her friend Haley Cooper, who 
is a senior at Anzar High, have kept their friendship going since infancy, when their 
parents introduced them.
    “I remember when it rained a lot and her pasture would get all muddy so we would 
just play in the mud and slide down her hill on saucers, like for snow, and into the 
mud,” said Molly. “When it got really windy, we would get a huge tarp and tie two 
corners to each of our hands and then you run up the hill and when the wind comes it 
picked us off the ground and we got like three to five feet up one time. It was awe-
some.”
    Even with all the obstacles of growing up, keeping that one friend around really 
seems to mean the world. So next time a person from the past that’s been missed walks 
by, try out the tactic that worked back then:
    “Hi. I like you. Want to be friends?” [by Megan Benzing ]
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“Just going through all the 

firsts together was the best 
part. First step, first word, 
first crush, first loose tooth; 
we went through them all 
together” ]

Staying BFF’s all the way from preschool to 
high school is considered a big challenge, 
but not for Saratoga High students!

Get crazy. Sophia and Lauren 
go all out for the last practice 
of their lacrosse season. They 
both played varsity together for 
two years. The practice theme? 
Let’s get crazy. Out of this world.  
Sophomores  Kathleen McLellan 
and Eric Van Norden play in the  
rocket ship. The rocket ship gace 
them the opportunity to pretend 
they were flying out into space, 
fully equipped with remotes to 
change their speed. 

Can I cut the cake? Freshman Laila Ghahghahi and sophomore 
Shayda Khorasani hold a joint birthday party, but Laila’s excitment 
can’t hold her back from digging her fingers in. Summer time. Laila 
and Shayda enjoy their summer vacation by hanging out in the pool. 
A night out, Seniors Sophia Cooper and Lauren McInnis are on their 
way out to dinner for  bonding night with their best friends.

Is it nap time?  So-
phia and Lauren take 
a break from class 
with their friend 
Lauren Opatrny. 
They were the three 
muskateers of their 
preschool class. 
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LIVING FOR THE...
WEEKEND ]]

Students use every minute of 
the weekend to be productive

H
ectic schedules, homework, projects, sports 
and tutors; the weekdays of students are almost 
always busy. There is one thing though, that 
keeps a student to get through the week: the 
weekend. Sophomore Rachel Le is known 
for maxing out her weekends by spending 
weekends with her family and friends, which 
have been “fi rst priority” to her. 

 To keep weekends full of events, it requires much planning. Rachel 
always plans her ideas at the start of the school week; asking friends 
what they would like to do. Planning ahead of time makes sure that 
there is no fl aw in your event (transportation, people, etc.) and that the 
event will run smoothly. 
 “You need to be specifi c. Knowing time, location, and how many 
people are attending,” Rachel said. “Keep to something simple. For 
convenience, I usually spend my weekend by watching movies, hosting 
sleepovers, and baking.”  
 Improper planning can cause sudden last minute changes and may 
ruin the chance for the event to even function at all. Make sure to have 
enough time to plan and have be fl exible with times and places.  
 «Once, my friends and I were going to the mall, but when they got 
to my house I realized we didn't have a ride there, so I had to ask my 
parent who weren't happy about it,» Rachel said. 
 Planning is an important role in maxing out your weekends, but fun is 
also key. Have an event all your friends will enjoy because it's no fun if 
someone is left out of the action.   
 For junior Brian Vo, it’s easy to have an enjoyable time with his 
friends. Brian along with his friends share a passion for break dancing. 
Every once in a while, Brian and his friends would fi nd  a place to 
session and show each other different moves and “freezes,” a position 
that requires posing on your hands with your legs off the ground. 
 “I enjoyed being creative with my friends. There is nothing I would 
like to do more than share my knowledge and time with them. We all 
manage to have a good time and I never have the same weekend twice,” 

Brian said. 
 While some students spend their time enjoying their weekend, others 
like freshman Derek Chao max out their weekend by doing something 
productive. Derek plays for a badminton club team as well as the 
school team. Constantly improving, Derek puts countless hours over the 
weekend to play badminton at a national level. His hard work has paid 
off, now that Derek is ranked one of the top 20th badminton players 
nationally between ages 14-16 years.  
 “I don’t have much of a weekend. I don’t regret it though. It always 
feels good to end the weekend feeling accomplished,” Derek said. 
 As the weekend 
winds down, there 
still school work left 
waiting to be done. 
Many students fi nd 
themselves so absorbed 
into the weekend that 
they end up blowing 
off school work until 
late Sunday night. 
Freshman Vernon 
Chan often fi nds 
himself doing his 
homework during tutorial on the day the assignment is due. 
 “I always tell myself that I’ll get them [schoolwork] done, yet I always 
fi nd myself in this dilemma where I’m doing homework in other classes, 
lunch, or tutorial right before the assignment is due,” Vernon said. 
 The weekend is a time where students can relax and enjoy 
themselves. Schoolwork can be left unfi nished for a while as students 
have a time to unify, work, or innovate. 
 “I think what's more important is creating memories because people 
are only young once and should make the most of it. We have the rest of 
our lives to worry. I'm not saying responsibility is not important, but I’m 
saying that it's okay to live a little,” said Rachel. 

[ ]You need to be specific. 
Knowing time, location, 
and how many people 
are attending. Keep to 
something simple.

[•by Cody Cai• ]
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Junior year is more than 
I can handle. With AP 
classes, sports and clubs, 
weekends are the only 
time for me to unwind 
and relax.

-junior Ted Wang

“ “

Weekends give me a time 
to bond with my family, 
which I never really get to 
do a lot during weekdays.

-freshman Eric Tang}
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]return to the sender Derek 
Chao (9) prepares to return a 
smash from an opponent at 
Smash Wars tournament at 
UC Berkely.

hands down Brian Vo (11) 
performs a “Nike” freeze 
on the football field while 
sessioning with his friends. 
“There is nothing better I 
would like to do than share 
my skills with my friends,” 
said Brian.

rush hour Vernon Chan (9) rushes 
through his homework that he 
procrastinated over the weekend 
during lunch. 

paddaling away 
Rachel Li (10) 
and Helen Char 
(10) spend their 
weekend kayak-
ing. “People are 
young once and 
should make 
the most of it,” 
Rachel said.

memories Ariel 
Chang (10) and 
Rachel Li (10) 
recall memories 
of their past 
weekend while 
enjoying lunch 
with their friends. 
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LEADING THE WAY
Student officers spend extra time outside of school 
serving their class.

[
]

D
espite the stresses of school, extracurricular activities and sports, 
students look up to a group of hardworking students that  put 
extra time into  helping their class become successful and active 
throughout the year. The people to thank are the class offi cers. 
    Class offi cers are here to fulfi ll the job of making money for the 
class, getting the class spirited, and leading the students in their 
grade.
    One of the biggest tasks of the class offi cers every year is the 

planning of homecoming quad day and decorations. Despite the enormous amount of 
responsibility and time it takes, class offi cers continue to enjoy the process of bringing the 
class together to set up a hopefully successful homecoming.
    «My favorite part of being secretary of the sophomore class was when everyone in our 
class really came together and made our homecoming decorations awesome!» sophomore 
Varsha Ramesh said.
    The job is not done after homecoming is over. After the beginning of the year bash, class 
offi cers must keep their grade organized, spirited, and involved, especially with regards to 
fundraising.
    Though there are fun and games, there are also tough times which involve organization 
and responsibility by all members of the class offi ce.
    «The hardest part of being junior class president was trying to get so many things done 
right before an event like homecoming, idol or prom and on top of that to have school and 
sports, it was really stressful at times,» junior Tim Rollinson said.
    Junior year is always a tough year to lead, as students face an enormous work load and 
have to plan Saratoga Idol to raise funds for yet another event, junior prom.
    «If I could go back and change anything, I would charge more for prom tickets because 
our class is now in huge debt because we overlooked an extra charge,» Rollinson said.
    Junior class offi cers are not the only ones that undergo hardships throughout the year. 
Class offi cers of all grades face challenges that they must overcome in order for the class to 
succeed. Even freshman treasurer Amin Mirzadegan said that keeping track of the class's 
spending at all times was a tough job.
    «We need the money to fund class events such as prom, homecoming, and powder puff, 
and it's important to be aware of how much you're spending,» Mirzadegan said.
    Though it can be stressful at times, Mirzadegan admits that there are some perks to being 
a class offi cer.
    «The free food at ASB meetings was pretty legit,» Mirzadegan said.
    In order to be a good class offi cer, one must have leadership qualities,be responsible, 
organized, and spirited, and have a love for the school and a want for the class to succeed.         
Every class has its ups and downs, but all the offi cers seem to agree that in the end it was all 
worth it to see what they had accomplished in one year, no matter how successful the class.
      «It was also fun helping the class unite and it's awesome to be able to look back on the 
things we accomplished and feel that we made it happen,» Rollinson said. 

  

!

“My favorite part was 
when everyone in 
our class really came 
together and made 
our homecoming 
decorations awesome! 
—Varsha Ramesh, sophomore 

    class secretary 

getting fierce sophomores Aanchal Mohan and 
Anna Ashe prepare for a tough powderpuff 

game against the seniors. group hug freshmen 
come together to perform their homecoming 

quad day. up up and away the seniors finish off 
their last homecoming with a huge bang. on 
top of the world junior Chris Chung tops the 

pyramid for the boys powderpuff cheer. 

[•by Shivani Chadha• ]
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{SARATOGASARATOGA
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T
he chess club is one of the coolest clubs on campus. Care to disagree? 
Most people do, as a result of the generations of students who have 
teased the math oriented, calculator-playing members of this very 
misunderstood club. 
    Chess is one of the most complicated board game ever created, 
with an infi nite number of tactics that make it impossible for any 
game to be duplicated. The Saratoga High chess team, which makes 
up a majority of the club, has consecutively won six straight state 

championships, and contains some of the smartest students at school; there’s defi nitely 
something cool about that. 
    Chess, however, is not a game reserved solely for intellectuals. A couple of the team 
members shared their thoughts on how anybody can become an expert at chess, that 
is, if they are determined enough. 
    “There are no shortcuts to mastering chess,” said sophomore team member Evan Ye. 
“You just have to do it the old fashioned way by practicing continuously.” 
    Indeed, chess is not a game where you just follow a set of rules. It is made up of 
series of studied moves whose execution change depending on how an opponent 
plays his or her pieces. 
    “Tactics and strategy are most quickly picked up by playing,” sophomore team 
member Brian Wai said. “You need to be very familiar with what combinations can 
result from the tactics that you play because your opponent can ruin all your plans by 
playing an unexpected move.”  
    To beginners, the variety of plays that chess has to offer can be overwhelming, so 
taking the learning process one step at a time is the best way to limit confusion. 
    Sophomore team member Sankash Shankar said that when he fi rst began playing 
chess, he learned tactics such as openings and endgames from chess books. 
    “They [the chess books] provide pictures and diagrams that make it easy for you 
to visualize the play in your head,” Sankash said. Along with reading books, he also 
said that he progresses by playing on online websites such as Chess.com around three 
times a week.  
    Other members improve their game through private chess lessons with coaches. 

Brian said that he practices with a coach once a week.
    “Chess coaches offer players tricks and sneaky plays that can not be found in your 
average instructional book,” Brain said. 
    After getting the basics down, the team recommends that aspiring chess players 
register for a USCF (United States Chess Federation) membership. This membership is 
the ticket into any chess tournament that takes place in the US, and after an initial fee, 
it becomes permanent after the member plays 25 tournament games. 
    “Getting the membership and playing at tournaments are great ways to improve 
your game,” Evan said. “You get to play around fi ve games in a tournament, so you 
build up your experience.” 
    First time members are dubbed 
as “unrated,” which means they 
start with zero points, and once 
they start playing tournament 
games, they win or loose points 
depending on performance. The 
team’s individual ratings average 
around 1700 points, while 2600 
points are the maximum. 
    It is also recommended that 
at these tournaments, beginner 
players record their games on 
notation sheets. 
    “Learning from your mistakes 
is one of the number one ways to improve at chess,” Evan said. “If you reanalyze your 
games, you get a chance to build up your strategy.” 
    This is why the team, which coaches other members from the chess club every 
Thursday at lunch, frequently goes over other players' games. Evan said that an 
experienced eye will help beginner players better understand what they did wrong. 
    “In the end, it’s OK to be wrong,” Evan said, “but it’s not OK to continue to make 
the same mistake again.”  

[ ]ANYBODY CAN 
BECOME AN EXPERT 
AT CHESS, THAT IS, 
IF THEY ARE DETER-
MINED ENOUGH

}
the saratoga chess team shares 
their secrets to success

[ by Sabrina Cismas ]

{
}
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time pressure Freshmen Kevin 
Garbe and Daniel Ng program 
their chess clock before their 
games. To get accustomed to 
timed tournaments, the team 
made the club members play with 
clocks.   the Thinker Freshman Albert 

Fang is deliberating his next 
chess move. He is one of 
the freshmen who the chess 
team tutuors.

]
[

  training hard Sophomore team members 
Evan Ye and Brain Wai (right) help fresh-

men Daniel Ng and Albert Fang  practice 
in mock tournaments games. “Can you 
find the superior move for white here?” 

Evan asked Albert.

boosting confidence Sophomore Evan 
Ye teaches the club a new opening of 
the week with a PowerPoint presenta-
tion. “The more you speak up, the more 
you learn from this,” Evan said when the 
club members were intimidated by hard 
tactics.

  playing their part Sophomores Sankash 
Shankar and Brain Wai recommend 

different tactics to the club from a Pow-
erPoint presentation. “You can become 

very emotionally attached to a game 
sometimes,” Sankash said.
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}[ ]Top 5 Mistakes Made 
by Amateur Bakers

•Not following the procedure 
  correctly
•Forgetting a major ingredient
•Mixing up measurements
•Incorrectly setting the 
  temperature of the oven
•Not setting the timer correctly

Sources: Caroline Chou, Nora Sanico

BEAT IT...
just beat it{

professional and student bakers 
in saratoga

F
reshman Caroline Chou perused the Internet for a dye substitute to avoid using 
food coloring in her red velvet cake. She found a recipe that used beet powder 
as an alternative way to achieve the same deep red shade as the traditional cake. 
 Not finding beet powder at the store, Caroline decided to use beets 
instead. 
 “That wasn’t such a great idea,” Caroline said. “I bought canned beets, 
pureed them, poured it into the batter, and it turned pink.” 
 After baking her cake, Caroline tried it despite its unappetizing smell and 

pinkish-brown color. She said it tasted awful and like beets. 
 “No one [in my family] dared to try it and they were laughing,” Caroline said. “I put frost-
ing on it to cover up the taste, but that didn’t work. I ended up throwing it away. Now I don’t 
eat beets.” 
 Caroline’s red velvet cake adventure is one of many memorable experiences she has had as 
an amateur baker. 
 Baking is not only an enjoyable hobby for teenagers like Caroline, but also one that can 
prove useful later in life, helping to refine skills like the ability to improvise.  
 Nora Sanico, bakery manager at Safeway in the Argonaut Shopping Center, was able to turn 
her baking into a career, also having owned her own bakery for 10 years. 
 Caroline, who also considers later turning her hobby into a job, began baking when she 
was young but only started baking regularly last summer. 
 “Over the summer, I was bored,” said Caroline. “I went to the library and checked out a 
bunch of cookbooks, mainly from the kids’ section, but it was nice and colorful so it made me 
want to bake.” 
 Now, Caroline looks on blogs for new recipes. When she tries a recipe, she always ap-
proaches it carefully. 
“I look at the recipe … and check if I have all the ingredients,” Caroline said. “I read it, 
maybe read it twice, and then I gather everything.” 
 Sanico also agrees that focus is one of the most important things when baking. 
 “You can’t forget and mess up,” Sanico said. “The tendency is you might miss your mea-
surements, forget about your temperature, forget about your time, and your cake is burnt or 
over baked.”  
 Caroline thinks that knowing the tech-
niques used in the recipe are important. Some 
techniques she uses are sifting flour to make 
it lighter and beating butter and sugar with a 
mixer. 
 “For something fluffy, you want to fold it,” 
Caroline said. “You don’t want to mix it or 
else it won’t puff up.” 
 Sanico finds that when it comes to tech-
nique, practice makes perfect. 
 “When you bake, you keep on doing it 
over and over again,” said Sanico. “Then 
the practice makes you a perfect baker and 
decorator.” 
 To practice her technique, Caroline tries 
to challenge herself by using applesauce or 
banana instead of butter. She has made desserts like hummingbird cake, a soft, tropical cake, 
and tofu coconut cookies, which contain mashed tofu and are similar to vanilla cakes. 
 Sanico has also experimented with her baking, once making a seven-foot tall cake out of 
58 round cakes.  
 “It was all made of fruitcake and iced with fondant,” Sanico said. “I had to use a stepladder 
to put the cake topper on my cake.” 
 For Safeway, Sanico and the bakery staff make cakes, breads, and cookies, among other 
things. 
 “[Customers] love our fruit tarts,” said Jessie Duggan, a Safeway bakery salesperson. “My 
customers tell me they’ve gone to … Costco, and yes, it’s cheaper, but it’s not as tasty as ours.” 
 Duggan enjoys her job, and she finds that makes a big difference in her life. Sanico loves 
baking because it allows her to feed her family and make others happy. 
 “What keeps the family happy is keeping their stomachs always full,” Sanico said. 
 Despite the satisfaction, Sanico also find that baking can be stressful. 
 “People look at it like easy, right?” Sanico said. “Try to put your hands into it and you real-
ize that it wasn’t that easy.”  
 However, Duggan and Sanico still find baking rewarding. 
 “You can buy a cake from any other store or from a bakery,” said Sanico, “but making your 
own cake at home, making it for family, that is priceless.” [•Giulia Curcelli• ]

[ ]WHEN IT COMES 
TO TECHNIQUE, 
PRACTICE MAKES 
PERFECT.

loading up loaves 
Jessie Duggan shelves 

fresh bread daily as 
part of her job for 

Safeway since there 
is never any day-old 

bread.

reread the recipe Caroline 
Chou (9) checks the mea-

surements of her ingredients 
before proceeding with 

baking her white chocolate 
macadamia nut cookies.

trays of treats Nora Sanico 
and Jessie Duggan stack all of 
the cakes, pies, and pasteries 
they’ve made and decorated 
for Safeway before shelving 
them.

baker buddies Nora Sanico 
and Jessie Duggan are 
friends and colleagues 

who have been working 
together at the Safeway bak-
ery for three years. on a roll 

Caroline Chou (9) shapes her 
white chocolate macadamia 

nut cookies before baking 
them.

blooming brownies These 
Safeway brownie bites were 

made by bakery manager 
Nora Sanico and her co-

workers. 
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CAPTURING 
MOMENTS

Taking a Photo is more 
than just pressing a 
button.  Here is how to 
take a visually appeal-

ing photo. 

Zoomng in Close Senior Sahm Jafari zooms up close to 
a flower hanging from a tree branch with his. Capturing 
the Sun Senior Hashim J. Hyder captures his friend play-
fully capturing the sun at skyline. The White Brick Road 
Of China Senior Kevin Rollinson snaps a shot of Chinese 
road workers building a new road. Paparazzi Ambush 
Senior Hashim J. Hyder waits for the pefect shot of a 
Fort GT coming down the other side of the road.

{ [ Kevin Rollinson
ISO is another setting that can 
change photos. This deals with 
the shutter speed (how fast the 
photo is taken) and the aperture 
(amount of light the lens lets 
in). You need to change the ISO 
depending on where and what 
you are shooting. For example 
when taking sports photos, you 
typically want a higher ISO.

IS
O [ Sahm Jafari

Macro photography equals close 
up photography. Maufactures sell 
leses labled “macro” for people 
to specifically take pictures of say 
bugs or flowers but in immense 
detail. Macro photography gives 
people the same advantagemicro-
scopes do in a way that you are 
able to see all the intricacies that 
you can’t see with normal eyesight.

M
A

C
R

O

S
enior Sahm Jafari bent low with his 
camera. He spied his target, crouched 
behind a white lily. He set his camera up 
close, zooming in with his macro lens. 
As a breeze 
passed, the fly 
moved closer, 
into his view 

of his camera. He pressed 
his eye on the viewfinder. 
As the fly moved closer he 
focused creating a blurry 
background effect. Finally 
when the fly was touching 
the plant, Sahm snapped the 
picture capturing the mo-
ment in his camera.

Everyone can take a 
photo. Whether the subject 
are people posing, walking, 
or just standing, and they 
have to do is click a button 
this. 

But to take a cool, visu-
ally appealing and interest-
ing photo, there is much more to do that just point 
and shoot. Seniors Kevin Rollinson, Sahm Jafari and 
Hashim Hyder understand the concepts of taking a 
truly artistic photo.

"Taking a photo is not merely pressing a button, 
but finding the right lens, zooming in and focusing the 
right amount, and finding the right settings for the envi-
ronment," said senior 
Kevin Rollinson.

There is more to 
taking a photo than 
that meets the eye. 
Different environ-
ments require set-
tings, light exposure, 
while other pictures 
need to be taken at 
different angles. In 
addition, the photog-
rapher needs to un-
derstand three basics 
of photography.

"For one to obtain 
the best results with 
their camera (even 
with cell phones), proper lighting, subject position and 
composition/technique must be understood," explained 
Sahm. You quote him as saying this, but you are not 
really explaining it. What does he mean? 

Every photo has a subject, but the way that subject 
is shown can determine whether that photo is boring 
or captivating. For close up shots there are a variety of 
features one can use. One of the most significant of 
these features is the macro feature. Macro is used to 
capture great detail and create effects like depth and 
feel (where the subject is sharpened and background 

is blurry).
"Macro photography gives people the same advan-

tages microscopes do in the way that you are able to 
see all the intricacies that you wouldn't be able to do 

with normal eyesight," said 
Sahm.

Basic photography also 
consists of proper light-
ing. When taking a photo 
outside during the day one 
should have the light facing 
the the subject not the cam-
era. In addition to position 
yourself and the camera, 
there is a feature called ISO 
(International Organization 
for Standardization).

"ISO has to do with the 
amount of light that needs to 
be captured in a shot," said 
senior Hashim Hyder.

ISO can be changed 
manually for different light 
exposures. On a bright 
sunny day one might use 

a lower ISO to limit the light exposure, but in a dark 
room one might increase the ISO to increase the 
amount of light being captured.

"This [ISO] deals with the shutter speed (how fast 
the photo is taken) and the aperture (amount of light 
the lens lets in)," said Kevin. "You need to change the 
ISO depending on where and what you are shooting."

Composition is as 
equally important as 
your subject and light-
ing. Getting down low 
or up high to make 
an interesting angle 
or using leading lines 
(lines leading to your 
subject), helps attract 
people's attention to 
a photo. Also there is 
a one of the most im-
portant rule to follow 
when taking a photo, 
the Rule of Thirds is 
very imprtant for your 
compisition of your 
photo.

"The Rule of Thirds is similar to the lines of a Tic-
Tac-Toe board," said Sahm. "Where these lines intersect 
is where the most important subject(s) of a picture are 
to be placed."

All aspects of photography are important in their 
own way. A good photographer follows all these 
rules and features using uses his or her camera to its 
potential.

"A good photographer abides by these rules to 
produce attractive and visually pleasing pictures," said 
Sahm. 

““Taking a photo is not merely 
pressing a button, but find-
ing the right lens, zooming 
in and focusing the right 
amount, and finding the right 
settings for the environment,” 
- Kevin Rollinson. 

]]

[•by Shreyas Doshi• ]
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Answering to Busy Days Freshman 
Nandita Kumar picks up the phone 
to receive tasks from nurses. Work 
in Progress Nandita helps to find 
a patient for the visitor.  Delivery! 
Freshman Brandon Chien grabs a 
wheel chair to discharge a patient. 

HELPING
Hands

T
he school bell goes off at 2:20 p.m.. Students hustle out of their 
classrooms to go to Saratoga Downtown with friends or hang out at 
someone's house. However, this is not the case for Good Samaritan 
volunteers. They have to go home, get dressed into a uniform, and be at 
the hospital by 4 p.m..
    The uniform is a jade colored polo shirt with the words Good 
Samaritan sewn on it in white thread. A name badge is required to 

be on the left side of the shirt at all times. These volunteers must wear either khakis 
or black slacks. Freshman Brandon Chien said that he wishes he could wear jeans 
because they are “more comfy.”
    Becoming good at something comes with experience. After having done something 
for a while, people will naturally get better at it. 

  
 “I learned from experience that it's really important to always be smiling,” 
freshman Nandita Kumar said. “You never know who you will make a difference for.”
    The saying «no pain, no gain» apply to the volunteers. If people never experience 
unfortunate events, they will never gain experience that they can later learn from.
    “I fainted one day when a patient wanted to go visit his wife in anothe room. It 
took about 30 minutes for a nurse to come and take off all the wires connected to 
him. He asked me to wait with him while 
he was with his wife. I didn't know what 
it was but after standing in the doorway 
for about 10 minutes, I felt myself falling. 
I don't remember what happened, but I 
don't go there anymore,” Nandita said.  
    On a shift, the junior auxiliary usually 
deliver specimens, papers,or documents, 
run small errands,escort patients out and 
help lost visitors.
    There are 11 shifts total. Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and 
Fridays are from 4:00p.m.-7:00p.m.. 
On Saturday and Sundays, there are 
three shifts, from 9:00a.m.-12:30p.m., 
12:30p.m.-4:00p.m. and from 4:00p.m.-7:00p.m. 

  
 “Saturday shift is the best!” Sophomore Darisha Jhutty said.
    Being on time is important for volunteers to remember. There is a saying that a 
middle school teacher uses: “To be early is to be on time, to be on time is to be late 
and to be late is to be unacceptable.” Nandita said that volunteers have to be at the 
office five minutes before the start of the shift.     A good volunteer 
always has to be prepared. He or she will never know what may happen. Being able 
to help out in any situation is crucial to being a good volunteer.
    “One incident was when I wheeled a person to the ER. I did not know the code 
to the ER room and the man was in terrible pain. I spent about 10 minutes talking 
to people to get the code and wheeled him in. By then he was really hurting and I 
promised myself that I would never forget that code ever again,” Brandon said.
    The key to being a good volunteer is having the right mindset. Students should 
want to help the community and people in general. They must always keep that in 
mind.
    “I want to help other people around me and fulfill my social responsibility in the 
world,” Darisha  said. 

[ ]“I fainted one day 
when a patient 
wanted to go visit 
his wife...I felt 
myself falling.”
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COMMISSION
a mission to 

T
he atmosphere in the gym heats up as students show off the latest dance 
moves. The wooden floor of the room seems to vibrate vigorously with every 
step closer to the DJ. Despite the dark room, the room is lit up with smiles 
and everyone is having a great time at one of the many dances Saratoga High 
hosts for its students. However, a majority of the student body forgets to thank 
the hosts of the dance, and disregards the hours of backstage planning that 
fueled and made the whole event possible. 
    School dances are some of the most attended events, and putting them 

together can be a tough task. Luckily, we have a variety of commissions that work relentlessly 
to plan these dances, and the result is a montage of unforgettable nights of boogying down. 
    “It definitely takes a lot of work [to plan a dance], but in the end it is totally worth it,” says 
junior Pia Mishra. Pia served her first year as a Spring Fling commissioner this year, and was 
involved in planning Spring Fling spirit week and the Sadie Hawkins’s dance. She said she 
faced many challenges while planning the dance, and the most prominent one was trying to 
please everyone. 
     “For Sadie’s, it was definitely tough for us to choose themes because everyone has their 
own opinion on what they think would be fun, but it’s important to keep in mind that you 
want everyone to be able to attend,” 
Pia said. “So for this year’s Sadie’s we 
chose a theme that didn’t necessarily 
correspond to couples so that anyone 
would feel comfortable attending the 
dance with or without a date.”
    Pia and the rest of the commis-
sioners were exhausted after putting 
together this year’s black light 
themed Sadie’s. “I was so tired after 
the whole day of work for the dance 
that I ended up not even going,” Pia 
said. 
    Pia, however, is one of the few 
commissioners that skip out on 
attending the dances they plan. 
Senior Krittika Patil is head dance 
commissioner and helps overlook 
the planning of each dance, but mainly oversees the production of the kick-off dance, the first 
dance of the year. 
“The best part of planning a dance is going to the event and seeing for yourself what an amaz-
ing job the commission did,” Krittika says. “After all the effort we put in, I wouldn’t miss it for 
the world.”
    Krittika said there are a lot of things to consider when planning the dance, but one of the 
main ones is the music. “People forget that in order to have a good dance, we need a good DJ. 
You always want to get the DJ with the speakers, lights and student friendliness--no one wants 
a boring DJ who doesn’t appeal to students likes and music taste!”
    According to Krittika, the best part of the entire planning process is decorating. “After final-
izing the theme and confirming it with the administration, the fun part comes, when each 
commissioner splits or stays together with the other people on the commission, and spends an 
afternoon or two going around to party stores, specialty stores, and finding any fun decora-
tions that go along with the theme. We think of the front entrance decorations, inside decora-
tions, and anything else.”
    Commissions are not the only on-campus groups that work to plan a dance. The junior and 
senior class officers have to plan their own proms and try to make a profit to pay for expenses 
they develop throughout the year.
    “I think the main difference between planning a school dance and planning prom is that 
with prom we are on crunch time and really need to get enough people to attend, otherwise 
we are in major debt,” says junior class representative Chris Chung. “Prom is supposed to be 
attended by less people than a regular dance, but costs a lot more because we turn up the 
notch in luxury.”
    Whether it is planning the first dance of the year, a dance in the middle of a spirit week or 
prom, organizing a fun night of dancing is not a walk in the park. Each of our campus com-
missions work tirelessly to create our dances, and are the reason we have these events to look 
forward to throughout the year. So next time you go to a dance, don’t forget to thank a com-
missioner for the hard work they put in to make your night as memorable as it was. 

[ ]
The best part of 
planning a dance 
is going to the 
event and seeing 
for yourself what 
an amazing job the 
commission did

   -Senior Krittika Patil

]
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a behind the scenes look at planning a dance

Just Dance Seniors Kelsey 
Berryhill and Samantha Arnold, 
and juniors Megan Brading and 
Kaetlyn Rourke boogie down at 
this year’s Winter Formal

Prom Plans Junior Class Officers Michelle 
Wang and Chris Chung discuss the yummy 
treats to put on the Junior Prom menu

Ballooning Excitement Freshman Jason 
Chen gets pumped up and ready to show 
off this moves after being checked in by the 
dance commissioners at the Kick-off dance
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TTSSIIMMIILLBREAKING THROUGH

I
n the midst of a spar, a martial artist’s world intensifies into an environment 
in which only perfection brings victory. Time moves slower and a pressuring 
adrenaline rush tests the fighter’s concentration. Carefully, the fighter’s eyes 
scan rapidly over the opponent’s body movements, studying each hint of an at-
tack. Then, the second the enemy lets down his or her guard, the fighter knocks 
out the challenger with a powerful kick and tastes the overwhelming feeling of 
what many hours of training both physically and mentally had accomplished.  
     Being a martial artist demands a lot out of an individual. Life is hard 

enough, but it is even more challenging for a martial artist who invests a lot of time and 
commitment into training the body and mind.   
    “I think martial arts to me and other practitioners is a way of life that betters you,” 
said junior Nicholas Yamamoto, a practitioner of various Asian martial arts. “It’s a way 
to defend yourself and become better physically, mentally and spiritually.”  
    A solid mental influence is key to performing skills such as kicking and hitting in 
every form of martial arts. 
    Sophomore Ivan Lee, who practices taekwondo, said, “You’ve just got [to] keep 
thinking you can do it.” 
    During his first black belt test, Ivan’s lack of confidence in himself stopped him from 
breaking a cement brick. However, a change in his mindset the second time he took 
the test helped yield different results. 
    “I told myself ‘I can do it’ and sure 
enough, it broke,” said Ivan. “From then 
on, I knew I could do anything.”
    Part of a martial artist’s mental training 
includes teaching the mind to endure 
pain.
    “When pain strikes, we are never 
allowed to quit, otherwise we fail,” said 
freshman Ashwin Mehta, a practitioner 
and instructor of kenpo, a form of karate. 
“I have to tolerate hard hits from tenth 
degree [black belt] masters and stand up 
and fight back.”
    A martial artist also needs to dedicate 
time and effort to train physically.
    A skill that all martial artists need to learn from the very beginning is ukemi, a judo 
skill that helps prevent injury. Freshman Rey Irie, who practices judo, said that ukemi is 
done by making the ground absorb the pressure of falling. The key is to slap the ground 
as hard as possible, he said. Without proper use of ukemi, many injuries can occur.
    “The air gets knocked out of your body when you don’t do ukemi properly,” said 
Rey. “It’s like you’re in space and all you want is an oxygen mask.”
    Training the basic skills of any type of martial arts is important to all martial artists, 
no matter how skilled they are. Freshman Cameron Perry, a kendo practitioner, said that 
he had to push himself “big time” to become capable of winning the world champion-
ship last year.
    Cameron spends four days a week attending five hour practices at the San Jose Dojo 
and often has to sacrifice spending time with friends. During those grueling training 
sessions, he practices seven different sword strikes 250 times each. To Cameron, each 
and every practice strike counts and makes him a step closer to perfecting his skills. 
    Sparring is an important step of training that allows martial artists to implement their 
techniques into actual combat and to build confidence when fighting. Starting off, a 
martial artist will inevitably fail a lot. However, these errors and memories of defeat are 
key to a martial artist’s success. 
    “There definitely is a lot of pressure in the beginning and you will fail a lot because 
you’ll feel like you don’t know anything,” Ivan said. “But slowly, you will begin to 
learn. You just need to get back up and try again.”
    With patience and perseverance, martial artists can conquer seemingly impossible 
tasks and train up to their maximum potentials.  
    “It’s not only a lot of fun, but it also keeps me in excellent physical and mental 
health,” said freshman David Traina who practices jiu-jitsu, a martial arts style that 
focuses on grappling and ground fighting. “I’m able to do things that some people can 
only dream of. I really love it.”

[ ]WITH PATIENCE, 
A MARTIAL ART-
IST CAN CON-
QUER SEEMINGLY 
IMPOSSIBLY 
TASKS.{

IN action

[•by Brandon Judoprasetijo• ]

prepare to fight Freshman Cameron Perry explains how to prepare for a 
battle in the Japanese martial art of kendo to the visitors of the World’s 
Fair event that took place 1st semester in the small gym. 
deep concentration Junior Nicholas Yamamoto concentrating before 
performing the Chinese martial art of tai chi during Ms Fan’s Chinese 3 
period 5 class in room 408. 
hitting it home Freshman Cameron Perry scores points with a deadly 
strike to his opponent’s head at the 2008 world championship kendo 
competition in Japan. 

Martial Artists 
push their 
bodies and 
minds farther to 
train harder

breaking into new possi-
bilities Freshman D.J. Traina 
smahes through a three 
concrete bricks to complete 
a test at his jiu-jitsu institute 
back in December 2009.

D.J. Traina had to do some intense 
training in order to be able to break 
three concrete bricks. His training 
included 50 push ups, 200 situps, 
14 pull ups, and an hour spent 
punching a special pad harder than 
sand paper every day.

How I do what I doHow I do what I do
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sick kicks Sophomore 
Ivan Lee shows off his 
kicks for the judges at a 
national competition that 
took place in November at 
Fresno.
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CAPTURE IT

advice for taking the perfect photo

“I
t won’t be the same if I describe it - you had to be there.” There’s 
no way that someone could go back and re-tell a story that he 
just failed at telling his friends. The only way they can experience 
the same feeling, as he did, is to see the actual event themselves, 
whether it be things like the greatest view of a city or the funniest 
moments while hanging out with friends.
     Photography has enabled people to capture those once-in-
a-lifetime moments and to tell a whole story with just a single 

picture and no explanation. Although it takes some camera skills to take the perfect 
photo, it also requires imagination and creativity when picking out the subject. Students 
Sarah Frankola, Cori Posadas, and Tiffany Yung share ways they individually capture the 
moment on their cameras, through creativity, imagination, and a point of view.
     When going out with her camera, freshman Sarah Frankola, a student in photography 
class who shares her many photos on the internet, says that she looks for isolation, clean 
lines, and a simple image that could trigger emotion.
     “I believe [in] the idea of noticing an ordinary, little thing in life, and I let my imagi-
nation run wild with what that thing could be,” says Sarah.
     Although it usually takes her a lot of time (even as much as three months!) of photo-
editing to get a picture to look exactly 
how she wants it, Sarah enjoys how 
just one photo could create a story.
     “The thing I love most about pho-
tography is letting others see exactly 
what I was seeing, and also being 
able to tell whole stories in just one 
picture,” she says, “and normally, the 
reason why [I photograph] is that I’d 
like to share what the world looks like 
from my eyes.”
     Photos can tell a story or can also 
be images of small things that simply 
make people say “Wow.” The two ways make different reactions in people, but they both 
require the point of view of the photographer and what he or she thought was so unique 
or interesting about the photo’s main element.
     Freshman Cori Posadas, who is also in Photography class, says picking the subject of 
the photo can be as simple as using nature, something “ordinary” that isn’t recognized 
everyday, until it is magnifi ed in a snap shot.
     “I’m not really good with camera technology,” Cori says, “but I enjoy taking pictures 
of nature like fl owers because they give color and they are appealing to my eyes.”
     Freshman Tiffany Yung, who is also in photography class and shares her many photos 
over the internet, also enjoys taking photos of nature, but gives some key advice that 
should always be on a photographer’s mind.
     “Photography is really free – you can take a picture of almost anything, anywhere, 
anytime,” Tiffany says, “but getting good lighting and angles are important, and you 
shouldn’t forget them.”
     After the photo is taken, there is a choice to edit the photo, where one can make 
many changes like making color effects on the photo or balance out the shadows and 
highlights.
     “When you take the photo with your camera, it doesn’t have to be the fi nal picture,” 
Tiffany says. “When you edit [the photo], it looks cool and a lot different from the picture 
on the camera.”
     Usually, when she edits her photos, Tiffany takes about three to four hours to make 
the photo “perfect” and create the impact and unique feature that she wants in the 
photo. But when she fi nishes and has the fi nal product of each photo, she feels satisfi ed 
and proud of her work. wow! she’s really putting a lot of time into this. 
     “Sometimes, you never know what the photo will turn out to look like until you fi nish 
working [with it],” she says.
     To take a good photo, one needs to have a good setting, including lighting and the 
camera angle. But to capture the moment into the camera, one needs creativity, imagina-
tion, and a point of view to share with others. When all these aspects are explored, 
you can take out the camera, take a hold of the moment, and - 1... 2... 3... - capture it. 
[•Nessa Kim• ] {Here, is a photo of a 

canal and gonalas in 
Venice Italy, taken 
by freshman Sarah 
Frankola

A view from 
Scotty’s castle, 
Death Valley, 
taken by Pho-
tography student 
Tiffany Yung

Taken by freshman 
Cori Posadas, a 
close-up snapshot 
of this rose cap-
tures the bright 
color.

with photography

{
O

a part of Sarah’s photo is shown here - only a 

small peak can leave a lot for imagination

The reason why [I 
photograph] is that I’d 
like to share what the 
world looks like from 

my eyes. —Sarah 
Frankola, freshman 

Photography student
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how to be an athlete and 
a student   
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D
o you ever wonder how students can excel in 
the classroom and on the field at the same time? 
Some students struggle with meeting just the 
academic demands of school. Others achieve 
in school and have time on the side to deal 
with a strenuous competitive sport schedule.                                                                                                            
Most students think it is hard to manage a demanding 
sport and school schedule, but there are still plenty 

of kids who excel at doing both. These students have adapted the way they 
manage their time, and have learned tips and tricks to succeed in both areas. 
Freshman Jenni Miller plays both competitive field hockey and soccer, and 
played on the school teams for both sports. She balances her homework and 
sport practices in many ways. “I like to get as much homework as I can done 
each night, especially on Monday’s, to get ahead for the week so it won’t be 
as rushed,” said Jenni.  Another freshman, Rachel Leonard, also plays soccer 
and field hockey. “I try to use the tutorials at school a lot so I don’t have as 
much homework at night, and sometimes I have to talk to my teachers before 
or after school,” said Rachel.

              
 Another key study tip is to make use of the time you have.  Successful 
students don’t have other distractions present, like Facebook, music, or TV. 
They also make good use of short intervals of time. On days with practice 
and other school activities, homework can be tough to do after all activities. 
Cramming little parts of homework in between practice or in car rides can be 
a lifesaver. If homework is done in shorts spurts of time during the day, it can 
save hours at night.

              
 Sometimes, no matter how well organized a student athlete may be, the 
workload required by studying and sports can cause too much stress. Stress 
can come from seeing grades slip, missing practices, doing poorly in games 
or hassling parents.  All the student athletes interviewed indicated that the 
ability to manage stress was key to their success in balancing school and 
sports.  Most find the physical exercise required by their sports to be useful 
in managing stress.

              
 “It is extremely stressful sometimes because my parents expect me to get a 
4.0 GPA, but I don’t. Anything lower than that is considered bad with them,” 
said freshman Keller Lofgren. One tip for managing stress is trying to get a 
solid amount of sleep every night. Also, finding activities that relax you can 
be helpful. Even finding a quiet place in your house to escape can be really 
relaxing.

              
 Fortunately, most relaxing days compensate for the stressful ones. Friend-
ships created with teammates can last a lifetime. Rachel said, “My team 
and I are really close, because we have team sleepovers and bonding nights 
often.”

              
 Overall, being a student athlete is a very useful thing to do because it can 
help you develop tools for later in life, like time management, and working 
with other people. As Jenni said, “It’s a blast!”

Breakaway! Freshman Jenni 
Miller speeds past a defender 
towards the goal on her team 
the Sunnyvale Sparks. (Right) 
Sweep it. Freshman Rachel 
Leonard sweeps the ball to her 
teammate on the school field 
hockey team. (Below)

Steal! Freshman Jenni Miller  Freshman Jenni Miller  
wins the ball from a defend-wins the ball from a defend-

er  during a  home game. er  during a  home game. 

A Perfect   
Balance{ }

Students learn how to manage their 
time between competitive sports teams 
and their academics. 

[by Paige Kingston]

Pass. Freshman Jenni 
Miller fights for the 

ball with a defender 
on the opposing team. 

All alone. Fresh-
man Rachel Leonard 
dribbles the ball with 
no defenders on her. 

Clear. Freshman Jenni 
Miller clears the ball 

from her opponent on 
the Santa Rosa United.
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[ ]:TURN THAT FROWNupside down
spreading the love Freshmen Lynne Okada(left) 
and Michelle Chan(right) make a video for 
one of their friends, lunch time tunes Lynne 
serenades a friend during lunch, put a smile on 
Junior Chris Chung smiles as he watches a video 
from “The Ukuladies.” 

O
n a Friday afternoon, junior Chris Chung returns home from a rough 
day at school and decides to relax on his computer. As he logs onto 
Facebook, he sees a notifi cation, and expects it to be a wall post from 
one of his friends.  But to his surprise, it says, “Michelle Chan posted a 
video on your Wall.” In the video, freshmen Michelle Chan and Lynne 
Okada strum their ukuleles and belt out lyrics personalized just for him. 
As the one minute-long video comes to an end, Chris can’t help but 
smile at the two girls’ “spunky and energetic personalities.”  

    Although making a friend smile may seem like a simple task, it is the unique ways to do it that 
are  interesting. Luckily, there are optimistic people out there that, despite all of the stress from 
school, are always determined to put a smile on their friends’ faces. Going by the name of “The 
Ukuladies,»Michelle and Lynne 
walk around the quad during lunch 
and serenade their friends.  
    Similarly, Rachel Le makes sure 
to do something special for every 
single one of her friends’ birthdays. 
    “I began making presents in the 
fi rst place because I just thought it 
would be fun to celebrate birthdays 
in different ways.” Rachel said. 
    As for “The Ukuladies,» they 
started off when Michelle and Lynne 
both shared an interest for the 
ukulele, and as they began singing 
for friends, they realized how much 
they enjoyed seeing their friends’ reactions.  
    “We started just because we liked playing the ukulele,” Michelle said. “And we loved watching 
people smile as we sang for them.” 
    Michelle and Lynne have live performances every Friday during lunch, and they also meet up 
after school once a week for a video session, which can last up to four hours. Throughout these 
sessions, they have made over 30 videos in the span of just two months. 
     “Anyone who asks for a video will get one eventually,” Michelle said. “For live performances, 
we usually just start singing to whoever we know or who we’d think would like a song.” 
    To be victorious in earning smiles from friends, they say it’s important to be unique. It shows 
the thoughtfulness of the present and engraves a deeper impression on each individual. 
    “There are always the usual balloons, cake and cards,” Rachel said. “But I try to be creative by 
thinking of different ways to surprise them, and it usually relates to an inside joke or something 
thoughtful.” 
    Whether “The Ukuladies” record a video or sing live, they improvise the lyrics as they are 
playing. 
    “I’d say most people like the songs a lot,” Michelle said. “They always smile at the funny 
lyrics.” 
    All three agree that the best part of their hard work is seeing their friends’ reactions. 
    “The best part is knowing you made a friend feel special on their birthday,” Rachel said. 
“Everything becomes worth it in the end because my friends have also done so much for me, and 
this is my way of showing that I appreciate them.” 
    One of Rachel’s most memorable presents was when she and three other friends dressed 
up as ninjas and dropped off a plate of cookies at their friend sophomore Lillian Chen’s front 
door.  They then hid behind bushes while she had to follow a trail of Snickers to fi nd them. 
    “Their idea was really creative; I felt really happy and special,” Lillian said. “Rachel’s 
personality always makes me smile.” 
    As for “The Ukuladies” fans, they enjoy Michelle and Lynne’s goofy and outgoing personalities. 
    “I’m always smiling throughout the whole song, but I end up bursting out laughing at some 
point because they’re hilarious,” sophomore Kellie Chiou said. “It makes me feel special that they 
take the extra time to serenade me.” 
     For Chris, he admires Michelle and Lynne because “they’re two perfect examples of freshmen 
that aren’t necessarily scared of what people think of them.” He knows that they are both 
optimistic people, and he loves that they share their happiness with their friends. 
    “I really did appreciate the video,” Chris said. “It made me realize even the tiniest things 
sometimes can make a person smile.” 

[ ]LUCKILY, THERE ARE 
OPTIMISTIC PEOPLE 
OUT THERE THAT ARE 
ALWAYS DETERMINED 
TO PUT A SMILE ON 
THEIR FRIENDS’ FACSES.

[•Evelyn Lee• ]

students go out of their way to 
put smiles on their friends’ faces

“ It made me 
realize even the 
tiniest things 
sometimes can 
make a person 
smile.”-Chris 
Chung, junior

secret mission Sophomores Kylie Tseng, Ashley 
Tang, Viven Liu, and Rachel Le prepare to 
suprise sophomore Lillian Chen,
ninjas in action The four girls arrive at Lillian’s 
house, follow the trail They leave Snickers as 
a trail for Lillian to find them, surprise! Lillian 
laughs as she finds her friends.

to assume a facial expression indicating pleasure, favor, 
or amusement

{
smile- (verb){

 00:00 / 01:47
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BREAKING the trend
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arthquakes happen when the earth’s energy causes plates to grind and scrape against each other. Yet 
there is another reason why tiny vibrations, thumps, booms and bangs from underground can be felt 
and heard almost every day during lunch. One might feel mini-earthquakes while walking by the Cheer 
Room. 
    Meet freshmen Minsoo Kim, Powell Huang, Chris Luo and Justin Ra. Although they’re not plates, 
they’re pretty close because they’re labeled “b-boys”, a term dubbed for people who break dance, 
around campus. Minsoo and Powell started to break dance two years ago. Since they began, they have 
been continuously practicing with their other 

pair of friends, Chris and Justin, to form a “crew”, or a group 
of break dancers who compete together.
    breakdancing, although the moves are impres- sive, is 
not impossible to be good at. Everyone must start some-
where, and Minsoo and Powell found their love for dancing 
before starting.
    “Powell and I watched [a friend] break dance one day,” 
recalled Minsoo. “We were inspired to start doing that.”
    Before getting into the basic moves and learn- ing the 
techniques, Powell advised future dancers to have a sense for 
what they would be doing.
    “[breakdancing] takes time,” said Powell. “Take it seriously 
and practice.”
    The world of breakdancing has many different topics to 
keep in mind. There are numerous moves to learn and practice; each of the moves has a different style, motion and 
difficulty level.
    Chris and Justin, after being inspired by Minsoo and Powell to start dancing for themselves, both advised to “start 
with easy moves and then move on.”
    “If you push yourself too hard, you don’t improve,” explained Justin. “Nobody is perfect from the start. You have to 
know how flexible and coordinated you are, and how much your body can handle.”
    After mastering the art of having passion for the activity and knowing how capable the participant’s body is of the 
quick moves breakdancing requires, Minsoo said to “watch YouTube videos to learn terminology and moves, like the 
body flare, sidewinder, body rock, airbaby, hanglide freeze, hollowback and windmill, just to name a few.” you prob-
ably don’t need to put this in quotes since it’s routine factual information. -michael tyler 5/29/10 1:22 PM 
    “From there, you build on,” said Minsoo. “I watched lots of videos on YouTube. I learned a lot. Keep replaying and 
replaying them until you master each move.”
    Another great way to improve skills is to receive constructive criticism and encouragement from peers or a crew. 
Not only does this improve the break dancer’s technique, but it also strengthens the bond the dancers should have 
with the others in their crew.
    “I remember I was working on ‘The Baby Freeze’,” said Chris. “I could never remember to keep my arm at a 90 
degree angle so that my body rested on it. My crew kept reminding me. It really helped a lot, and eventually, I remem-
bered.”
   There are many competitive break dancers scattered across the world, and the crew recommended that a beginner 
practice constantly so he or she would be eligible for competitions. In order to gain status and a title in the competi-
tive world of breakdancing, it is essential to be in competitions, just as chess teams compete at chess matches. Minsoo 
has entered in a few competitions, including the Cypher Cup 3 on Feb. 27,  and another competition that took place 
in Lake Tahoe.
    “To be successful at b-boying, you need to make sure you participate in dancing events like Cypher Cup 3 or Quad 
Day,” said Minsoo. “You get more experience, and people will know that [breakdancing] is what you really love 
doing. You need passion and will.” In the 1970s, as an alternative to gang violence, this high-energy dance style has 
been an enjoyable, yet challenging, sensation world-wide.
    “Of course it’s challenging,” Chris openly admitted. “Fear is your biggest enemy because you can’t execute moves 
smoothly. Don’t be scared to make mistakes, even in competitions, because you’ll learn.” 
    Although a beginning break dancer may feel overwhelmed from the fast-paced movements that the more advanced 
break dancers perform, Powell warned to “never give up. If you do, you’ll never achieve your dream of enhancing. 
Be confident, and expect many falls. But when you fall, don’t stay on the floor-- stand up and try again. Nobody is 
perfect.”

    
    

[•Joanna Lee• ]

[ ]BREAKDANC-
ING HAS MANY 
DIFFERENT TOP-
ICS TO KEEP IN 
MIND, LIKE TECH-
NIQUE.

freeze for the camera Minsoo 
Kim (9) practices his one-hand-

ed freeze in the Dance Room 
during lunch. “It’s difficult, 

but not impossible,” he said. 
freeze!  Powell Huang does a 
freeze in front of the office. “I 

love freezes,” he said. practice 
makes perfect Justin Ra (9) busts 

out one of his many perfected 
freezes on his driveway. “Some 

people look at me when they 
pass by,” said Justin. 

biology fun Chris Luo does his 
signature freeze in his biology 

class. “I need to improve”, said 
Chris with a big smile.

MEET THE BOYS

Start by squatting. Reach both hands over to 
the right of your body.

1

2

3

4

Lean your body (still in the squat position) all the 
way over your bended arms, and rest your head on 
the ground. Your right foot should be off the floor 
with your knee resting on the shelf formed by your 
left arm.

Lift your feet, together, up about three inches, not 
losing balance.

Hold the freeze for a couple of seconds.

Minsoo Kim (9)

   

Powell Huang (9)

Justin Ra (9) Chris Luo (9)
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STRINGS

LEARNING
the

GUITAR 
JARGON

Guitar:•  A stringed musical instrument played 
by plucking or strumming, either with fingers or 
a pick.

Acoustic guitar: • A term referring to three 
types of guitars: the classical guitar (nylon 
strings), the steel-string acoustic guitar (steel 
strings), and the archtop guitar (with an arched 
top).

Electric guitar: • A type of guitar that uses an 
amplifier to manipulate the sound.

Chord: • A note made by strumming multiple 
strings together, 
combining their 
individual notes.

Pluck:•  To use a 
finger/guitar pick to 
make a sound with 
a single string.

Strum: • To brush 
one’s fingers over 
the strings of the 
guitar to produce 
sound.

Frets:•  Metal strips 
embedded along 
the fretboard and 
located at points 
that divide the scale 
length in accor-
dance to different 
notes; standard 
classical guitars have 19 frets, and electric gui-
tars have between 21 and 27.

Strings: • A standard guitar has six strings, each 
with its own unique note.

Tab (a.k.a. Tablature or “Tab reading”): • A 
form of musical notation indicating instrument 
fingering rather than notes.

Neck:•  Contains the tuners, headstock, frets 
and fretboard; extends from the body.

Headstock:•  The top of the neck; contains the 
tuning pegs.

Tuning Pegs:•  Six small, twistable pieces on 
the headstock that are turned to tune the guitar’s 
strings.

Body (a.k.a. the Soundbox):•  The main, wood-
en portion of the guitar; contains the sound hole; 
determines the quality of the sound.

Sound Hole: • The round opening of the sound-
board of a guitar; transfers sound.

The guitar challenges 
learning musicians 
to work hard and 
practice frequently

S
ilence. Freshman Tim Park wasn’t speaking or listening to the crowd 
of people around him. He was completely focused. Eyes narrowed 
in concentration, Tim adjusted his fingers in a complicated pattern. 
Pointer, middle, and ring fingers all pressed down onto the strings of 
his guitar. He then slowly strummed the strings with his fingers, pro-
ducing a clear D note.  
    Then, his actions kicked into gear. He started strumming rhythmical-
ly and quickly switched his fingers between a complicated progression 
of multiple chords. The result: a song. 

    Tim has a special talent that has had a great impact on his life: he can make music. 
He is able to take a guitar and manipulate it to create art from sound. This ability is 
fairly common, but it demands determination, skill and perseverance.  
    The average guitar has six strings attached to a neck that extends out from the body. 
Guitarists play different notes by using the fingers to press the strings down in various 
combinations. Then, the guitarist either plucks or strums the strings to create sound, 
with or without a guitar pick.
    Guitar can be difficult or easy to learn, depending on the player's finger dexterity, 
ability to read music and natural talent. 
    Tim has been playing guitar for two years. He said he picked up the guitar in the first 
place because it looked fun. 
    “My brother played guitar and he had one,” said Tim. “[To learn], I just looked up 
tabs [online]. It wasn't hard.” 
    Saratoga High is crowded with 
a plethora of musicians, and a 
good portion of them play guitar. 
Most people, though, did not 
learn to play as naturally as Park.
    “I didn't know any other instru-
ments, so it was harder to learn 
[guitar],” said freshman Powell 
Huang. Powell has only been 
playing for a month, but he has 
already experienced the pains 
(literally) of learning a new skill. 
    “In the beginning, my fingers 
were not flexible enough, so it 
took me a while to be able to 
[play] quickly,” said Powell . Powell, like many learning guitarists, struggled in the pro-
cess of developing finger dexterity. Also, as the fingers adapt to pressing on the guitar 
strings, calluses form and add pain. 
    Evidently, the guitar poses a challenge for some, yet seems natural for those who 
work hard or are musically gifted. Yet, according to a man who has years of experience, 
no note, chord or song is impossible. Randy Rascento, a guitarist who lives in Saratoga, 
stresses one important philosophy in learning guitar: 
    “Practice a lot,” said Rascento. “There aren't really any shortcuts.”
    This statement, while clichéd, contains truth. When he was first learning, chords 
that now seem simple and natural to Rascento challenged him. His mother played 
guitar, and he started to show an interest at around age 14. 
    “I remember [my mother] showing me a D chord,” said Rascento. “I was thinking, 
'This is impossible.'” 
    Rascento decided to take lessons at 15. However, he found that he learned in a dif-
ferent way. 
    “I took four lessons, and after that I played about 15 or 16 years just learning from 
people I played with,” said Rascento.  
    Rascento, in over 30 years of work, has honed his abilities through practice. The 
chords and progressions that baffled him in the past now seem like a second nature. He 
exemplifies what students like Tim or Powell can achieve through persevering in their 
practices. Whether it involved the interest and motivation found in Tim or the repeated 
practice and work showed by Rascento, people are capable of achieving their goals.  
    Evidently, playing the guitar is like any other skill: it's difficult to acquire, but satisfy-
ing to possess. From learning to play that 
“impossible” D note to toughening the 
fingertips to practicing, practicing, and 
finally playing that song perfectly, the guitar 
challenges those musicians willing to work 
hard, persevere and reap the rewards. 
    “[Remember] the 3 P's: practice, practice, 
practice,” reiterates Rascento. “As good as 
you want to get, practice can get you there.” 
 [•Michael Lee• ]

[ ]GUITAR CAN BE 
DIFFICULT OR 
EASY TO LEARN, 
DEPENDING ON 
THE PLAYER’S 
FINGER DEXTER-
ITY, ABILITY TO 
READ MUSIC 
AND NATURAL 
TALENT.

{ }Teacher and student Sara-
toga parent Suzanne Gasik 
teaches her son Evan Lee a 
strumming pattern. Gasik 
learned how to play guitar 
from her mother and has 
been playing for  years.

{ }Rocking out Saratoga citizen and 
parent Jeff Gasik strums and sings 
a song in front of his family.

{ }Plucking Power Saratoga 
guitarist Randy Rascento 
teaches his friends how to 
play a tune.
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igging

F
ive high school students gather in a music room and be-
gin playing “Salut De’Amore” by Elgar.  They are arranged 
in a arc and all have their respective string instruments. In 
the middle of the piece, one member calls them to a halt. 
These students have been meeting once every few weeks 
to practice for, a music performance with pay, a gig. 
The students are Tommy Lee, Kevin Lim, and freshmen 
Michelle Won, Allison Kim and Michael Lee .  They have 

been performing in various places along with many other orchestra 
students. 
Gigs, are a way for talented musicians to share their music with others 
in the community. In addition, sometimes older students can view this 
opportunity as a way to earn a bit of money.   
“Every single time I perform, it’s more than just an opportunity to prac-
tice, but it’s also a way to give back [to the 
community],” said Michelle. 

Most members of the Tri-M club, a music 
and community service club, are gig partici-
pants. A quartet formed by club members 
includes seniors violinist Cindy Chang, vio-
linist and violist Carolyn Chen, violist Kevin 
Hsu, and junior cellist Kyumin Shim. 

The club president, Cindy, finds most of 
the quartet’s gig opportunities. They have 
done over 20 gigs throughout this year.  

“Gigs come and go,” said Cindy. “It’s a 
little hard to predict how many we’ll get, 
but we are often requested by people in the 
community.” 

A majority of the time, gigs are meant to be another way of practice, 
but also as a way of earning a bit of money. Although many gigs offer a 
generous amount of money that varies from the number of hours the stu-
dents perform for, money is not the only reward that is gained. A sense of 
helping out in the community is another reward. 

“Performing at a wedding is the most exciting part of gigging,” said 
Cindy. “It’s a pretty awesome feeling knowing that you’re helping out on 
someone’s big day.” 

Music department chair, Michael Boitz receives most of the requests 
and notifies Cindy, who will arrange quartets that will perform. Usually 
someone at their previous performances recommend the quartet to other 

groups like the Rotary Art Club. 
Prior to a gig, the entire quartet comes together during the week 

before the performance and practice. During the week of practice, the 
quartet is able to make their piece sound well rehearsed. 

“We’re all pretty proficient at sight-reading,” said Kyumin. “We can 
make it more musical during the actual performance.” 

On the contrary, other groups, like the freshmen, rehearse three to 
five times a week, depending on the piece difficulty, and make sure they 
practice at the performance beforehand. 

“Playing on the stage before the actual gig gives us a feel for the 
atmosphere of where we’re going to perform,” said Allison. 

Eventually, when a quartet becomes familiar with the music and 
comfortable with one another, they can simply go to any gig without 
practice. In other words, the skills of sight-reading have become second 

nature and the musicians have become 
more experienced. 

“Once, we had a gig for three hours, 
and we just brought a bunch of music to 
sightread, and that worked perfectly fine,” 
said Cindy. 

 When the day of the gigs arrive, the at-
tire is chosen for the group. Generally, gigs 
are formal so the attire is all black. During 
the gig, the student musicians normally 
play background music. 

The coordinators occasionally an-
nounce the quartets to the audience, but 
the gigs are quite simple.  After many gigs, 
Carolyn believes that the main technique 

to have a good performance is to relax.  
Overall, students agree that participating in gigs is a fun experience. 

Through gigs, the performers are able to go around and see events going 
on within the Saratoga community. Each of the performers has their own 
reasons to participate in gigs but in the end it’s the opportunity to spread 
music around the community. 

As Tri-M club president, Cindy encourages people to share their 
music. 

“It's always a lot of fun 'gigging' because a lot of the time musicians 
forget how much music means to people until they get a chance to share 
it with others in some sort of public setting,” she said. 

[ ]GIGS ARE A WAY 
FOR TALENTED 
MUSICIANS TO 
SHARE THEIR MUSIC 
WITH OTHERS IN 
THE COMMUNITY.

?the way to earn money, 
volunteer, and practice

[•Abigail Lin• ]

?i ?? taking a breath Junior Kyumin 
Shim and junior Debbie Lin 
relax and take pictures during a 
break during a gig.

practice, pracitce, practice 
Freshman Allison Kim contin-
ues practicing at home for a 
upcoming gig, reading the notes 
A Tri-M club quartet is playing 
their instruments at a local home 
for a special occasion. They are 
earning about $25 an hour.
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Illustrators use logic, intuition 
and drive to draw anything 
imaginable.

T
he art room is in complete silence, except for a slight hum in the air. The 
scratchy etch of a pencil, the squeaky knead of an eraser, and the subliminal 
whir of the gears of a brain operating to truly see and draw anything it observes 
or imagines. All an illustrator needs are daily necessities: a pencil and an eraser, 
in order to create anything imaginable. It’s like a super power that almost anyone 
can obtain. Becoming an illustrator requires a blend of logic, intuition and drive.

Art teacher Stephen McCue explained the four essential steps to drawing 
based on logic. The first step is sketching in light loose pencil and then, refining 

those lines by reshaping, darkening and erasing. The third step is shading from dark to light while 
creating “a 50 billion grays in between,” and lastly, creating texture from those monochromatic 
colors using line art, which is made by thick and thin lines. 

This method is easier said than done, as many art students do struggle with some steps. 
“I am so bad at defining the outline and actually finding the shape; it’s ridiculous. Starting 

a picture is definitely the hardest and most time-consuming for me,” said freshman art student 
Maggy Liu. “When I’m drawing, I try to break down an image into really simple shapes first, and 
then I slowly make those simple shapes more complicated and similar to the reference image.”

However, the concrete rules of drawing can only take an artist so far. Illustrating is not all 
about using logical steps; creativity and imagination are important as well.

“There are certain theories that you can go to as a default, but in order to evolve, you would 
have to be able use color in an abstract way,” said Mr. McCue. “You have to be able to use your 
intuition and your logic. You can teach anyone 
logic, but you cannot teach everyone how to 
intuitively use color.”

The artist’s intuition, a heightened level of 
sensitivity to light, texture and shape, is key to hav-
ing that “super power” of “[creating] three dimen-
sional objects on a two dimensional surface,” said 
Mr. McCue.

“You need to have an eye for color and measure-
ment,” said freshman Emily Che. “You have 
to be able to look at a picture and say the sky is 
too orange or the nose is too small.” 

 But above the intui- tive and logical process, 
illustrators need to have patience and perseverance 
because realistic illustra- tions take a liberal amount 
of time to perfect. Without drive, artists cannot fully analyze a reference logically and their own 
creation intuitively.

“When I’m drawing seriously, I feel like I’m sucked into the picture and that’s all I can focus 
on. I’m bipolar when I start sketching, painting, etc.,” said Maggy. “I can be all pleased with one 
part of the picture and then totally flip out and go psycho when I mess up the other part.”  

Outside of the art room, many students frequently doodle because drawing becomes second 
nature to them. The need to focus when doodling is more lax than drawing seriously.

“You are drawing whatever comes to your mind,” said Emily, who owns a school notebook 
chock full of Pokemon and monster doodles. However, both forms of art leave a similar gratifying 
feeling once completed.

“I do stylistic cartoony stuff for fun and also realism. Stylistic stuff is like eating chocolate—it’s 
quick and fun and leaves you satisfied for a few hours. And if there are any hitches, they’re small 
and don’t really aggravate you,” said Maggy. “Realism is like feasting at Sweet Tomatoes—it takes 
freaking ages, but at the end you feel proud of the ridiculous amount of food you’ve consumed 
and that full feeling stays with you for like 12 hours.” 

With simply a pencil and eraser, an illustrator can create anything from out-of-this-world to 
something close to the heart using logical and intuitive thinking and willpower. Regardless of 
whether the art is a masterpiece or a doodle, it can make some people smile, some gaping in 
awe, and for the illustrator himself, satisfied and happy of the creation that can be called his 
own. That is the beauty of illustrating.

“Realism is like feasting 
at Sweet Tomatoes--it 
takes freaking ages, 
but at  the end you feel 
proud of the ridiculous 
amount of food you’ve 
consumed and that full 
feeling stays with you for 
like 12 hours. —Maggy, 
art student 

[•Kelly Liu• ]

seeing an eye Emily shades the 
details of an eye using a fine-tipped 
mechanical pencil. 
scantily clad This is one of Emily’s 
finest works, nicknamed the “scant-
ily clad woman”. Her 8-year-old 
brother Eric calls the woman celeb-
rity Megan Fox.  

statuesque Maggy works on a work-in-
progress assigned in  called “The Pirate,” 
becacuse her mom thinks the drawing 
looks like one. She has spent a total of four 
hours on it so far. 
technical shapes Maggy’s first portrait 
called “Untitled,” took 68 hours in her ex-
tracirricular art class. “When I came there, 
I had no idea how to look down a picture 
and draw it down perfectly because I never 
learned how to do that before,” said Maggy.

[ ]IN action

A SUPERPOWER
with simple tools!tion n
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smudge and erase Emily creates 
the texture of a smooth and 
round eye through erasing the 
whites of the eyes and smudging 
the graphite to create a smooth, 
round shade.
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{  
NOT just
  KNOT-TYING

F
reshman Parth Shah nocks an arrow in the center of his bowstring. He 
extends his left arm and grips the handle. Releasing three fi ngers from 
his previously clenched right fi st, Parth pulls back on the bowstring. 
He shuts one eye and aims at his target. Swiftly, he releases the 
bowstring and watches the arrow fl y.
    Bullseye.
    Parth looks to his scoutmaster and smiles, knowing that he will 
now be awarded the Boy Scouts of America badge for excellence in 

archery.
    This is just one of the steps in becoming a successful Boy Scout. The Boy Scouts 
of America (BSA), founded in 1910, is one of the largest youth organizations in 
the United States. Since its founding, more than 110 million Americans have been 
members of the BSA.
    The goal of the organization is to teach youth responsibility, fuel character 
development, and develop personal fi tness. Progress is shown by advancing through 
six ranks: Tenderfoot, Second Class, First Class, Star, Life, and the esteemed Eagle.
    Becoming a successful boy scout is a diffi cult process because of the many ways 
success in the organization can be 
interpreted.
    Perhaps the easiest rule in 
becoming successful is having 
good attendance. In Life Scout 
Parth’s opinion, it is the most 
important rule as well.
    “I think constantly attending 
and regularly having good 
attendance is really important,” 
Parth said. The four-year scout 
added that attending troop 
meetings often adds to the social 
aspect of the BSA as well.
    For sophomore Eagle Scout Eren 
Veziroglu, succeeding as a scout depends on each individual’s interests. A person 
heavily interested in hiking should get the corresponding merit badges, rather than 
trying to get other badges that seem easier.
    “Scouts should go for merit badges that interest them,” Eren said. “Me, I like to go 
on on fun trips and go camping, so I have gotten the camping, wilderness survival 
and backpacking badges.”
    For scouts looking to succeed, aiming only for the easiest badges is a surefi re way 
of accomplishing just the opposite, Eren said. 
    “For example, don’t just do the basket weaving merit badge because it takes 20 
minutes,” said Eren.
    Clearly, gaining merit badges for different skills is a major part of succeeding as 
a scout. Merit badges show that the scout has fulfi lled the requirements of the skill 
associated.
    But while badges are important, they do not come as easily as one may think. Sure, 
basket weaving may be done in 20 minutes, and wood carving is simple for most. 
Tougher badges, however, require a quality all successful boy scouts must have. 
    “Determination,” said freshman Life Scout Doug Jones, currently in his 5th year as 
a BSA member. “You have to be determined and motivated to get each rank.”
    While Doug defi nitely believes that being a boy scout should be fun, there is a fi ne 
line between having a good time and being a distraction.
    “Don’t be a nuisance. Don’t upset your troop,” Doug said. “Part of being 
determined is not annoying your troop.”

Freshman Eagle Scout David Zarrin, now in this fourth year of 
scouting, agrees with the idea that determination creates success.   “Always be 
making forward progress towards getting [the badge],” David said. “Don’t be sitting 
around all the time.”
    David also stressed the importance of accomplishing as much as possible as a 
boy scout. Going on as many outings as possible, going for several merit badges and 
going to many summer camps can make a scout much more successful, David said.
    “Doing more makes you successful faster. The main thing I regret as a scout is not 
going to enough summer camps, because I know I would have enjoyed them,” said 
David.
    All the aforementioned tips surely lead to becoming a successful boy scout. 
Reaching the highest rank in the BSA, the Eagle Scout, could be considered success 
by some. Eagle Scouts David and Eren disagree.
    “It’s not done once you reach Eagle,” Eren said. “Once you reach Eagle, you have 
to give back to scouting. You’ve taken so much, you have to give back also.”
    So many skills are taught by the BSA that a scout hasn’t succeeded once he has 
used those skills and learned their importance, Eren said.

[ ]FOR SCOUTS LOOK-
ING TO SUCCEED, 
AIMING FOR THE 
EASIEST BADGES IS 
A WAY OF ACCOM-
PLISHING JUST THE 
OPPOSITE.

Becoming a 
successful Boy 
Scout isn’t easy!

Crossing Troop 581 middle 
school member Parth Kejri-
wal crosses a log set by his 
fellow scouts on a 25-mile 

backpacking trip in Mendo-
cino National Forest. 

Snow time Freshman Doug 
Jones digs deep in the snow 

camping trip at Stanislaus 
National Forest near Pine-
crest, CA in March 2010.

Gather around Sophomore 
Eren Veziroglu’s troop 
gathers around the fire on 
a 2010 backpacking trip to 
High Sierra. 

[•Aasim Naqvi• ]
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MYNT 
condition

Quality, service 
and ambiance are 
keys to running a 
successful restaurant. ]Three childhood friends turned a lifelong dream into a reality on June 21, 2006. Ram 

Ramgiri, Krishna Katikaneni, and Uday Gurram worked together, as partners driven by 
a passion and their engineering backgrounds to found the Mynt, a popular Indian fi ne 

dining restaurant for Saratoga residents and others.
    Several customers choose to dine at the Mynt to experience fi ne dining  that is rarely 
associated with the typical Indian restaurant. The Mynt is a successful restaurant because it 
is run with an emphasis on customer service and high quality.
    “Fine dining obviously comes with a lot of expectations. People expect a high quality of 
service and food and repeating the quality of service and great ambiance,”  Mynt CEO Ram 
Ramgiri said.
     Customers appreciate how a lot of dishes at the Mynt are different from traditional 
Indian styles. The most popular dishes are Goan seafood specialties such as sea bass and 
lobster.
     “I like their fl avors because there is usually a twist to doing the same dish in a  
traditional manner.  It is the fusion of Indian and western cuisines that sets them apart. My 
kids really like them too,” said frequent diner Shinku Sharma. 
     Like any restaurant, the Mynt faces many challenges. The biggest challenges are fi nding 
staff and upholding the quality on a consistent basis. Suppliers of food and spices for 
the Mynt are constantly evaluated by the CEO and CFO for the best price and quality. 
Employees are expected to have the knowledge and dedication to provide a positive dining 
experience for customers.
    “The people aspect is the biggest challenge, fi nding the right types of people who fi t 
into what we are about,” Ramgiri said. “Anything anybody does at the Mynt they carry the 
brand, the name or the label.”          

    Some of the important ways the founders help the restaurant maintain its success despite 
challenges are using technology to do more advertising, and catering food for commercial 
events.           
    “To improve sales, we ran various marketing programs with discounts, partnered 
with food service vendors to provide lunch at company cafeterias, and also partnered 
with commercial organizations to serve food at their hosted events,” Mynt CFO Krishna 
Katikaneni said.
    During times of economic diffi culty the Mynt has continued to be a successful business 
because the increasingly effi cient staff never lowers the standards of high quality, the menu 
has new dishes every month, and the Mynt prepares food at discounted rates for charities 
and several local schools.
      Parent Teacher Student Organization Co-President  Sharma said, “I have ordered food 
for student events as well as school events. The Mynt is very generous in providing us food 
at almost cost for school events. They deliver it and make it easy for us to work with them.”
    The Mynt has received rave reviews from customers and newspapers alike. The partners 
that started the restaurant never forget the planning, permits, time, and investments  that 
went into opening the business and establishing the concepts the restaurant is built upon.
    “Our job is to take care of customers. Our tag line is ‘Refi ning the Indian dining 
experience’. We want it to be unique, and we brought that element of professionalism into 
the restaurant industry,” said Ramgiri.
    The Mynt will soon celebrate its four year anniversary.
     “Everything is a memorable experience here, Ramgiri said. “The most memorable 
experience is going to be the opening day of the restaurant.”
     To all the partners who started the Mynt, the restaurant has a special meaning that goes 
beyond making money.
     “The Mynt is an icon symbolizing our collaborative work as well as our lifelong passion 
of Indian culinary culture. The whole business path has given us confi dence and added 
another dimension to our lives,” Kathikaneni said.[•Priyanka Nookala• ] }
[

Head of Operations  As 
CEO of the Mynt, Ramigiri 
handles almost all of the 
operations at the restaurant 
and constantly works to 
uphold the high standards of  
the  Mynt.

Fine dining The Mynt is open 
daily to give customers a 
unique dining experience 
that does more than just fill 

the stomach.

.Ambiance  Lighting, 
bright colors and 
lively music create a 
pleasing atmosphere 
in the restaurant. 
All you can eat The 
lunch and dinner 
buffets offer a wide 
variety of dishes 
icluding naan, 
biriyani rice and 
tandoori chicken.
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?
HOW DO

I get
up

  THERE

H
ave you ever climbed a 5.8?  What about a 5.10? 
    These are levels of rock climbing, an uncommon but 
interesting hobby of some students. Most students probably 
have no idea what this means, but for others it is just common 
conversation. 
    Rock Climbing is a challenging sport that requires muscles that 
most people did not know they had.  
    The challenge starts from the beginning. Climbers must fi gure 

out where they want to start and while attempting to get on the wall. Some start with a 
plan of what they are going to do, while others just start without thinking. 
   I usually look at [the wall] quickly to see where it goes, but then I just go for it,said 
junior Jordan Waite.  
    When climbers get stuck, not knowing what to grab for next is another challenge.  I 
try [the climb] different ways, and if I cannot fi gure it out, I will ask someone around 

me if they have any ideas,said 
junior David Anderson. Luckily, 
at Planet Granite there are more 
than a few climbers who are at 
a high level and they are always 
happy to lend a hand or give me 
some good advice.
    Others feel that the best 
way to conquer a tough climb 
is to rely on themselves. “I try 
to clear my mind and look 
at the possibilities the route 
presents. I try to visualize myself 
completing a tough move, 
because most of the times I get 

stuck, it is a mental block,” said Jordan. 
              Climbing is a tough sport, and sometimes climbers get tired, which affects 
their performance. “Sometimes when my arms get too tired, I just cannot reach far 
enough to the next spot so I ask to get lowered down and reevaluate the route I am 
going to take next time,” said junior Annaliese Parker. 
    Overall, the main key to successful rock climbing is determination. 
    Stay determined it is a little slow to start but if you stick with it anyone can 
climb,said David. If you do not believe that you are capable of a climb, you will never 
succeed. So try your best, and if you cannot do it, just try again.
    As a hobby, rock climbing requires a lot of time and effort to consistently perform 
well. 
    I love rock climbing, I try to go as often as I can; at least three times a week, but 
sometimes junior year gets in the way,said David. 
    I would tell people who want to climb to fi nd a partner to go with, and to be ready 
to get addicted,said Jordan. I took my friend to Planet Granite once, and now he is as 
addicted as I am.
    Some things you simply pick up with experience. The most important thing for me 
is to trust your gear and your belayer, that way all you have to do is worry about the 
climb,said Annaliese. 
    Once you get the hang of it, climbing becomes second nature, although there are 
always ways to improve, making it a fascinating hobby. 

   

[•Courtney Ruppel• ]

How to rock climb, an 
interesting hobby of          
students at Saratoga.

Outdoor Paradise Castle 
Rock, the most popular 
outdoor area for rock climb-
ing in Silicon Valley. Endless 
Possibilities Planet Granite, a 
great training facility, and a 
great place for fun, even for 
first timers.

[ ]
“I try to visualize 
myself completing a 
tough move, because 
most of the times I get 
stuck, it’s a mental 
block,” said Jordan 
Waite.

Hold on! Junior David 
Anderson grabs onto a hold, 
and looks for the next move.
Upper Body Strength David 
Anderson uses his upper 
body in bouldering, a type of 
rock climbing.

It’s all in the head  Junior 
David Anderson analyzes 
the wall, figuring out where 
to go next

What?
Belaying: refers to a variety of 
techniques used in climbing to exert 
friction on a climbing rope so that a 
falling climber does not fall very far. 
Hold: A place to temporarily cling, 
grip, jam, press, or stand in the pro-
cess of climbing; the handles
Grade: Intended as an objective 
measure of the technical difficulty 
of a particular climb or bouldering 
problem; levels
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[
Lights! Camera!

“
More enthusiasm!” yells the director as the expensive cameras 
roll across their tracks to keep up with the rapidly fi lming scene. 
Well, not really. At Saratoga High, students use the available re-
sources to create movies or fi lm projects for classes. With multi-
ple classes available to teach and improve their media arts skills, 
students have many suggestions, ideas, and opinions to share 
with others. Almost every student you approach has created or 
witnessed the fi lming of projects for a class in high school.   

Junior Mary Edman, a MAP student said, “Being a producer I don’t actually 
make videos very often, though I have made videos for 
world history projects in the precious years. I enjoy mak-
ing videos because it is a different, more exciting way to 
present information than just giving a speech.”

With varying ages and levels of experience throughout 
the students, many challenges come up along the way. 
Students may spend days planning and shooting their 
movies, and dozens of hours simply editing. Lots of effort 
is necessary to complete a successful video, which starts 
while learning to work with your group members.

Sophomore Marshall Westall said that groups are usu-
ally assigned, though it’s a good experience. Group 
members may disagree or clash ideas, making it diffi cult 
to reach the same goal, but teaching students a lot about 
teamwork.

Together, the students receive some set rules and restric-
tions and can still be really free and creative with how 
they fi lm and the content they shoot.

Before any shooting or editing takes place, hours are 
spent on planning out every moment of the movie. Shots, 
locations, scripts and props are just some of the aspects 
students have to take into consideration. Sophomore 
Zara Sheikh said, "Most of the time, the group gets 
together and plans what information is needed in the 
video and a script is written. Once the lines are right, it’s pretty simple to just 
go ahead and fi lm it."

When creating a script, getting the point across and providing all the infor-
mation required in the assignment while being entertaining enough for the 
audience, is the key. If a student is lucky enough to end up in a group with 
some friends, comedy might come naturally, though in a group with more 
unfamiliar people it might be more of a challenge. 

Freshman Yifat Amir says, “Filming is fun because we always manage to screw 
up a few times and get lots of laughs out of it, making it an educational yet 
entertaining experience.”

Most interviewed students say that the quality and improvement of the movies 
just come with experience and effort. The work that is put into fi lming is un-
derestimated, being much more complicated than a simple “shoot and press 
record” on a camera. Shots are taken from different locations and angles, with 
many new techniques acquired along the way.

Marshall said, “If I had it my way, I would shoot everything off campus with 
props that are a little bit nicer than things you get at party city, in a lot more 
time so I could get every shot perfectly.”

Having minimal places to shoot on campus, MAP and multimedia journalism 
classes are forced to deal with what they have. Occasionally they are permit-
ted to shoot outside of class, which gives them a bit more fl exibility. With a 
variety of equipment quality, every video may turn out differently. Whatever 
equipment you can get your hands on will do if you learn to work with it 
properly.

Junior Priyanka Arunkumar said that 
she usually picks partners she’s famil-
iar with from multimedia journalism, 
but still ends up doing most of the 
fi lming and editing since she’s had 
much experience with them.

The next step in creating the movie 
is also argued to be the toughest. 
Editing takes a lot of time and experi-
ence in order to get the hang of the 
programs. Even with the entire group 
working together, it still wouldn’t 
take less than multiple hours. Once 
this last step is complete, students 
enjoy the satisfactory feeling of their 
complete project.

Yifat says, "Even though it's a long, 
hard process, it pays off in the end 
when I have an impressive video 
project to show my friends."

Action

Action! Edward Saavedra 
helps his Map partner plan 

out the shot for their new  
MAP project.

Lights! Michael Lin 
practices his directing 

skills before creating his 
next project.

Teamwork MAP students 
piece together their foot-

age from previous filming 
days, to create their final 

video.

Time Crunch! MChristina Wu choses 
music for her MAP projcet.
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DRESS TO 
Impress

Students try to find their perfect outfit, 
but seek advice from fellow friends.

A
s the end of the summer begins to wrap up, students rush to the mall to fi nd their perfect fi rst-day-of-school outfi t. But that’s not a 
problem for sophomore Salmaan Javed, since he owns a wardrobe full of urban clothing worn by famous icons such as Akon, 50 Cent, 
and Kanye West. Javed also has a shoe collection, which consists of some rare Nike shoes that are not available on the market anymore. 
    «I usually watch shows such as MTV and A&E that feature famous rappers and their wardrobes,» said Salmaan. «That's how I got my 
fashion sense.» 
    Salmaan is very well-known in his grade for his fancy wardrobe and shoe collection. Many sophomores call him the fashion-guru 
since he knows what’s in style and what’s not. Many students have mentioned Salmaan when it comes to «do’s and don’ts» in fashion.  
    “I believe that people should wear what they like, not what other people like,” 

said Salmaan. “I try not to be too fl ashy and noticeable.” 
    While Salmaan advises people to wear what they like, some people think the opposite. Freshman Eric 
Tang believes that people should wear what’s in style and try to impress other people. 
    “People should wear to impress others because you want to make a fi rst good impression,” said Eric. “If 
you don’t make a good fi rst impression, then people won’t talk to you and will ignore you.” 
    Eric usually likes to wear clothing that is the latest in style. Eric’s wardrobe consists of random clothing 
that is mostly in style for the whole year such as black high socks and white Vans. 
    “I usually surf the internet, trying to fi nd the perfect shoes and clothes  that are in style,” said Eric. “I’ve 
spent a lot of money on my wardrobe, but every single penny is worth it.” 
    Even though boys have diffi culty fi nding clothes that are in style, for the girls it is the most diffi cult. 
Most girls try to buy clothes that make them feel prettier, skinnier, and even more popular. Freshman 
Meghan Mcginnis believes that girls should not always try to follow trends, but wear clothes that they 
like. 
     “You should always stay classic and try not to constantly follow the trends,” said Meghan. “Buy clothes that you can see yourself wearing for a while.” 
    Some people believe that quantity beats quality, but when it comes to clothes quality obviously dominates over quantity. 
    «When I go to the mall, I usually shop at  stores that have good quality clothes such as Urban Outfi tters, Nordstrom, and Hollister.» said Meghan. «Go to 
a mall with plenty of stores and options, but remember quality beats quantity!»  
    There have been my arguments that clothing does not show a person’s personality, but Meghan believes that clothing can tell a lot about a person’s 
personality in many ways. 
    “Clothing can display a person’s personality in some ways,” said Meghan. “For example, if you are blending into the crowd, it shows your lack of 
confi dence to stand up for what you believe in.”  When it comes to making decisions, there are a lot of tips for the «do’s and don’ts» in fashion, but there's 
one thing that every fashionable person knows, quality beats quantity. 

[  ]When it comes to 
making decisions, 
there are a lot of 
tips for the do’s 
and don’t s in fash-
ion and clothing.

{ } [ ]“Salmaan’s shoe collection 
is amazing. I really like his 
choice of clothing.”
—Freshman Alex Wang

[ ]“Eric spends a lot of mon-
ey on his clothing, but it’s 
worth it.”
—Freshman Andrew Lo

“ Quick
  Quotes

[ ]shoe collection Salmaan’s shoe 
collection consists of unique shoes 
that aren’t available on the market 
anymore. 

dance the night away A 
group of girls dance the 
night away at Winter Formal, 
showing off their new, ex-
pensive dresses.

fancy dress A group of girls 
pose for a photo at the Ben-
efit Fashion Show, donning 
their fancy dresses.

[ ]“Megan is always pretty. 
I really love the way she 
dresses.”
—Freshman Sanji Shukla
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T
ake a look around the quad.
 In front of the ramp a group of Indian boys hang out. Another group of mostly 
Caucasians sit on a bench surrounding a tree. In the middle of the quad, more Cauca-
sians gather around a table. Three groups of Asians sit in front of the cafeteria.
 From this it's evident to see how ethnicity plays a role in who you hang out with. 
This isn't suggesting SHS is full of racism, but it's clear that some people are more 
comfortable with people that can relate to their cultures.
 But what about mixed ethnicities, or ‘halfies’? Which culture can they relate to, if 

any? Is it simply the ethnicity they look like the most? How do you deal with being a mixed ethnicity?
 Welcome to the lives of freshman Cori Posadas, freshman Jennifer Rios, and freshman Kabir Chan-
drasekher.
 “I call myself a half-and-half and most people usually assume that means half Caucasian and half 
Asian,” Cori said. Jennifer calls herself mixed, and Kabir calls himself a Prius, as in a hybrid.
 Cori has a Chinese mom and a mixed dad of American, Hispanic, German, French, and Scot-
tish descent. Jennifer has a Chinese mom and a Mexican dad, but she looks Chinese. Kabir has an 
Indian dad and a half-Pakistani, half-German mom, but looks Indian. 
 “Most of my friends know my ethnicity because apparently I just scream half-and-half,” Cori said.
 For Jennifer and Kabir, it's the opposite. Some people think Jennifer is full Asian while others think 
she is Filipino.
 “Some of my friends know my ethnicity, but they were all surprised when they found out,” Kabir 
said. “I don't really look white.”
 However, there is more to being a mixed ethnicity than just appearances. There are perks that only 
people with mixed ethnicities can enjoy.
 “The funny thing with being a mixed ethnicity is people can't tell what you are,” Kabir said. “I 
like to tell people I'm sort of a Ethiopian/Japanese hybrid or Mexican”
 “Being mixed is pretty awesome because you get so many cultures thrown at you,” Cori 
said. “You can also check numerous boxes when surveys ask you what ethnicity you are. I 
love checking those boxes.”
 Jennifer is glad that she is not full Asian because she has double eyelids and is taller 
than most Asians. Jennifer and her siblings can also easily keep secrets from their par-
ents. If their mom is around, they speak in Spanish. If their dad is around, they speak 
Chinese.  
 Then there are the different cultures these “half-and-halves” experience. “My 
grandparents try to mix as much Chinese culture as they can into me,” Cori said. 
“But I relate more to the American side.”
 Jennifer listens to mostly Asian music, and she is more fluent in Chinese than 
Spanish, so she relates to her Asian side more.
 Ultimately, though, Cori and Jennifer appreciate their ethnicities equally; how-
ever, Kabir disagrees. 
 “If I can, I'd definitely choose to be German,” Kabir said. “I spend a lot of time 
around my grandma, and she basically raised me.”
 So while mixed ethnicities lead lives filled with perks and different cultures, there 
are hardships mixed among the good times. Kabir said, “Most Indians don't consider 
me Indian, so I don't really have an ethnic group to associate with so he hang out with 
people that don't care about race.”
 Jennifer was called a ‘wannabe Mexican’ in her 7th grade Spanish class by a fellow class-
mate.  “I guess he was jealous because I was good at Spanish.  I was pretty offended but I laugh when 
I think of it now,” she said. 
 So how do you deal with being a mixed ethnicity?
 In the words of one Ethiopian/Japanese/Mexican; “Just blend in, and forget about race.”

You’re a

[•Kiki Shim•]

mixed
  ethnicity
 face
      dilemmas  

To the rescue! Freshman Kabir Chandrasekher 
helps freshman Brandon Chien finish his World 
Geography map of Latin America. What does the 
double yellow lines mean? Freshman Jennifer 
Rios and Kimberly Chou look over their Driver’s 
Ed. packet while eating canned Calpico, an Asian 
soda. Wait, that’s you?  Freshman Cori Posadas, 
Ankita Chadha, and Michelle Chan flip to the 
People section of the yearbook to look up their 
friends. 
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handresekher, freshman
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ophomore Kelsey Owyang glides out on to the ice, slightly nervous, 
yet excited. But as she moves towards the center, the nervousness falls 
away, leaving her ready to ice skate with fervor.  
    «Once I step on the ice it's like the rest of the world drops away and 
it's just me and the music,» said Kelsey. «Then the adrenaline pumps, 
I skate, and the thing I'd been practicing countless hours for is over in 
less than five minutes.» 
    Ice skating, a sport of beauty and intensity, has individuals perform-

ing intricate spins, jumps, and other moves on ice, while balanced on a thin blade. 
    Kelsey is one of the several Saratoga High students who have taken up ice skating 
as their sport, and juggle it along with schoolwork and other activities.  
    «I do independent study PE at school, so that I can go to the rink more often. I'm 
always tired after practice and it takes a lot of work to keep up with schoolwork, but 
it's all totally worth it when a competition comes around,» said Kelsey. 
    Skating for nearly nine years, Kelsey believed that her favorite part of ice skating 
was competing. She considers competing a way to express herself.  
    «Each skater has a unique program with unique 
choreography that goes with the music, and I love 
working with the choreographer to express an emo-
tion perfectly through skating,» said Kelsey. 
    Freshman Stephanie Tang has also found a passion 
in ice skating.  
    «It is really fun and when you're able to go really 
fast, it makes you feel powerful,» said Stephanie, who 
has been skating for about six years. 
    Not everyone, however, makes ice skating his or 
her number one sport. Many people go to the ice rink 
to just have fun with friends. 
    «I like skating during the Christmas season,» said 
freshman Emma Lee  ,» to get into the Christmas 
spirit.» 
    Another person who enjoys the feeling of ice skating is freshman  Suzannah 
Osekowski. «There's a feeling of speed and grace, at least until you fall,» said Suzan-
nah.  
    Stephanie advised new skaters to dress in layers, because people get sweaty while 
skating, and lace skates up tight. She also said to wear gloves and padding. 
    «Don't hang on to the rails when you start, because then you are just dragging 
yourself across the ice,» said Stephanie. «Keep your hands in front of you for bal-
ance.»  
    Stephanie said that spinning and jumping were her favorite things to do on ice. 
    «When you go into a spin, stay on the ball of your foot rather than shifting your 
gravity all over the place,» said Stephanie. 
    According to Kelsey, falling is a major part of ice skating. She said that at lessons, 
the first thing instructors teach is how to fall. She also said that to get good at ice skat-
ing, one had to be ready to practice and spend a bunch of time at the ice rink. 
    «I'd tell them to set lots of goals-goals for each practice, goals for each competi-
tion, goals for mastering a new skill, goals for how far you want to get in the future-
and not be discouraged easily, because skating is a very demanding sport,» said 
Kelsey. 
    A graceful and yet challenging sport, ice skating has given some Saratoga students 
a chance to shine. 
    Kelsey said, «I love it because of the challenge of learning new jumps and spins 
and the sense of pride I get when I master a new skill. I love it for the adrenaline rush 
I get at competitions. I love it because I've met some of my best friends through ice 
skating. Also, now that I'm older, I appreciate skating for what it's taught me about 
being hardworking.»  

[ ]
Stephanie advised 
new skaters to dress in 
layers, because peo-
ple get sweaty while 
skating, and lace 
skates up tight
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IN action

skaters share 
their secrets to 
gliding on ice

}

grand finish sophomore 
kelsey owyang skates at her 
first competition. chillin’ on 
the ice sophomores kelsey 
owyang and courtney chen-
hsu hang out during practice. 
fooling around Sophomore 
courtney chen-hsu gets on the 
ice at a Heart Skate event.

skating with style sopho-
mores olivia chock, eric 

wang, and robin owyung 
skate with friends from other 

schools at the Heart Skate 
Breast Cancer Event.

[•ashwini velchamy• ] [
competition time 

sophomore kelsey 
owyang  glides on 

ice at her latest 
competition. ]
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to 
g d 

be a
driver...
[there are only three main 

lessons, but can an 8th 
grader grasp them?] [ ]Even though teens 

aren’t the worst 
drivers, they either 
tend to be way too 
cautious or way too 
overconfident, both 
of which is a hazard 
on the road.

Permitted freshman Elyse Berlin-
berg shows off her permit the day 
after she recieved it. Can I drive 
now? 8th grader Keerthi Vedantam 
talks to her dad about driving, 
which she will be doing in the 
coming year. 

A   
s 8th grader Keerthi Vedantam waits in her car, she 
can’t help but wonder what would happen when she 
begins drive. Sometimes she listens to other people 
saying that they are very tired after driving, but to 
her, driving seems like the easiest thing in the world. 
Little does she know that there is a lot more that 
goes into being a good driver than just pressing the 
pedal.

 Keerthi will be entering the 9th grade next year, coming to 
Saratoga High School. She will be enrolled in a Health/Driver’sEd 
class for one semester. Taking the Driver’s Ed class at the high school 
is the fi rst step to becoming a driver but being a good driver is 
probably much harder than one thinks. 

So how does a person become a good driver? Joanna Huang, 
parent of sophomore James Huang, works at the DMV (Department 
of Motor Vehicles) and said that the fi rst step to being a good driver 
comes from experience, something that many 16-year olds lack.

 “I think that it is way too easy for teenagers to get distracted. 
Today, nearly each teenager has an iPod, a cell phone and the urge 
to blast music while driving. It is distracting for everyone around 
them and those they drive,” she said. Even though teens aren’t the 
worst drivers, they either tend to be way too cautious or way too 
overconfi dent, both of which is a hazard on the road. One way to 
have more experience is to drive as much as possible. The more 
opportunities a person gets to drive the more comfortable they 
become with the road. They gain experience and lose the over 
cautiousness. After taking the Driver’s Ed class, and after waiting for 
six months after her 15th birthday, Freshman Elyse Berlinberg took 
her permit test and passed.  

“The test wasn’t hard for me. It was more like the questions 
that I thought I got right, I got wrong and the ones I thought I got 
wrong, I got right,” she said. “I am excited to drive but I can’t until 
I get my fi rst driving lesson. I am a pretty responsible 
person, so I think that I can drive well. But I don’t think 
I can judge myself on whether I can be a good driver 
or not,” said Elyse.

The second step in being a good driver is 
how responsible the driver is. Many times, people 
are careless and that’s dangerous. If people are 
responsible, then they are safer. Though she hasn’t 
even begun the permit process, freshman Ankita 
Chadha talks about driving through what she sees from 
her older sister, sophomore Shivani Chadha. 

“For a while I didn’t trust her because I thought 
she would be a horrible driver, since she is pretty 
clumsy on her feet. But after being in the car with her 
a couple of times, she is actually a really cautious 
driver…touchwood,” said Ankita.  Ankita knows 
that she can rely on her sister for a ride whenever she needs it, but 
because of her cautiousness, Ankita hopes that “Shivani doesn’t drive 
so slow that she would make her late”. 

Huang still had this to say about over-cautious drivers. 
“There is a line that separates a person from over-cautious and 
cautious. My advice to new drivers is to trust yourself, but also be 
able to see the fl aws in yourself for yourself,” she said. Even though 
her son trusts himself to drive well, she hasn’t let him get his license. 

“I have a protective motherly instinct and sometimes, I think that I 
am not ready to see him drive yet.”The “protective motherly instinct” 
leads to the third step to becoming a good driver –have parents and 
the people around the driver-to-be trust them. If parents can believe 
in their child, and their sibling in their brother/sister then that’s really 
an accomplishment. “I trust Shivani but there are moments where I 
am unsure. But I still want her to teach me how to drive. She’s patient 
and trustworthy,” said Ankita.
Keerthi has to learn three important lessons before she can become 
a good driver.  As she gains more experience on the road, learns to 
trust herself more, and gain her parents’ trust, these three lessons will 
[hopefully] better her driving ability. [•Sanjna Verma• ]

So that’s the rearview mirror? 
8th grader Keerthi Vedantam 
gets a small driving tip from 

her dad on the way to school
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Y
ou're up Sierra,” said Courtney Matsui, freshmen Sierra Smith's 
gymnastics coach. Sierra nodded and positioned herself. She took 
a deep breath and then took off. I can do this, she thought as she 
launched herself forward. She fl ipped through the air and landed 
perfectly in the fi nished position. She smiled as Courtney said, “Good 
job Sierra.” 
    Sierra is a level six gymnast and has been doing gymnastics since a 
young age. “People start gymnastics at all different ages, but the ones 

that are most successful usually start when they are very young, around three or four 
years old,” said Sierra.  
    Gymnastics is an intense sport that requires extreme determination and commitment. 
Gymnasts have to be in excellent physical condition and mentally prepared to handle 
the sport. It takes immense bravery to get back up on a high beam after a complete 
wipeout and it requires extreme courage every time they attempt a skill.  
     Gymnastics, like any sport, demands patience and practice. “You have to be willing 
and committed because it takes a while to become the best you can be,” said freshmen 
Juhi Patel, a level fi ve gymnast. 
    To be successful 
gymnasts practice long 
and hard. Sierra practices 
a total of ten hours a week 
and Juhi practices nine. 
Sometimes, they even 
have private lessons to get 
better at a skill. 
    Included in their 
practice is conditioning 
to build up their stamina, 
strengthening exercises to 
prepare their muscles, and 
kicks and splits to stretch. 
The gymnasts must do this 
every practice to maintain 
their perfect physical 
condition. 
    Gymnasts start to compete once they reach level four. Competitions are a series of 
events and the gymnasts are split into groups to begin. After each girl has completed 
the event, they rotate until all the girls fi nish every event. 
    The girls usually have fi xed routines but as they get to higher levels they have the 
freedom of choosing what routine they will be performing. The highest level is level 10. 
“Level nine and ten are Olympic level. They are really good,” said Juhi. 
    Along with higher levels also come more skills. Flips, fl oor events such as tumbling, 
and vaulting are common skills, and they come easy to girls at competition levels. 
More challenging skills take more time to learn. 
    “There are many challenging skills such as doing layouts (straight bodied fl ips) on the 
beam or handstand pirouettes on bars,” said Sierra. “The required skills get harder as 
you continue to move up from level to level, and new skills are still being created.” 
    As they get more and more experienced skill-wise, they also encounter their fair 
share of injuries. More common ones include sprained ankles and wrists and pain in 
their lower backs from the strain on them. Severe injuries include dislocated shoulders 
or elbows and even broken bones. 
    The parents of young gymnasts deal with the multitude of injuries and supply 
encouragement and support. “The girls come home with all sorts of sprains, rips, and 
beam burns.  Sometimes they take it in stride and sometimes they are so upset that they 
want to quit,” said Laura Tillett, Sierra’s mother, and a very dedicated parent. 
    “For parents you have to provide all kinds of support and be willing to work with the 
crazy schedule,” said Tillet. “We drive to and from gym sometimes 4 trips in a day. We 
take them to the podiatrist appointments, at times a physical therapist appointment, and 
more often than not we bandage them up and always have an ice bag on hand.“ 
    Gymnastics is a lot of work. It is demanding, and requires extreme devotion. The 
injuries are numerous and the schedules are crazy. The girls have so little time for 
homework and it is a challenge to get to sleep at a decent time. 
In spite of all the work, craziness, and time it requires the girls love gymnastics. 
    “Gymnastics allows me to challenge myself and compete at an individual level.  It 
also gives me a sense of accomplishment when I have mastered a move,” said Sierra. “I 
enjoy spending time with my teammates and showing off my skills.” 
    Juhi said, “It's more than just a sport. It teaches us to be in control of our body and 
how it moves. For me, that's really cool.” 

[ ]Gymnastics is an 
intense sport that 
requires extreme 
determination and 
commitment. Gymnasts 
have to be in excellent 
physical condition and 
mentally prepared to 
handle the sport.

ATTITUDEshow some !young students 
dedicate 
themselves to 
gymanstics.

[ ]GYM vocab
attitude: A pose on 
one leg with the other 
extended with the knee 
slightly bent either to 
the front, side, or back.

rips: Occurs when a 
gymnast works so hard 
on the bars or rings 
that they tear off a flap 
of skin from their hand.

beam burns: When 
gymnasts fall off the 
beam anbeam and scrape their 
llegs on it.

layout: A complicated 
flip where the body is 
held in a straight posi-
tion during the flip.

Attitude! Freshman Sierra 
Smith holds the attitude pose 

as she begins her routine. 

[•Abby Wolf• ]

Stick it Freshmen Sierra 
Smith holds a difficult 
pose on the beam.  Say 
Cheese! Sophmore 
Corinne Zelanis (left)and 
Freshman Sierra Smith 
smile for the camera with 
their gymnastics buddies.
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Students eat a variety 
of lunches to refuel 
for their classes

A
fter second period, when over 1,000 hungry 
students are eager to get out of their classes 
to eat lunch, what do they eat?
  Every typical day, there are a variety of 
ways to eat lunch at school. One can buy 
lunch from school, bring lunch from home or 
go out to get lunch off campus.
 Everyday, there is a cart full of pizza sticks 

from Papa John’s that are a favorite of those who eat food on 
campus.
 “I usually just get pizza sticks from the pizza stick line,” 
freshman Derek Chao said. “They are cheap, and taste so dang 
good.”
 Along with the pizza sticks, there are a wide variety of new 
foods added this year including a pasta cart, fresh burgers 
cooked outside and a cart serving Hispanic foods. These foods 
are new this year and offer healthier and better tasting foods and 
tend to be more popular.
 “I usually stick to the boring everyday lunches like pizza 
and chicken strips,” said freshman Andrew Lo. “But when the 
specialty carts come, out I prefer those foods. They taste better 
and are usually healthier too.”
 Some other students eat with food that has been packed from 
their parents. For lunch, some students bring typical bag lunches 
and others bring lunches brought to school hot.
 In the beginning of the year, freshman Shauray Agrawal 
bought lunch from the cafeteria at school but found them to be 
“greasy and unappetizing”. His parents started bringing him hot 
food prepared and home and dropped off right before lunch-
time.
 “It is always nice to have nice hot lunches brought to me by 
my parents,” Shauray said. “I usually get something simple like a 
chicken pot pie, but when I get nice lunches, my friends always 
beg for a piece. For me, this is a way to eat a delicious lunch.”
 Having bag lunches prepared at home is a good way to eat 
well; however, the upperclassmen have the luxury of going off 
campus for lunch that underclassmen don’t have.
 “I would have to say i enjoy going off campus more, not only 
because of the different varieties of food, but because I get to get 
away from school for 40 minutes and do whatever I want,” said 
junior Joseph Kim.
 Many other upperclassmen enjoy eating off campus because 
of the wide variety of food they can get. Also the food is a break 
from the foods given at lunch, but at times can be unhealthy.
 “I love to freedom of eating off campus at lunch because ive 
gotten pretty sick of the school food freshmen and sophomore 
year,” said Joseph. “However there are some downsides to 
eating off lunch all the time. I’m always eating fastfood and it’s 
probably way unhealthier than some of the given food choices at 
school.”
 Going off campus is the most popular way to get lunch, but 
students find that eating at school can taste just as good.
 “School lunches are a life saver for a tiring first half of the 
day,” said Derek. “I am glad that Saratoga has [lunches] espe-
cially pizza sticks.”
 

FILLING
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“ I don’t think that I can 
live without a lunch
break.”

-Freshman Eric Om

“ The only part about 
lunch I like is the eating, 
the other parts are kind 
of boring.

-Freshman Sasan Saddat

enjoying lunch sophomores Tyler Borch, Kyle 
Clark, and Troy Doles eat lunch together in the 
quad. paying up freshmen Amin Mirzadegan. fill-
ing it out senor Karen Wei fills out a form for her 
sandwich at Coach House. 

[•Elijah Yi• ]
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Fix it Sophomore Michael Zuc-
carino reaches inside “Progess”, 

the robot, to screw a bolt in at 
the National Championships in 

Atlanta. What’s the problem now 
Freshman Stanley Yip peers inside 

“Progress” at the Silicon Valley Re-
gional Championships to see what 
could be causing it to malfuncton. 

A quick meeeting Junior Cordell 
Hollingsworth has a brief discus-

sion with other M-SET members at 
the Silicon Valley Regional.

SYSTEM
Malfunction

I
n the dark of a February Friday 
night, one classroom was still 
lit: Room 903, home of the Me-
chanical Science and Engineer-
ing Team (M-SET). A handful of 
students and parents stood near 
a desk cluttered with wires and 
computers as sophomore Rod 

Jafari plugged a long wire into a strange 
box within a metal frame on wheels. 
Junior Cordell Hollingsworth flipped a 
switch also inside the frame and stood 
back as sophomore Michael Zuccarino 
pressed a button on a small laptop. Sud-
denly, the metal frame came to life and 
sprinted forward.
 Cordell shouted, “Stop!” but it was 
too late. 
The robot 
slammed 
into a coun-
ter at full 
speed and 
everyone let 
out a groan 
as they 
encountered 
yet another 
problem 
with their 
robot.
 Day after 
day, M-SET members tackled one chal-
lenge after another to build a robot to 
compete the FIRST (For Inspiration and 
Recognition of Science and Technology) 
Robotics Competition (FRC). For almost 
three months, the team worked late 
every night after school and on week-
ends to make a robot that could play a 
modified game of soccer. The difficulties 
could be considered the individual steps 
to building a robot.
 Cordell called the competition “a 
tangle of challenges under one big label, 
FRC.”
 One of the first challenges faced by 
M-SET was how to design the robot’s 
frame. Valin – Automation Controls, the 
sponsor who supplied the extrusion – 
pre-cut metal pieces – requested that 
the team create the frame on a program 
called SolidWorks, Cordell said.
 “The problem was that none of us 
knew how to use [SolidWorks], let 
alone design our entire robot on it,” said 
Cordell. “It was really frustrating using it 
at first.”
 Cordell and sophomore Divakar 
Bala gradually learned and submitted 

{
The robotics team grinds out 
many problems to build a 
robot

{

a complete design of the robot to Valin 
– Automation Controls. When the parts 
came, another challenge awaited them.
 The mechanism used to kick the ball 
could not even move the ball a few 
inches, Cordell said.
 “The kicker was pretty pathetic at 
first,” Cordell said with a laugh. “We 
ended up ripping the entire thing out to 
rethink it.”
 He and his father pondered many so-
lutions and came up with an ingenious 
design, Cordell said.
 “We pretty much created this huge 
gearbox out of spare parts to propel the 
kicker,” Cordell said.
 It was much more effective than the 

previous one, 
and “it looked 
like a beast,” 
Rod said.
 While 
Cordell and oth-
ers worked on 
the fabrication 
and building of 
the robot, Rod 
and Michael 
faced their own 
challenges with 
the electronics 
and program-

ming.
 “Every little problem that was pos-
sible seemed to hit us right in the face,” 
said Michael.
  The first problem was wirelessly link-
ing the robot to a control laptop.
 “It was really weird and annoying be-
cause we didn’t know the configurations 
of the wireless router,” said Michael. 
“We kept resetting the thing to try and 
access the settings to configure it to our 
needs.”
 Before the link was even neces-
sary, Rod needed to program a critical 
component of the robot, the gyroscope, 
a device used to measure orientation.
 “None of the mentors or I knew how 
to program [a gyroscope]. It needed 
intense math to calculate everything,” 
Rod said.  
 A couple hours of searching on the 
Internet remedied that dilemma as the 
various components of the robot quickly 
came together into a whole.
 Rod and Michael said overcoming all 
the challenges is what makes the compe-
tition fun.
 [•by Stanley Yip• ]

![ ]“Every little problem 
that was possible 
seemed to hit us right 
in the face.” 
- Sophomore Michael 
Zuccarino


